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Compost is the dark, crumbly, earthy-smelling material
produced by the natural decomposition of organic materials.
It is a valuable soil conditioner. Compost adds needed organ-
ic matter to soil, sequesters carbon in soil, improves plant
growth, conserves water, reduces reliance on chemical pesti-
cides and fertilizers,and helps prevent nutrient runoff and soil
erosion. But it also reduces the volume of and recycles mate-
rials that might otherwise be disposed in landfills or trash in-
cinerators such as leaves, grass clippings, brush, garden trim-
mings, wood, manure, and food scraps. Furthermore, unlike
recycling, composting is inherently local and part of the nat-
ural ecosystem.Recovered organics cannot be shipped abroad
to be made into compost; this happens locally with myriad
benefits to the local economy and environment. It is a place-
based industry,which cannot be outsourced abroad.Thus,ad-
vancing composting and compost use in the US is a key sus-
tainability strategy to create jobs, protect watersheds, reduce
climate impacts, improve soil vitality, and build resilient local
economies.

With all these benefits, why aren’t we composting more?
How can we generate and use more compost to sequester car-
bon in soil and improve soil structure and fertility? Where
can the compost come from? What kinds of systems are the
most effective? What types should be promoted? What are
the threats to expanding composting? What are its limita-
tions? What infrastructure and policies are needed to advance
composting? How do we do implement these? 

The State of Composting in the US:What,Why,Where & How

seeks to address these questions. It explains what composting
is and why it is important; summarizes model programs,tech-
nologies and systems; and provides a national and state-by-
state snapshot of activities, infrastructure needed, and policy
opportunities. It concludes with recommendations on how to
grow composting in the US.

Section 1: What Is Composting and Compost

Composting is the controlled aerobic,or oxygen-requiring,
decomposition of organic materials by microorganisms, un-
der controlled conditions. It reduces the volume and mass of
the raw materials while transforming them into a valuable soil
conditioner – compost. Composting is a proven approach to
recycling a wide variety of organic materials from household
kitchen scraps and yard trimmings to crop residues,biosolids,
animal manures, and soiled paper. Composting, at any scale,
is a biological manufacturing process.The resulting compost
product is valued for its organic matter content and is utilized
to enhance the chemical, physical, and biological properties
of soil. Compost is not typically considered a fertilizer, al-
though it can reduce the amount of fertilizer needed.

Composting can take place at many levels – backyard,block,
neighborhood, schoolyard, community, on-farm, and region-
al – and in urban, suburban, and rural areas. There are many
methods and scales and ownership can be private or public or
a combination of the two.Large-scale centralized facilities can
serve wide geographic areas and divert significant quantities
of organic materials from disposal facilities. Composting lo-
cally at the neighborhood or community-scale level yields
many other benefits: improved local soils, more local jobs,
greener spaces,enhanced food security and fewer food deserts,
less truck traffic hauling garbage, increased composting
know-how and skills within the local workforce and rein-
forced in the next generation. When composting is small-
scale and locally based, community participation and educa-
tion can flourish.

Composting Systems
There are many types of composting systems, large and

small, and everything in between. Regardless of size, man-
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aged composting systems have adequate microorganisms to
digest organic materials,adequate oxygen,adequate moisture,
adequate food for microorganisms (that is, a balanced carbon
to nitrogen ratio), diversely sized particles that provide pore
space for oxygen to travel, and an adequate volume of mate-
rial to best allow the microbial population to grow and thrive
(usually a cubic yard or more). Food scraps represent materi-
als high in nitrogen; thus,any food scrap composting program
must find adequate supplies of carbon-rich materials such as
wood chips, straw, leaves, and brush. In addition, compost
needs time and space to stabilize and mature after an initial
phase, typically characterized by high temperatures, and fre-
quent monitoring and management.

Composting is a relatively simple process that can be per-
formed outdoors in most climates. Because of a desire to op-
erate the process more efficiently,control odors,and minimize
the effects of weather,some facilities operate under structures,
in fully enclosed buildings, or in entirely mechanized facili-
ties (and combinations thereto).There are many composting
configurations in use today. All fall into one or more of these
classifications: open vs. contained, passive vs. active, static vs.
managed, and onsite vs. centralized. Several basic compost-
ing systems are available:

Static Systems: Static pile systems are passively aerated,re-
lying on the “chimney effect”where the internal air heated by
microbial decomposition rises and is replaced with cool air.

Turned Windrow Systems: Windrow composting involves
forming material in long, narrow, low piles known as
windrows that are about twice as wide as they are high.
Windrow composting is the most common composting sys-
tem used in the US today due to its suitability to a wide va-
riety of materials and capacities and low capital and operat-
ing costs.

Passively Aerated Windrow Systems: Similar to static
systems but where aeration is enhanced by using perforated
pipes to allow air into the pile.

Actively Aerated Systems: These systems use fans and
blowers to move air through the compost pile to maintain aer-
obic conditions in the piles.These are generally static systems
with little or no turning during the 30-45 days of active com-
posting. Appendix A explains the various aerated static pile
(ASP) systems available and spotlights examples of operat-
ing facilities around the country.

Bioreactors: A bioreactor is an enclosed, rigid structure or
vessel used to contain the material and is usually equipped
with process control systems that monitor the operating per-
formance of the composting process such as temperature and
oxygen or carbon dioxide.Bioreactors can be classified by their
configuration (horizontal, vertical with channels, with cells,
with containers, with tunnels and with rotating drums), by
operational mode (continuous or batch), and by movement of
material within the reactor (static or dynamic). Appendix B
provides more detail and examples of the wide range of biore-
actor configurations available.

Vermicomposting: Vermicomposting – or worm com-
posting – involves special species of worms decomposing or-

ganic materials into a rich humus. Eisenia fetida, commonly
called red wigglers, is the most popular type of worm for ver-
micomposting. Vermicomposting systems are more suited to
smaller-scale applications like backyard/individual, on-site,
and on-farm than to the larger-scale applications. There are
numerous sources of worm bins for small-scale applications.
Larger-scale units are available from some technology
providers.

Costs
Composting system costs vary and establishing a facility

can be expensive (although as we note pales in comparison to
building new landfills or trash burners). Fixed assets associ-
ated with composting facilities are land, site improvements,
and the processing technology. Site improvements at larger-
scale facilities can include security gating, grading, construct-
ing roadways and materials handling impermeable surfaces,
weigh scales and offices buildings, and storm water manage-
ment facilities. Site improvements can be on the order of
$250,000/acre.

Smaller-scale, community-level composting facilities can
be done for significantly less, in that many of them operate
on municipally-donated or leased land or can be sited in re-
purposed commercial or industrial buildings,have limited site
improvement needs and can use more affordable, small-scale
processing technologies. One recent study estimated a capi-
tal cost of about $220,000 for a network of four community-
level composting facilities and one centralized curing/prod-
uct management/equipment maintenance facility.

Costs for processing technologies vary widely and are con-
sidered proprietary information by most technology
providers. Small-scale aerated static pile systems are usually
below $10,000-$25,000 each; horizontal bioreactors and
containerized ASPs can vary between $100,000 and
$700,000 each; and larger-scale in-vessel systems and dry
fermentation AD systems cost multiple millions of dollars.
Technology providers generally sell the physical equipment,
help oversee installation, provide operations and mainte-
nance manuals, provide start-up training assistance, and, of-
ten, ongoing phone/internet support for a period of time
along with a warranty.

Operating costs in organics recycling are similar to those
in any bulk commodities industry: fuel for vehicles and equip-
ment, labor costs, and vehicle/equipment maintenance.

A growing concern among many composters is the increas-
ing cost of carbonaceous amendments needed to provide car-
bon and structural porosity for proper composting. In less
than ten years, due in large part to demand created by the
growth of the biomass industry, the price of wood chips has
risen from near-nothing to over $20 per ton. As the normal
weight-to-weight ratio between wood chips and compostable
solid waste is 1:1, this adds potentially crippling costs to a
composting operation.

Despite the success of many composting enterprises, rais-
ing financing from traditional lending and equity institutions
can be challenging. Banks and other financial institutions are
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not familiar with these operations.As noted in Section 3,state
grants and loan programs for composting have decreased over
the last 10 to 15 years (see Table 3-7); these financing pro-
grams helped composters procure necessary equipment to get
facilities started.

Material Feedstocks Available for Composting
There is enormous potential to increase composting and

the production of compost in the US. At the same time, the
need for compost is great, especially to restore soil structure,
vitality and fertility.

From the municipal waste stream alone (material discard-
ed by households, businesses, and institutions), approximate-
ly 35 millions tons of food scraps, 14 millions of yard trim-
mings, 13 millions tons of soiled paper, and 13 millions tons
of wood waste are landfilled or burned each year. Assuming
only half of this wood waste and the paper is suitable for com-
posting, 62 millions tons of municipal organics now disposed
in the US could instead be captured for composting, produc-
ing an estimated 21 million tons of additional compost.

Livestock manure and municipal biosolids are also suitable
compost feedstocks. Dairy cows generate about 146 millions
tons of manure each year. Beef cattle produce an estimated
280 million tons, swine 287 million tons, and poultry live-
stock 230 million wet tons. On a dry ton basis, this equates
to 136 million tons of manure each year. Municipal biosolids
are the residual semi solid material from wastewater treat-
ment. Each person produces about 30-50 dry pounds of
biosolids per year. With a US population of 316 million in
2013, this translates to 5 to 8 million dry tons of biosolids per
year.Manures and biosolids are high in nitrogen, and thus re-
quire mixing with high carbon feedstocks such as leaves,wood
waste, or agricultural crop residues (e.g., corn stalks, corn
silage, or wheat straw) in order to properly compost.

Millions of tons of agricultural crop residues are potential-
ly available for composting, but it should be noted that exces-
sive harvesting of agricultural residuals could have long-term
impacts on soil quality, especially if the land from which they
are harvested is not replenished with the compost or other
organic matter. No-till farming is increasingly recognized for
its ability to retain organic matter and cycle nutrients in the
soil. It is a method of farming in which crop residues are left
on the field and there is minimal soil disturbance. One po-
tential avenue for using some agricultural residues high in car-
bon such as wheat straw, rice straw, barley straw and stalks
from sorghum, would be to first use the material as animal
bedding. The advantages of this approach include providing
two uses for the material and the likely proximity of animal
operations to fields used to produce animal feed.

Challenges and Impacts
Composting has many benefits but it is also not without its

drawbacks and challenges.These include odors,pathogens,con-
taminants, and concerns about nutrient run-off. Composting
inherently involves dealing with putrescible materials, which
means odors need to be actively managed to avoid becoming a

nuisance.Pathogens also need to be reduced,which is why time,
temperature, and mixing are important. High-quality compost
has to be free of harmful and physical contaminants. Physical
contaminants – most notably plastics – are increasingly a prob-
lem, particularly for facilities accepting post-consumer food
scraps. Persistent herbicides are another challenge, as they can
find their way into composting facilities and even in very minute
concentrations cause crop damage when the compost is used.
However, failure to control and manage odors is the single
biggest cause of adverse publicity, regulatory pressures and fa-
cility closures in the organics recycling industry. Appendix D
discusses managing odors at compost sites.

Markets and Applications for Compost
There are many markets and applications for compost,both

existing and emerging: agricultural and horticultural, land-
scape and nursery, vegetable and flower gardens, sod produc-
tion and roadside projects,wetlands creation,soil remediation
and land reclamation, sports fields and golf courses, and sed-
iment and erosion control. Moreover, markets for quality
compost are growing thanks to the expansion of sustainable
practices associated with green infrastructure such as
stormwater management, green roofs, rain gardens, and oth-
er forms of low-impact development (LID). Another emerg-
ing market is use of compost to sequester carbon.

Highest and Best Use
Composting is an age-old and important technique for cy-

cling organic materials into soil, but it is not considered the
highest and best use for all organic materials. Avoiding the
generation of waste in the first place – source reduction – and
rescuing food to feed people,for instance,are considered high-
er priorities than composting for food scraps. The US EPA
has developed a hierarchy that represents EPA’s perceived best
management activities for food scraps.Reducing wasted food
and feeding the hungry are considered the most beneficial,
followed by industrial uses and composting. Landfill and in-
cineration are identified as the least attractive.

ILSR endorses a more nuanced hierarchy of highest and
best use, one that takes into account scale, ownership, and the
level of community engagement. In general, we believe local-
ly based systems should be prioritized over centralized sys-
tems. Locally based composting is important to support lo-
cal food production and keep our backyards and streetscapes
rich in organic matter. (Training programs are needed to en-
sure small-scale decentralized sites are well operated.)

The concept of highest and best use can apply to the fin-
ished compost in addition to how the raw organics materials
are managed. Compost used for daily landfill cover, for in-
stance, is a high-volume but low-value end market. In order
to recycle organic materials into high-value compost, com-
posters have to produce high-quality compost suitable for the
desired end market.Buyers may be concerned with weed seed
content, soluble salts, pathogens, pH, nutrient value, and lev-
el of organic matter. Compost quality requirements can dif-
fer significantly depending on the end use.The US Compost-
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ing Council has a compost testing, labeling and information
disclosure program – the Seal of Testing Assurance program
– that provides reliable information on the quality of com-
post.The program supports production of consistently high-
quality compost for high-value end uses.

Section 2: Why Compost?

Unsustainable patterns of wasting drive climate change, re-
source depletion,habitat destruction,and a range of other en-
vironmental crises. At the same time we throw away valuable
organic materials, our soils suffer from topsoil loss and ero-
sion, which in turn leads to severe watershed problems and
threatens our ability to sustain life on earth. Shifting toward
a decentralized recycling infrastructure addresses these envi-
ronmental threats and forms the basis for strong local
economies that operate in harmony with nature. Advancing
composting and compost use is a key sustainability strategy
to create jobs,protect watersheds,reduce climate impacts, im-
prove soil vitality, and build resilient local economies.

Compost to Improve Soil & Protect Watersheds
One-third of the world’s arable land has been lost to soil

erosion and continues to be lost at an alarming rate. In the
US, 99 million acres (28% of all cropland) are eroding above
soil tolerance rates,meaning the long-term productivity of the
soil cannot be maintained and new soil is not adequately re-
placing lost soil. Erosion reduces the ability of soil to store
water and support plant growth. Much of the soil that is
washed away ends up in rivers, streams and lakes, contami-
nating waterways with fertilizers and pesticides. Amending
soil with compost has the following benefits:

• Improved soil quality and structure
• Erosion and sedimentation control
• Improved water retention
• Reduced chemical needs
• Cutting non-point source pollution

Compost to Protect the Climate
When landfilled, biodegradable organic materials are a li-

ability as they break down and produce methane, a green-
house gas 72 times more potent than carbon dioxide in its
global warming strength (over a 20 year time horizon).Com-
post protects the climate in two main ways: it sequesters car-
bon in soil and it reduces methane emissions from landfills
by cutting the amount of biodegradable materials disposed.
There is a significant and growing body of evidence that
demonstrates the effectiveness of compost to store carbon in
soil for a wide range of soil types and land uses.

Compost to Reduce Waste
The potential to expand composting is enormous.The US

disposes of 164 millions tons of garbage per year. Almost half
the materials Americans discard – food scraps, yard trim-
mings, and soiled paper – is compostable. Food scraps alone
represent one-fifth. While 58% of yard trimmings are recov-

ered for composting, the recovery level for food scraps re-
mains low at only 4.8%. Many communities (such as San
Francisco) have proven the ability of convenient composting
programs to achieve high diversion levels.

Compost to Create Jobs
Jobs are sustained in each phase of the organics recovery

cycle. In addition to the direct jobs at composting facilities,
the use of compost supports new green enterprises and addi-
tional jobs. Most of the end markets for compost tend to be
regional, if not local. Each recycling step a community takes
locally means more jobs, more business expenditures on sup-
plies and services, and more money circulating in the local
economy through spending and tax payments.

• On a per-ton basis, composting sustains four times the
number of jobs as landfill or incinerator disposal.

• In addition to manufacturing compost, using compost
in “green infrastructure” and for stormwater and
sediment control creates even more jobs. Green
infrastructure represents low-impact development such
as rain gardens, green roofs, bioswales, vegetated
retaining walls, and compost blankets on steep highway
embankments to control soil erosion.

• An entire new industry of contractors who use compost
and compost-based products for green infrastructure
has emerged, presenting an opportunity to establish a
new made-in-America industrial sector.

• Utilizing 10,000 tons of finished compost annually in
green infrastructure can sustain one new business. For
every 10,000 tons of compost used annually by these
businesses, 18 full-time equivalent jobs can be sustained.

• For every 1 million tons of organic material composted,
followed by local use of the resulting compost in green
infrastructure, almost 1,400 new full-time equivalent jobs
could potentially be supported.These 1,400 jobs could
pay wages from $23 million to $57 million each year.

• Composting and compost use represent place-based
industries that cannot be outsourced abroad.

Compost to Build Community
When composting is small scale and locally based, it has

the potential to build and engage the community. Locally
based composting circulates dollars in the community, pro-
motes social inclusion and empowerment, greens neighbor-
hoods,builds healthy soils,supports local food production and
food security, embeds a culture of composting know-how in
the community, sustains local jobs, and strengthens the skills
of the local workforce.

Composting done in conjunction with community and
school gardens provides a full soil-to-soil loop that few stu-
dents would experience otherwise. Young composters grow
into old composters, and students are instrumental in spread-
ing compost awareness and experience throughout the entire
community. Investment in training and education of today’s
youth will have a long-term payback for composting efforts
in the future.
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Section 3: Where Is Composting Happening –
National Snapshot and Models to Replicate

Municipal and county government, and private food scrap
generators increasingly recognize the importance of divert-
ing yard trimmings and food scraps from disposal to reach
recycling goals and manage solid waste handling costs. Yard
trimmings composting programs are fairly well developed in
the US. Of the 4,914 composting operations identified in the
US for this study, about 71% compost only yard trimmings
(based on 44 states reporting.) Food scrap recovery is slowly
growing. More than 180 communities have now instituted
residential food scrap collection programs, up from only a
handful a decade ago. Countless supermarkets, schools,
restaurants, and other businesses and institutions are also
source separating their food scraps for composting. But the
current infrastructure remains inadequate.

State organics recycling officials contacted as part of this
project were asked to tally the number of composting facili-
ties in their state by volume of material processed. For the
states that provided total tonnage diverted and the number
of facilities, the average diverted per facility per year was 5,155
tons. This is far too small. To achieve higher levels of com-
posting in the US, more processing capacity will be needed.

Model Policies
At the state level, policies have been enacted to encourage

or require diversion of source separated organics. Over 20
states enacted bans on disposal of yard trimmings in landfills
many years ago. More recently, a handful of states have estab-
lished food waste disposal bans.Connecticut’s and Massachu-
setts’ laws cover commercial food waste streams. Vermont’s
law covers both residential and commercial, phased in over
the years 2014 to 2020. Commercial generators are required
to comply first; residential organics diversion is required by
2020.

But disposal bans are certainly not the only mechanism for
driving composting. Of the top five states in terms of diver-
sion of organics to composting, only Iowa has a ban on dis-
posal of yard trimmings in landfills. While California does
not have a disposal ban on organics, it passed a waste diver-
sion law in 1999 — AB939 — that required jurisdictions to
divert 50% of the waste stream by 2000 or be subject to fines.
The waste diversion goal has been effective at establishing lo-
cal organics diversion programs — for both yard trimmings
and food scraps.

Of the 39 states that responded to the question on programs
in place to support composting, only 14 reported having a
grant program, and even fewer, 7, have a loan program. This
lack of funding via grants and loans to establish or expand
composting infrastructure is discouraging in light of the crit-
ical need for more organics processing capacity in the US. In
addition, many states have cut the number of full-time em-
ployees dedicated to composting, i.e., state organics recycling
specialists often are given other programs to manage that are
unrelated to composting and organics management. The

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency and the California
Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRe-
cycle) stand out as two exceptions to this trend. Massachu-
setts, which is getting ready to enforce its commercial organ-
ics disposal ban in fall 2014, has contracted much of its
technical assistance for composting to a nonprofit organiza-
tion, so has not added staff at the agency level.

One reason for the lack of more facilities accepting food
scraps is an inadequate regulatory structure to facilitate the
development of new operations. In ILSR’s August 2012 sur-
vey of Maryland composters, regulations and permitting were
the most frequently cited challenges to facilities’ financial vi-
ability and their opportunities for expansion. This is begin-
ning to change. States are starting to modify their regulations
to facilitate composting of source separated organics. Mass-
achusetts,Ohio,Oregon and Washington are examples of sev-
eral states that recently revised composting rules to create dis-
tinct categories for source separated organics including food
waste.The permitting and site approval process in this tier is
designed to be more streamlined and less costly.

Demand for compost will help drive the supply and devel-
opment of new infrastructure. Compost purchasing incen-
tives and specifications are needed. At the state level, a num-
ber of Departments of Transportation (DOT) have
specifications for compost-based products for erosion and
sediment control and storm water management. In almost all
cases, the specifications require that the compost be certified
under the US Composting Council’s Seal of Testing Assur-
ance (STA).

At the local level, municipalities — as part of their compli-
ance with the federal Clean Water Act storm water rules —
are utilizing green infrastructure tools such as green roofs and
bioretention swales to manage storm water. In July 2013,
Washington, DC’s Department of Environment finalized
new storm water regulations that rely in part on storm water
retention. In its best management practices (BMP) guide for
achieving water retention, compost is an element of several of
the BMP groups, including green roof growing media, biore-
tention media, and compost-amended trees.

In Washington State, the Washington State Department
of Ecology (DOE) Stormwater Management Manual for West-

ern Washington includes a BMP for “Post Construction Soil
Quality and Depth,” which requires preserving site topsoil
and vegetation where possible, reducing soil compaction, and
amending disturbed soils with compost to restore healthy soil
functions. The BMP calls for planting beds to have a topsoil
layer with a minimum organic matter of 10% dry weight,
which equates to 30-40% compost by volume. Turf areas
should have 5% minimum organic matter (15-25% compost
amendment by volume).King County,Washington, is one ju-
risdiction that has adopted this guideline as policy in its
County code.

A small number of cities are requiring new lawns to incor-
porate compost as a water-saving measure (Leander, Texas,
and Greeley and Denver, Colorado). Montgomery County,
Maryland’s RainScapes Program incentivizes the use of com-
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post in raingardens and new landscapes.These innovative pro-
grams and policies could easily be adopted across the country.

Model Programs
Examples of successful composting facilities are plentiful.

And feedstocks composted range from the typical municipal
solid waste and wastewater organics (leaves, brush,grass clip-
pings, food scraps, soiled and nonrecyclable paper, biosolids)
to the “exotic”(road kill,whales,pizza dough).In short, source
separation of organics, provides tangible rewards for chang-
ing behavior. Households and businesses can witness their
trash shrinking by downsizing to smaller carts or less frequent
set-out in the case of households, and downsizing from com-
pactors to small dumpsters that are serviced less frequently in
the case of businesses and institutions.When households be-
come involved in composting, either at home or in the com-
munity, they reap the further reward of the finished compost.

ILSR has been documenting model composting programs
for more almost 30 years and the archives of BioCycle are filled
with how-to information on establishing and managing
source separation and composting programs for residential,
commercial and institutional organics. In addition, a number
of toolkits are in the public domain.

In general, the most successful programs have the follow-
ing elements:

• Convenience for participants (such as bins provided,
frequent collection)

• Education and outreach (participants need to
understand the benefits, what materials are accepted
and how to sort properly)

• Targeting a wide range of materials (year-round yard
trimmings, all types of food scraps, food-soiled paper)

• Elimination of sources of contaminants (such as
banning polystyrene foodservice ware and requiring
reusable, recyclable, or compostable ware)

• Pay-as-you-throw trash fees (which provide an
economic incentive to reduce and recycle as much as
possible and participate in recycling and composting
programs)

Section 4: How to Advance Composting

There are many strategies to advance composting in the US.
Solid scientific research is needed to demonstrate compost-
ing’s benefits. The US Composting Council’s Research and
Education Foundation, for instance, is actively seeking sup-
port to compile and improve data related to storm water dis-
charge from composting facilities, propose standards and
specifications for compost use in green roof media, and
demonstrate water savings with compost use across different
soil/climate/crop scenarios.An accurate estimate of the num-
ber of composting and digestion facilities in the US and eval-
uation of both the direct and indirect economic benefit from
the existence of these organics recycling facilities is needed to
support economic development efforts to expand the indus-
try. Further research to document the actual impacts (social,

environmental, economic) of small-scale community com-
posting facilities is also warranted.

New rules and policies are very effective means for grow-
ing composting. There are numerous local and state policies
that could be implemented to accelerate composting and
compost production. Also needed is financial modeling to
provide valid data for investors and other interested parties.
Training is critical to the success of composting, regardless of
the size. The development of professional compost science,
engineering and usage programs at state land-grant colleges
in the US could be funded to both raise the professionalism
of the industry and to create a cadre of graduates that can help
run and expand composting facilities.

A diverse and local composting infrastructure is needed.
Composting can take place effectively in a wide range of scale
and sizes: small backyard bins,community gardens,onsite sys-
tems at schools and hospitals, rural and urban farm-based op-
erations, and large low-tech and high-tech regional facilities.
Communities embracing a decentralized and diverse organ-
ics recovery infrastructure – one that first prioritizes food res-
cue, backyard composting, onsite institutional systems, com-
munity composting,and urban and rural on-farm composting
before the development of centralized regional facilities – will
be more resilient and will better reap the economic and envi-
ronmental benefits that organics recovery has to offer. ILSR’s
October 2013 survey of community composters identified a
number of needs including training and staffing, technical as-
sistance and grants,policies and standards, access to land, and
help with public education and marketing. (Appendix F sum-
marizes the survey results.)

Conclusion

America is at a crossroads. Our recycling rate has stagnat-
ed at around 40% for more than a decade. With compostable
material making up one-third to one-half of municipal solid
waste, there is an enormous opportunity to achieve higher re-
cycling levels with comprehensive composting. In addition to
yard debris and food scraps, soiled paper such as pizza boxes
and paper towels can be composted. Switching to com-
postable foodservice ware and packaging would further help
divert materials from disposal facilities. Increasing compost-
ing and compost use would benefit the US in other impor-
tant ways too.

At the same time many states struggle to increase their re-
cycling levels, local watersheds continue to suffer from ex-
cessive nitrogen and phosphorus levels due to nutrient-laden
runoff pollution. Excess fertilizers from farms and suburban
lawns, sewage from septic systems, and sediment from con-
struction projects wash off the land and into our waterways
every time it rains. When added to soil, compost can help
manage these erosion, sedimentation, and stormwater runoff
problems, while providing other benefits such as carbon se-
questration. Healthy soils are essential for protecting local
watersheds. Naturally occurring (undisturbed) soil and veg-
etation provide important stormwater functions: water infil-
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tration; nutrient, sediment, and pollutant adsorption; sedi-
ment and pollutant biofiltration; water interflow storage and
transmission; and pollutant decomposition.These functions
are largely lost when development strips away native soil and
vegetation and replaces them with minimal topsoil and sod.
Organic matter is vital to soil quality and amending soil with
compost is the best way to increase the organic matter in soil,
which improves soil’s ability to retain water as well as se-
quester carbon.

Expanding the use of compost for stormwater and erosion
control and in green infrastructure such as green roofs and
rain gardens will create a new business sector throughout the
US. For every 10,000 tons of compost used per year, about 18
jobs are sustained. This is in addition to the jobs that could
be created by expanding the manufacturing of compost at
composting sites.

There are countless farmers who could potentially start
composting if they were trained and could navigate zoning
and other regulations. Expansion of backyard composting
would reduce municipal government costs to collect and han-
dle material and retain valuable organic matter in our neigh-
borhood soils. The creation of a comprehensive food recov-
ery strategy would ensure that edible organics are diverted to
those who need them most.

However,despite best intentions, composting and compost
use will ultimately be limited if disposal fees remain cheap,
new trash incinerators are built (under the false guise of pro-
viding renewable energy),persistent herbicides remain on the
market, and policies are not passed to support the develop-
ment of adequate infrastructure.

Incinerators need waste to make good on bond obligations.
While incinerators are presented as green, renewable, eco-
nomical solutions to waste problems, in reality, these facilities
drain financial resources, pollute, undermine waste reduction
and economic development efforts, and compete with the in-

troduction of comprehensive food scrap composting systems.
Composting operations, on a per-ton and a per-dollar-cap-

ital-investment basis, sustain more jobs than landfills or incin-
erators. For every 10,000 tons per year flowing to an incinera-
tor, one job is sustained. A 2013 ILSR study, Pay Dirt, focused
on Maryland,indicates that landfills sustain two jobs per 10,000
tons per year landfilled.In contrast,composting operations sus-
tain four jobs for every 10,000 tons per year they handle.

Hundreds of new jobs could be created if organic material
was diverted from landfills and incinerators to composting fa-
cilities. The potential job creation would increase if a diverse
composting infrastructure was developed,that included many
small- and medium-sized operations. The study found that
if every 1 million tons of organic materials now disposed were
instead composted at a mix of small, medium, and large fa-
cilities and the resulting compost used in green infrastruc-
ture, almost 1,400 new full-time equivalent jobs could poten-
tially be supported, paying wages ranging from $23 million
to $57 million. In contrast, when disposed in landfills and in-
cinerators, this tonnage only supports 120 to 220 jobs.

ILSR recommends a comprehensive composting strategy:
one that promotes home composting and small-scale farm
and community sites as a priority, followed by onsite institu-
tional systems and then development of commercial capaci-
ty for remaining organics.

It is time to adopt a national soils strategy that institu-
tionalizes the role of healthy soils — achieved by adding or-
ganic matter such as compost — as a tool to manage the
harsh effects of climate change as well as sequester carbon.
The US has millions of acres of marginalized land starving
for organic matter. Just applying 1/2 inch of compost per
year to the 99 million acres of cropland eroding above soil
tolerance levels would require about 3 billion tons of com-
post. There is not enough compost to meet this need. No
organic scrap should be wasted. �
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Compost is the dark, crumbly, earthy-smelling material produced by the nat-

ural decomposition of organic materials. It is a valuable soil conditioner. Compost adds

needed organic matter to soil, sequesters carbon in soil, improves plant growth, conserves

water, reduces reliance on chemical pesticides and fertilizers, and helps prevent nutrient

runoff and soil erosion.But it also reduces the volume of and recycles materials that might

otherwise be disposed in landfills or trash incinerators such as leaves, grass clippings,

brush, garden trimmings, wood, manure, and food scraps. Furthermore, unlike recycling,

composting is inherently local and part of the natural ecosystem. Recovered organics can-

not be shipped abroad to be made into compost; this happens locally with myriad bene-

fits to the local economy and environment.Thus, advancing composting and compost use

is a key sustainability strategy to create jobs, protect local watersheds, reduce climate im-

pacts, improve soil vitality, and build resilient local economies.

With all these benefits, why aren’t we composting more? How can we generate and

use more compost to sequester carbon in soil and improve soil structure? Where can

the compost come from? What kinds of systems are the most effective? What types

should be promoted? What are the threats to expanding composting? What are its lim-

itations? What infrastructure and policies are needed to advance composting? How do

we implement these? 

The State of Composting in the US: What, Why, Where & How seeks to address these ques-

tions. It explains what composting is and why it is important; summarizes model pro-

grams, technologies and systems; and provides a national and state-by-state snapshot of

activities, infrastructure needed, and policy opportunities. It concludes with recommen-

dations on how to grow composting in the US. �

Introduction
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Section

1

Composting and Compost Defined
Composting is the controlled aerobic, or oxygen-requiring,

decomposition of organic materials by microorganisms, un-
der controlled conditions. During composting, the microor-
ganisms consume oxygen. Composting, at any scale, is a bio-
logical manufacturing process,where the inputs to the process
are material feedstocks,air and water,and the outputs are com-
post, heat, water vapor and carbon dioxide (biogenic). Com-
posting reduces the volume and mass of the raw materials
while transforming them into a valuable soil conditioner –
compost.1 Compost is valued for its organic matter content
and is utilized to enhance the chemical, physical, and biolog-
ical properties of soil. It is not typically considered a fertiliz-
er, although it can reduce the amount of fertilizer needed.2

Regardless of size, managed composting systems need to
have adequate microorganisms to digest organic materials,
adequate oxygen, adequate moisture, adequate food for mi-
croorganisms (that is, a balanced carbon to nitrogen ratio),
diversely sized food particles that provide pore space for oxy-
gen to travel, and an adequate volume of material to best al-
low the microbial population to grow and thrive (usually a cu-
bic yard or more). Food scraps, for instance, represent
materials high in nitrogen; thus, any food scraps composting
program must find adequate supplies of carbon-rich materi-
als such as wood chips, straw, leaves, and brush. These latter
materials often serve as bulking agents to lessen bulk densi-
ty and provide adequate pore space. In addition, compost

needs time and space to stabilize and mature after an initial
phase, typically characterized by high temperatures, and fre-
quent monitoring and management.

Composting is a proven approach to recycling a wide va-
riety of organic materials from household kitchen scraps and
yard trimmings to crop residues and animal manures. This
report’s snapshot survey counted a total of 4,914 compost-
ing operations in the US; 71% of those only compost yard
trimmings. See Sec. 2,Table 2-3. Composting is a self-heat-
ing process that destroys pathogens and weed seeds and pro-
duces a material similar to soil humus. Heat is produced by
biological activity of decomposition and temperatures rise

What Is Composting
and Compost?

Figure 1-1: Handful of compost 
Photo credit: Institute for Local Self-Reliance



to thermophilic levels (115o F. – 160o F.). This heating kills
pathogenic microbes like fecal coliform and Salmonella sp.

Well-stabilized (and mature) compost can be stored indef-
initely and has a wide variety of product markets in residen-
tial and commercial landscaping, sediment and erosion con-
trol, agriculture, non-point source water quality
management systems, disturbed lands remediation, and
commercial horticultural applications.

Basic Composting Process
Composting is a relatively simple process that can be per-

formed outdoors in most climates. Because of a desire to op-
erate the process more efficiently,control odors,and minimize
the effects of weather, some facilities are constructed under
structures, in fully enclosed buildings, or in entirely mecha-
nized facilities (and combinations thereto). Figure 1-2 illus-
trates a hypothetical process flow diagram for a composting
system. Incoming source-separated organic materials
(SSOM) would be processed by grinding/shredding/mixing
to achieve a consistent particle size, and to combine the
SSOM with fresh bulking agent, oversized bulking agent
from the screening process, and finished compost (used as a
microbial inoculum).

After a 30-60 day period (faster in some enclosed and in-
vessel systems), the compost is moved to a curing area,where
it ages to improve marketability. Curing will take 60-90
days, depending on weather conditions (less if done in-
doors). Following curing, the compost is screened to a 3/8-
inch or half-inch particle size and is ready for use, distribu-
tion, or sale. A composting system comprises all the
processing steps noted above.

In addition to being a biological manufacturing process, it
is also a batch-type volumetric materials handling process.
Compost recipes3 are developed on a mass, or weight, basis

to ensure that the mix conforms to desired process design cri-
teria, but the feedstocks are commingled on a volumetric ba-
sis (i.e. so many cubic yards [CY] of feedstock A mixed with
so many cubic yards of feedstock B). In backyard and small
on-site systems, these volumes are measured with pitchforks
and shovels. In on-farm systems, tractors with loading buck-
ets are used. Skid-steer loaders are often used in on-site and
small commercial systems and large rubber-tired loaders are
used in most commercial and municipal operations. Mixing
is done either manually or with a mechanical mixing device
(usually some form of counter-rotating augers).

The volumes of compost mixed at any one time corre-
spond to both the quantities of feedstocks that must be han-
dled and the available charging capacity of the system be-
ing used. In a backyard bin, that might be an open space of
3-4 inches at the top of the compost bin due to settlement
of previously emplaced feedstocks to handle several days’
worth of a household’s food scraps. In an on-site system, that
may be the 6-10 CY capacity of a recently emptied in-ves-
sel system, which might take a couple of days to complete-
ly fill. In a large-scale facility, it may require mixing 500-
1,000 CY per day.

These commingled feedstocks then enter the active phase
of composting, dominated by bacterial decomposition of the
most putrescible feedstocks in the mix, which are those with
higher nitrogen contents.This active phase of composting can
take from 21 days in an enclosed system with forced aeration
and high degradation potential (for example, sewage sludge),
to 8-10 months, in the case of an outdoors operation with
high carbon content (for example, fallen leaves). During this
active composting period, there may be turning, or agitation,
of the mix but it essentially stays in the same processing area
until active composting is finished, which is usually defined
as reaching a certain level of biological stability (when all
waste decomposition is complete). At this point, the fresh
compost is moved out of the active composting area to free
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up space for freshly mixed feedstocks. The volumes of com-
post being handled vary with scale; in very large facilities, it
means moving 1,000 to 1,500 CY of fresh compost.

The next step in the manufacturing process is a finishing
step known as curing, or maturation. This step is needed to
allow degradation of some of the products of decomposi-
tion (such as volatile acids) and to allow decay of more re-
sistant portions of the woody material in the mix. Fungi
dominate this phase more than by bacteria.The curing phase
can last from 30 to 120 days,varying primarily due to weath-
er, as this step is usually accomplished outside. The curing
piles are turned periodically to homogenize the material,but
the curing compost stays in one area until the curing is com-
plete. On sites with ample room, both composting and cur-
ing may take place in the same area. Curing is deemed fin-
ished when the composting process is complete and this is
often measured with seedling germination tests. Once fin-
ished, the cured compost is moved to product handling in
order to free up space for fresh compost to be cured. The
volumes of materials being handled in curing are around
60%-70% of the volumes handled in active composting, but
because the holding times are longer, the processing areas
tend to be bigger.

Product handling is largely a physical manipulation of the
cured compost to make it ready for market. This step in the
manufacturing process often involves screening, where mostly
woody particles larger than 3/8-inch to a half-inch are screened
out of the compost. Compost usually goes to market in bulk
dump truck and tractor-trailer quantities, or, in some cases, it
goes into a bagging system or into a soil blending system.

Applications for 
Composting Systems

The managed decomposition of plant and animal residues
into compost for use in agriculture, in gardening, and in land-
scaping has been practiced for centuries. Organizing and op-
timizing composting into biological manufacturing facilities
using composting systems has primarily taken place over the

past 40 years.Originally, composting was done on-farm,or in
the backyard,using minimally-managed static piles,with larg-
er operations opting for a turned windrow composting ap-
proach, with the main focus on agricultural residuals and an-
imal manures.

Two Federal laws were passed that provided the impetus
for the evolution of composting systems: the Marine Pro-
tection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (MPRSA),
which banned the ocean disposal of sewage sludge and in-
dustrial wastes by December 31, 1991; and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA), which
began the phase-out of unlined solid waste landfills and the
start of the recycling industry and culture in the US today.
MPRSA led to the development of aerated static pile com-
posting at the USDA Beltsville (MD) Agriculture Research
Center for the land-based management of sewage sludges
by composting. The RCRA-driven reduction in the num-
ber of solid waste landfills, coupled with an increase in land-
filling costs due to new regulatory requirements, led to a
reevaluation of the rationale for landfill disposal of
biodegradable solid wastes, which, in turn, led to the impo-
sition of bans on the landfilling of yard trimmings (brush,
grass clippings and leaves) and the creation of a yard trim-
mings composting infrastructure.

Now, some 40 years later, there are composting systems in
use at homes, farms, industrial and institutional sites, munic-
ipal facilities and commercial merchant facilities using a wide
variety of technologies.This section presents examples of sys-
tems tied to various scales (sizes) of facilities. Pages 11 to 18
present composting systems organized by the type of com-
posting approach used.

Backyard/Individual Systems
At the simplest scale are the many types of backyard com-

posting systems in use in various residential backyard settings.
Most serve a single-family dwelling unit,handling the kitchen
scraps, soiled paper, and landscaping debris from one home.
In some cases, multiple homeowners collaborate in providing
feedstocks, managing the system, and utilizing the compost
produced by one owner’s backyard system.4 Many of these
backyard systems are homemade units, crafted from pallets,
hardware cloth, or fencing; others are purchased from vari-
ous retailers and hardware stores. The increase in backyard
composting systems is driven in part by a growing realization
of the environmental value of recycling food scraps, howev-
er, growth is tempered by a lack of long-term commitment by
some who find the labor-intensive nature of backyard com-
posting unappealing.

Community/Neighborhood
This is a relatively new innovation in composting, driven

by the growth of the “locavore” food movement and the rise
in community gardens in urban areas. This is a larger-scale
embodiment of the cooperative neighbor approach noted
above, and can usually handle 300-500 cubic yards (CY) of
feedstocks annually. These types of operations take in gar-
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den residuals from community gardens, food scraps from
garden members (and others), and similar materials. Com-
posting is done in multiple backyard-style systems, or in
small-scale in-vessel systems (there is a shortage of suitably-
sized technology options in the US for this scale of com-
posting). The business model for this scale of composting
system is still evolving and most of the existing communi-
ty composting operations are operated by non-profit organ-
izations, are minimally funded, and are staffed by volun-
teers.5 Many of these operations do not charge food scraps
producers for waste management, nor charge for compost
produced. Composting locally at the neighborhood or com-
munity-scale level yields many benefits: improved local soils,
more local jobs, greener spaces, enhanced food security and
fewer food deserts, less truck traffic hauling garbage, in-
creased composting know-how and skills within the local
workforce and reinforced in the next generation. An exam-
ple of this type of composting system is The Dirt Factory
in the University City area of Philadelphia, which takes in
leaves from City street cleanings, allows food scraps drop-
offs on-site twice per week and uses a containerized com-
posting system known as “Earth Tub” (Green Mountain
Technologies) as its composting system.6 For detailed in-
formation on community-based composting, see Growing

Local Fertility: A Guide to Community Composting (2014),
which ILSR produced in collaboration with the Highfields
Center for Composting.

On-Farm
There are a large number of on-farm composting systems,

primarily in the agricultural sectors of animal husbandry and
certified organic agricultural practices. Some of those farms
in animal agriculture have turned to composting due to lim-
itations on their abilities to land-apply all the manure from
the animals,such as Otter River Farm in Winchendon,Mass-
achusetts, which composts the manure from 200 dairy cows

on-site with short paper fiber from a nearby cardboard recy-
cling mill.7 Organic agriculture enterprises that practice com-
posting often do so to reduce the need to bring in outside in-
puts that may not be compatible with organic farming and to
add another income stream and efficiency to their operations.
For example, the McEvoy Ranch, an 80-acre organic olive
ranch in Petaluma, California, composts olive oil mill wastes,
livestock manure,and landscape and orchard debris,handling
about 800 CY of feedstocks annually.8 Due to the large
amounts of available acreage and relative isolation of most
production farms,open-air turned windrow composting is the
preferred composting method, although some horse farms
have begun to use forced-aeration static pile bins for com-
posting manure and bedding. Urban farm composting is
growing too. Urban farms are located on urban land and sell
or donate the food they produce. They need enriched soil.
ECO City Farms in Edmonston, Maryland, is an example of
a community-based urban farm that uses several composting
methods (aerated static systems and vermicomposting) to
produce soil for its hoop houses.
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Figure 1-4: The Dirt Factory in Philadelphia uses an Earth Tub compost system to produce compost year-round from neighborhood organic materials.
The Dirt Factory is also a community education center, featuring residential scale composting facilities, where community members can learn more

about composting at home, and gardening using compost. 
Photo Credit: The Dirt Factory

Figure 1-5: Produce growing in compost-based soil at ECO City Farms, an
urban farm in Edmonston, MD 

Photo credit: Institute for Local Self-Reliance



On-Site
In some cases, there are enough feedstocks generated by

a single entity to justify the costs of an on-site composting
operation. For example, an industrial manufacturing facil-
ity might have a biodegradable waste byproduct of manu-
facturing or enough food scraps from an on-site employee
cafeteria to justify the expense. Another example of on-site
systems often seen in the US are associated with State cor-
rectional facilities, where they attempt to balance executive
orders for improved environmental sustainability with the
necessary security realities of limiting interactions with out-
side parties. For example, the Washington State Depart-
ment of Corrections has composting activities at nine of its
twelve facilities handling food scraps and yard trimmings.
Composting systems in use at their facilities include indi-
vidual aerated static pile, a rotary drum bioreactor(DTE
Environmental’s “EnviroDrum”), and a horizontal bioreac-
tor (Wright Environmental Systems).9 These types of on-
site systems can handle 500 to 3,000 CY of feedstocks an-
nually.

Municipal
City and county governments, along with regional waste

authorities, have historically used composting systems to
handle wastes they are obligated to properly manage, such
as sewage sludges and yard trimmings, and are now explor-
ing systems for handling food scraps diverted as part of ex-
panded recycling programs.Due to the wet,heavy,and odor-
ous nature of sewage sludges, most municipal sludge
composting systems use some form of forced aeration stat-
ic pile composting (although windrow composting is prac-
ticed in arid southwestern US areas). Yard trimmings are
usually composted in open-air turned windrows, although
some municipal facilities with nearby neighbors are turning
to fabric-covered forced aeration composting for improved
process control and reduced odor potential. Food scraps are
being managed, in many cases, by incorporating them into
existing yard trimmings facilities, by co-digesting them in
anaerobic digesters located at wastewater treatment plants,

and by directing them to processing by third-party commer-
cial merchant composters. Municipal composting systems
vary in size from 2,000-3,000 CY to more than 100,000 CY
of feedstock annually. For example, the Wasatch Integrated
Waste Management District in Layton, Utah, composts
about 50,000 CY of yard trimmings from the Salt Lake City
area each year.They had been composting in open-air turned
windrows, but due to recent residential development near-
by, are in the process of switching over to a fabric-covered
forced-aeration system.10

Commercial
Like municipal facilities, private-sector commercial mer-

chant composters have varying capacities. Commercial com-
posters provide waste processing services to generators of
biodegradable wastes, often under contracted terms and con-
ditions, but also under spot market terms.They provide com-
posting services to industries,municipalities, and commercial
enterprises, but less often to residential accounts. These are
usually centralized facilities that draw feedstocks from a 50-
mile to 100-mile radius from the facility (varying due to road
networks and travel times). In many cases, commercial com-
posting companies have vehicle fleets for collecting feedstocks
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Figure 1-6: Windrow turner aerating compost piles at the City of College
Park, MD’s municipal yard trimmings compost site 

Photo credit: Institute for Local Self-Reliance

Figure 1-7: The Wilmington Organics Recycling Center operated by Peninsula Compost in Wilmington, DE, sources material from New York City and
Washington, DC. 

Photo credit: (left) Peninsula Compost, (right) Institute for Local Self-Reliance



from generators and for delivering composts, and compost-
amended soil blends, to market. In the past ten years, a new
commercial industry sector has developed to take com-
postable materials and anaerobically digest them to capture
biogas for energy recovery before composting the digested
solids. An example of a small-scale commercial composter is
Black Bear Composting in Crimora,Virginia, which handles
about 7,000 CY of feedstocks annually.11 Black Bear collects
food scraps from numerous restaurants,groceries and schools
in its service area, providing the collection containers and
hauling, as well as composting. At the other end of the com-
mercial size scale is the Wilmington Organics Recycling Cen-
ter (WORC) in Wilmington, Delaware, which takes in over
350,000 CY of feedstocks annually, drawing material from as
far away as New York City.12 WORC does not have its own
trucking fleet, relying instead on waste haulers for feedstocks
and common carriers for product distribution.

Industrial
In some cases, a single industrial facility may elect to build

its own captive composting system for process wastes from
its manufacturing processes and/or food scraps from an on-
site employee cafeteria. Driving forces behind development
of these captive facilities include a desire to increase environ-
mental sustainability practices or reduce costs associated with
the landfilling or land application of waste products. An ex-
ample of an industrial facility is the Novozymes North Amer-
ica enzyme manufacturing facility in Franklinton,North Car-
olina. Its on-site composting facility handles the process
sludge from its enzyme production facility.The facility is sized
for 125,000 CY per year and accepts the enzyme process
residuals from its manufacturing facility, and augments that
with carbonaceous materials like clean wood wastes, and yard
trimmings. They also take in gypsum wallboard from con-
struction debris, and food residuals from both the on-site
cafeteria and spoiled produce from a nearby food bank.13

Materials Composted and Sources
Many materials are biodegradable and can and are being

composted: leaves, grass clippings,brush/branches, soiled pa-
per, food scraps, crop residues, manures, food processing
byproducts,biosolids (end result of sewage sludge treatment),
and animal carcasses.

There is no single agency tracking all the potential feed-
stocks and the amounts now recovered through composting.
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) tracks the
amount of municipal – residential, commercial, and institu-
tional – food scraps and yard trimmings generated and recov-
ered. Its municipal waste characterization studies include pa-
per products and wood waste but do not assess the amounts
and portions that are potentially compostable. The US De-
partment of Agriculture maintains some statistics on animal
manure generation and management. Little data is available
on food manufacturers’ residuals.

Municipal Yard Trimmings, Food Scraps,
Paper, and Wood

Figure 1-8 shows the amount of municipal food scraps and
yard trimmings generated and recovered over the last 15 years
according to US EPA data. In 2012, 58% of yard trimmings
were composted,with 14.4 millions tons landfilled and incin-
erated. Food scrap recovery remained low at 4.8%; 34.7 mil-
lions tons were disposed.14 Many composting sites accept pa-
per such as cardboard, paper plates and cups, kraft bags, and
soiled paper towels. Soiled paper and paperboard could ac-
count for another 13 millions tons per year.15

In addition to woody material in yard trimmings/debris,
there are other sources of urban wood that are typically land-
filled.Construction debris often contains significant amounts
of wood.A study conducted for the Washington Department
of Ecology tested the feasibility of using wood from construc-
tion debris and land clearing debris as a compost feedstock.16

Wood waste was co-composted with municipal biosolids.The
finished product was used as potting media for marigolds and
peppers. Wood waste and biosolids composts performed as
well as the peat-perlite standard mix for both plants.

The US EPA estimates that 13.4 million tons of munici-
pal wood waste were disposed in 2012. Assuming only half
of this wood waste and the paper is suitable for composting,
62 millions tons of municipal organics now disposed in the
US could instead be captured for composting, producing an
estimated 21 million tons of additional compost.

Animal Manures
Wasted agricultural materials such as crop residues and an-

imal manures are a huge potential feedstock for composting.
Manures are produced in large quantities and have the poten-
tially highest nutrient value of any agricultural residue. Use of
animal manures as a soil conditioner and fertilizer is an age-
old practice. However, ready availability of synthetic fertilizers
and costs associated with transport and land application of ma-
nures have made beneficial use less common. Another issue
with land application of manures to meet the nutrient demands
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Figure 1-8: Yard Trimmings and Food Scraps Disposed and Recovered
in the US, 1998-2012 

Source: US EPA, MSW Characterization Reports,
2012, 2011, 2010, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2003, 2000, and 1998.



of different crops relates to the increasingly regionalized ani-
mal rearing operations.Historically,smaller animal rearing op-
erations had a sufficient land base to easily apply the animal
manure at agronomic rates. With more centralized facilities,
increasing transport distances are required to access a sufficient
land base to allow for nutrient-based manure applications.17

Table 1-1 shows the total amount of wet and dry tons of
manure generated by the main categories of livestock raised
in the US.The national distribution of this production varies.
For example,chicken broiler production is concentrated in the
southeastern and south-central states.18 Hog production is
concentrated in the Midwest and in eastern North Carolina.
The western and northern mid-western states are home to
most of the dairy cow operations.

Agronomic Crops
There is a range of other agricultural residues that are suit-

able for composting.These include residues from large-scale
agronomic crops as well as residuals from specialty crops,
truck farms and food processing facilities. Agronomic crops
are crops grown on significant acreage that are used to pro-
vide staple grains for people and livestock. Examples include
corn, wheat, and soybeans.

Corn is grown on 80 million acres of farmland with pro-
duction concentrated in the heartland region.19 As a basis for
comparison, tree fruits (citrus, stone fruits and nuts) were
grown on 4 million acres in 2012. Corn stover — the leaves
and stalks of the plant — is a high carbon residual left after
corn is harvested and processed. In most cases stover is left
on the soil surface after grain harvest. Its value for maintain-
ing soil organic matter concentrations is increasingly recog-
nized and alternatives for maintaining soil carbon if stover is
removed from the soil are being considered.20 Suggested al-

ternatives include composts and animal manures.
Wheat, grown on 30 million acres, leaves a high carbon

straw (stalk and leaves) after harvest that could be a compost
feedstock. Soybeans were planted on 77 million acres in 2012
with over 3 billion bushels harvested. Other high carbon
residuals from agronomic crops include rice straw, barley
straw and stalks from sorghum. Rice was planted on 2.7 mil-
lion acres in 2012-3, with an average yield of 3.75 tons per
acre.21 Typically, the residual portion of these crops accounts
for about 50% of the total yield.22

All of these materials are high in carbon.One potential mech-
anism to use the straw for composting would be to first use the
material as animal bedding.23 If it is used as bedding, it will be-
come soiled with animal feces and urine and so have sufficient
nitrogen to compost. The advantages of this approach include
providing two uses for the material and the likely proximity of
animal operations to fields used to produce animal feed.

Other Crops
There are a wide range of non-agronomic crops that also

generate residuals during harvesting and processing. In some
cases, production of these crops is also highly localized. For
example,California is the largest producer of almonds world-
wide with total in-state acreage of 870,000.The types of crops
and consequently the types of residuals that are potentially
available for composting will vary regionally.

Washington State Department of Ecology’s 2005 survey of
available organic residuals may be the most comprehensive
survey of its type. The project aimed at geographically iden-
tifying, categorizing, and mapping potential organic materi-
al waste streams in Washington by county. The sources in-
cluded field residues, animal manures, forestry residues, food
packing/processing waste, and municipal wastes in each of
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Table 1-1: Livestock manure generation in US 

Animal Number Total US Wet Total US Dry 
Wet Tons per Dry Tons per [year] Tons Produced Tons Produced

Animal Animal/Year Animal/Year (million)

Dairy Cow
500 lb cow 7.8 1
1,000 lb cow 16.2 2.06 9 [2011] 146.2 18.6

Beef Cattle
500 lb animal 5.5 0.64
1,000 lb animal 11 1.27 25.8 [2012] 282.5 32.8

Swine
Growing 0.8 0.07
Finish 2.4 0.22 120 286.9 26.4

Poultry
Layer 0 0.01 292 [2012] 11.2 2.8
Broiler 0 0.01 8,600 [2009] 219.7 55.4

Note: The amount of manure each animal produces varies based on the growth stage of the animal.

Source: Sally Brown, University of Washington, 2014. Based on published data by USDA Economic Research Service available at http://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/animal-products; Purdue Food Animal Educa-

tion Network Pork Facts at http://www.ansc.purdue.edu/faen/Pork%20Facts.html; and American Egg Board, Egg Industry Facts Sheet, http://www.aeb.org/egg-industry/industry-facts/egg-industry-facts-

sheet. Livestock Waste Facilities Handbook, third Edition Table 2-1. Pg 2.1 http://www.animalrangeextension.montana.edu/ExtnAgents/Articles/NatResourc/cnmp/other/manure_tabl1.html.

Paudel, K.P., and C.S. McIntosh. 2005. Country report: Broiler industry and broiler litter-related problems in the southeastern United States. Waste Manage 25: 1083-1088.

http://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/animal-products
http://www.ansc.purdue.edu/faen/Pork%20Facts.html
http://www.aeb.org/egg-industry/industry-facts/egg-industry-facts-sheet


the state’s 39 counties. Washington state has a wide range of
agricultural products that fall into broad categories: agronom-
ic, animal, fish, high value, and forest based products. Table
1-2 shows the total dry tons of select residuals generated.The
study showed that Washington State has an annual produc-
tion of over 16.9 million tons of under-utilized dry biomass
and that the biomass is generated from a diverse range of
sources.While that study focused on assessing biomass avail-
able for combustion and anaerobic digestion, other states
could replicate the methodology to assess biomass residuals
available for composting.

Natural Selection Farms in Yakima County, Washington,
exemplifies the ability of agricultural commodities to be com-

posted. The farm’s composting operation processes a signifi-
cant portion of agricultural feedstocks including: hops
residue,cull apples,other cull fruit,apple pomace,grape pom-
ace,other fruit pomace,cheese whey,beef meat waste,and fish
and shellfish waste.

Municipal Biosolids
The most familiar urban residuals that are used to produce

compost are yard trimmings and food scraps. However, oth-
er materials produced in urban areas are suitable compost
feedstocks. Municipal biosolids are the residual semi solid
material from wastewater treatment.24 Each person produces
about 30-50 dry pounds of biosolids per year.With a US pop-
ulation of 316 million in 2013, this translates to 5 to 8 mil-
lion dry tons per year. End use of biosolids or disposal of
biosolids is the responsibility of the wastewater treatment
agency, typically an arm of the local municipal government.
Currently about 50-60% of the total biosolids produced are
beneficially used with the remainder landfilled or incinerat-
ed. Beneficial end uses of biosolids include land application
to agronomic crops, use for rangeland and mine land restora-
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Table 1-2: Select organic material resources in
Washington State

Thousand of Dry Tons

Field Residues
Wheat straw 1,614
Grass seed straw 1,35
Barley straw 319
Corn stover 73.5

Other Field Residues
Mint slugs 97
Hops residue 5.4

Forest Residues
Logging residue 1,901
Forest thinning 506
Mill residue 5,278
Land clearing debris 419

Food Processing
Cull onions 2.3
Cull potatoes 91
Cull apples 41
Cull fruit 9
Asparagus Butts 0.67
Apple pomace 28
Grape pomace 19
Berry pomace 2
Fruit Pomace 12
Cheese whey 44
Potato solids 19
Asparagus trimmings 0.12

Animal Manures
Dairy 457
Cattle 242
Horse 407
Swine 13.6
Poultry 785

Animal Wastes
Poultry meat waste 5.5
Beef meat waste 35.8
Pork meat waste 0.28
Animal mortality 5.9

Fish waste 8
Shellfish waste 3.7

Source: Washington Department of Ecology. 2005. Biomass inventory and bioenergy assessment:

An evaluation of organic material resources for bioenergy production in Washington State. Publi-

cation No. 05-07-047 http://www.pacificbiomass.org

Figure 1-9: Aerial view of the windrow composting operation at Natural
Selection Farms in Sunnyside, WA

Figure 1-10: Graphic from King County, Washington,
Wastewater Treatment Division web site on benefits of

utilizing biosolids as a soil amendment  
Source: http://www.loopforyoursoil.com

http://www.pacificbiomass.org
http://www.loopforyoursoil.com


tion, as well as use on home gardens, turf grass, landscaping
and other food crops. Biosolids can be composted, typically
with a high carbon feedstock.

As biosolids are produced by municipal agencies and the
influent to wastewater plants includes human waste,biosolids
end use is regulated both on a national level and by individ-
ual states.The national regulations covering biosolids use were
developed based on scientific research and are risk based for
metals and organics.The regulations for pathogens are process
based. In order to be beneficially used, biosolids must meet
standards for metal concentrations. Metals in modern day
biosolids are typically about an order of magnitude lower than
the risk based limits. Organics contaminants such as pesti-
cides and toxic organics were considered in the initial rule
making and deemed too low in biosolids to merit regulation.
Pathogen concentrations must be significantly reduced for
biosolids to be land applied.There are two levels of pathogen
reduction for land-applied biosolids. ‘Class B’ biosolids have
been treated to significantly reduce pathogens with fecal co-
liform used as a measure of pathogen kill. ‘Class A’ biosolids
are treated to kill all pathogens and may be used without any
restrictions.Composting is a way to meet pathogen reduction
requirements for production of ‘Class A’ biosolids.

For example, King County, Washington, produces about
25,000 dry tons of biosolids annually from a population base
of 1.5 million people. The vast majority of the biosolids are
treated to achieve ‘Class B’pathogen reduction standards and
are used to fertilize dryland wheat and commercial forestry
plantations. A small portion of the biosolids are composted
to meet ‘Class A’ pathogen reduction requirements and are
sold to local gardeners or landscapers. King County is unique

in that it has branded its biosolids product, “Loop,” and ac-
tively touts its benefits.25 Most municipalities do not brand
their biosolids and have typically tried to remain out of the
public eye. In addition to explaining that Loop is loaded with
nutrients and organic matter and enriches the soil, the Coun-
ty explains how Loop sequesters carbon (See Figure 1-10).

Composting System Features
There are many types of composting systems, large and

small, and everything in between. Literally dozens of com-
posting configurations are in use today. Systems can be char-
acterized by different key features, which heavily influence
system selection. These features correlate to the questions:
How are materials moved? How is aeration managed? Are
the materials covered or contained?

All composting systems fall into one or more of these classi-
fications: Open vs. contained, passive vs. active aeration, static
vs.managed,and onsite vs.centralized.Each is described below.

Open vs. Contained
Most composting facilities in the US are outdoor open-air

facilities, although there is a distinct trend towards enclosures
of various sorts (such as pole barn/pavilion roofs, hoop build-
ings,and pre-engineered metal buildings).Contained systems
also include the various configurations of in-vessel systems.

Passive vs. Active Aeration
Passively-aerated piles or windrows rely on natural convec-

tion of air, coupled with the “chimney effect”of heated air ris-
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Figure 1-11: Open composting system 
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting

Figure 1-12: Contained composting system 
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting

Figure 1-13: Passive composting system 
Photo credit: Robert Rynk

Figure 1-14: Active composting system 
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting



ing and being replaced at the bottom by cooler air, whereas
active aeration relies on fans or blowers to manage the air
flowing through the pile. Passive aeration piles tend to be
smaller-sized systems. Active aeration can either push or pull
air through the pile.

Static vs. Managed
Static, in this context,means unturned or unagitated.Man-

aged means some active interaction with the compost piles or
windrows while active composting is taking place. Static pile
composting is most often associated with active forced aera-
tion, but is often used with nonputrescible organics like
forestry industry residuals.All turned windrow operations are
considered managed facilities.

On-site vs. Centralized
Some composting systems are established as an on-site op-

eration serving one (or only a few) sources of feedstocks; oth-
ers are set up as centralized commercial facilities taking in
feedstocks from numerous sources in a 50-100 mile radius.
While the number of centralized facilities has grown signif-
icantly over the past 20 years, that growth trend is slowing
while the rate of growth in on-site facilities is increasing.

Types of Composting Systems
The many available composting systems and how they work

are described below, along with their suitability for certain
material feedstocks. We provide examples of operating sites
for each type of system. Appendices A and B provide more

detail.The examples featured capture the wide range of sizes
and systems possible for a diverse array of materials.Table 1-
3 summarizes the pros and cons of different composting sys-
tems.

Deciding what composting system is appropriate is prima-
rily a function of economics (mostly capital costs) but influ-
encing considerations include feedstocks, land, environmen-
tal considerations, location, scale, potential growth, mission
and goals (both business and institutional),existing resources,
regulations and time.

The degradation potential of various feedstocks is a factor.
Degradation potential can be viewed as odor-producing po-
tential. Some feedstocks, like yard trimmings, are only high-
ly degradable at certain times of year,while others, like sewage
sludges, always have a high degradation potential.Feedstocks
with low degradation potential favor low-technology, open
systems, while high degradation feedstocks favor enclosed or
in-vessel systems.

Minimizing the potential for off-site odor impacts is also
an important consideration.For smaller area sites within 500-
1,000 feet of a sensitive receptor (such as a home,school,park,
shopping center, or church), systems should have higher de-
grees of process and environmental control,which favors con-
tained systems. Large rural sites distant from neighbors can
use low-technology open systems. Some communities siting
composting facilities at other public facilities will opt for a
higher level of process and environmental control to mitigate
additional impacts on residents.

Time can be a factor in system selection. If there is no need
to get product to market quickly, that favors less capital ex-
pense, less equipment, less management and more space. If a
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Figure 1-15: Static composting system 
Photo credit: Sandra Oldfield

Figure 1-16: Managed composting system 
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting

Figure 1-17: On-site composting system 
Photo credit: O2 Compost

Figure 1-18: Centralized composting system 
Photo credit: McGill Environmental Systems



composting enterprise needs to get product to the market
quickly, then more capital expense, equipment and manage-
ment, and sometimes less space, is usually called for.

The availability of resources (such as equipment,pavement,
buildings, people) often influences system selection. Farmers
wishing to expand into composting already have resources
they can put to use, as do businesses in related industries that
get into composting (such as plant nurseries and convention-
al materials recyclers) and municipal governments with exist-

ing public works infrastructure (such as landfills and waste-
water treatment plants).The economic advantages of sharing
land, equipment and labor can be substantial.

Passively-Aerated Systems
Static Systems

Static pile composting is usually limited to quantities less
than 1,000 tons per year due to the large land area required. It
is not a suitable system for materials that are putrescible, such
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Table 1-3: Advantages and disadvantages of different composting systems

Advantages Disadvantages

Static Systems
• Low capital and operating costs • Large area required
• Less equipment and staffing requirements • Not suitable for putrescible materials
• No electric power needed • No means of controlling odors

• Slow decomposition rate / long process times

Turned Windrow Systems
• Can handle putrescible feedstocks • Large area required
• Relatively low capital and operating costs • More labor intensive
• Relatively low technology requirements • No means of controlling odors
• No electric power needed • Exposure to weather can be problematic
• Extensive industry experience

Passively Aerated Windrow Systems
• Low capital and operating costs • No means of controlling odors
• Well-suited to small feedstock quantities • Construction more complicated
• No electric power needed • Slow decomposition rate / long process times

Aerated Static Piles
• Reduced space requirements • Slightly higher capital costs
• Negative aeration with biofiltration can help control odors • Moisture loss is accelerated
• Smaller surface area reduces weather impacts • Proper feedstock preparation and mixing needed
• Significantly shorter composting times • More operator skill needed

• Three-phase electric supply usually needed

Bioreactor Systems
• Low to moderate space requirements • Often need to purchase carbon amendments
• High degree of odor control • Shorter composting period, finishing needed
• Highly automated, so reduced labor costs • Not suitable for large-scale operations
• Small sizes allow for modular expansion • Capital costs can be high
• Can be located indoors or outdoors

Tunnel Bioreactor Systems
• High degree of odor control • Cast-in-place concrete increases capital costs
• Corrosive process exhaust air is routed outside of building, extending building life • Less opportunity for automation

• May be designated as a “confined space” and thus need health and safety protocols

Agitated-Channel Bioreactor Systems
• Usually enclosed in buildings, so high degree of odor control • Medium-to-high capital costs
• Less space required than for windrow composting • Limited flexibility in handling peaks in incoming materials
• Mechanical turning systems elevated so easier to maintain • Lower indoor air quality from positive aeration

• Building and facility footprint are long and narrow; may not fit all sites

Rotary Drum Bioreactor Systems
• Body of drum can be located outdoors, typically only ends need to be covered • Higher mechanical complexity due to drive system and loading/unloading systems
• Effective mixing and agitation of feedstocks and amendments • Drums and drive systems need periodic realignment

• Air injection systems prone to clogging
• Short composting time; finishing needed



as grass clippings, food scraps, animal manures or biosolids.
Static pile systems are passively aerated, relying on the

“chimney effect” where the internal air heated by microbial
decomposition rises and is replaced by cool air (like a fire-
place). This requires a certain amount of structural porosity
so that air can move through the pile efficiently and effective-
ly.For composting brushy and woody materials,piles are built
and allowed to decompose for 2-3 years with little or no mix-
ing or turning. These types of static piles are usually limited
to 15 feet high to minimize the potential for spontaneous
combustion. With animal mortalities, the carcasses are lay-
ered between alternating layers of high-carbon materials
(such as sawdust, hay, and straw) and left undisturbed for 6-
9 months.Mortality piles are rarely more than 6-8 feet high.26

(Figure 1-19 shows static pile composting bins.) Static piles
are normally built using front-end loaders, skid-steer loaders,
farm tractors or excavators. As these are generic systems, they
are not available for purchase.

Turned Windrow Systems
Windrow composting is the most common composting

system used in the US today due to its suitability to a wide
variety of materials and capacities and low capital and oper-
ating costs.These are generally open systems suitable for use
in on-farm, municipal, commercial, and industrial applica-

tions. In some cases, windrow composting is done beneath
agricultural-type hoop or pavilion structures (usually due to
storm water quality and process control considerations).
These systems are suitable for a wide range of capacities, from
3,000 to 150,000 tons per year.

Windrow composting involves forming feedstocks into
long, narrow, low piles known as windrows (Figures 1-20 and
1-21) that are about twice as wide as they are high.The length
can be as long as the available space. They are built using
front-end loaders,skid-steer loaders and excavators.Space re-
quirements for a windrow composting pad vary depending on
method of turning, as windrows can be turned with a loader,
or with a drum turning machine. These turners are either a
pull-behind type towed with a loader or a tractor, or a self-
propelled straddle-type machine. Turning with a loader or
pull-behind turner requires 15-20 feet of space between each
windrow, where straddle-turned windrows can be as close as
2 feet apart.

The windrows are regularly turned to reestablish porosity,
and to break up and blend the material. While turning
windrows reintroduces oxygen, windrows rely on passive aer-
ation,so structural porosity is important.Each turning releas-
es trapped gases from the windrows, and as they are usually
outdoors, there is no opportunity for active odor control oth-
er than timing the turnings so as not to affect neighbors.Odor
management is greatly facilitated by passive measures such as
proper process design and materials handling protocols.

Windrow composting is commonly used to process yard
trimmings (grass, leaves, brush), and woody materials. Food
scraps, industrial residuals (i.e. food processing or paper
wastes), manures, and biosolids are also composted in
windrows, but these facilities are usually located in arid,
warmer regions to minimize impacts from weather, or use
fabric windrow covers to deter vectors (such as birds, dogs,
raccoons, and rodents) drawn to the more putrescible feed-
stocks.

Like static pile composting, there are no electrical or util-
ity requirements. Infrastructure generally includes an out-
door working pad,access roads,and accompanying storm wa-
ter management facilities. The capital cost depends, in large
part, on the material used to make the composting pad and
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Figure 1-19: Static pile composting bins 
Photo credit: USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

Figure 1-20: Windrow turned with straddle turner 
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting

Figure 1-21: Tractor pulled windrow turner on a farm 
Photo credit: Institute for Local Self-Reliance



the selected turning equipment. Composting of yard trim-
mings is often done on unimproved sites, whereas state reg-
ulations usually require some sort of hardened pad for com-
posting more putrescible materials. Pad materials include
concrete, asphalt, compacted gravel, and soil-cement, with
costs similar to automobile parking lots made of these ma-
terials. As this is a generic composting system, there are no
providers of this technology. Operating costs vary depend-
ing on type and age of equipment, but can run $15 to $20
per ton of feedstocks processed.

Passively Aerated Windrow Systems (PAWS)
This is similar to the static pile system discussed above, but

where aeration is enhanced by using perforated plastic pipes
to allow air to get inside the pile (Figure 1-22). The mixture
of feedstocks to be composted is built into a windrow, but the
windrow is constructed over a network of 4-inch perforated
plastic pipes that are left open to the atmosphere to allow air
in.The pipes are placed perpendicular to the long axis of the
windrow and spaced 12 inches to 18 inches apart and covered
with a layer of wood chips or unscreened compost.

Like static pile composting, PAWS composting takes a
long time, on the order of one to two years. It is considered
capable of handling up to 10,000 tons per year.27 Piles are
built using front-end loaders, skid-steer loaders and exca-
vators. Capital costs are similar to those for turned windrow
composting; operational costs can be lower as expensive
turning equipment is not needed, but there would be an on-
going cost to replace plastic pipe damaged during pile tear-
down procedures.

Actively Aerated Systems
Actively aerated composting systems use fans and blowers

to move air through a compost pile to maintain aerobic con-
ditions in the piles. There are generally three types of aera-
tion systems, positive (or forced-draft), negative (or induced-
draft) and bi-directional. Figure 1-23 illustrates these
concepts. In a positive aeration system, air is introduced
through perforated pipes at the base of the pile and allowed
to migrate up through the pile, carrying entrapped gases and
moisture up and out of the pile. In some positively aerated
systems, a layer of compost or a fabric cover is used to help

manage odors and to retain heat and moisture in the pile.
Negatively aerated systems pull air downward through the
pile and into the aeration pipes. This “exhaust” air has high
temperature and moisture content, so is usually cooled prior
to entering an odor control system. Cooling the air condens-
es the moisture,so condensate management systems are need-
ed.Odor control systems are usually either biofilters or chem-
ical scrubbers. Bidirectional systems have more advanced
ducting and controls and switch between positive and nega-
tive to better control temperatures in the piles.

Actively aerated systems can deliver air on a continuous or
on an intermittent basis.Continuous aeration allows lower air
delivery rates but risks excessive cooling of the pile. Intermit-
tent aeration is more common and is controlled either by
timed on/off timers or by a system that measures tempera-
tures in the piles and turns the fans on and off, like a thermo-
stat. The size of the fans/blowers used depends on the type
and porosity of the mixed feedstocks, the size of the ASPs,
and the airflow characteristics of the air distribution system.
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Spotlight

An example of a successful windrow composting facility is Roy-
al Oak Farm in Evington, Virginia (www.royaloakfarmllc.com).
This facility is located 3 hours west of Richmond and compris-
es a 20-acre composting facility in the middle of a 117-acre
farm. It currently takes in about 50,000 tons per year of food
scraps, yard trimmings, and residuals from animal feed manu-
facturing and cellulose acetate manufacturing. The farm start-
ed composting in 1999 while raising hogs and upgraded the
facility to meet state regulations for composting industrial
residuals in 2007. Royal Oak Farm has 54 windrows in process
at any given time and each windrow is 8-feet high, 16-feet wide,
and 425-feet long. The capital cost to upgrade the facility was
$2.4 million (2007 dollars); capital investment in turning equip-
ment, loaders and transport trailers was another $6 million.
Operating costs are approximately $22 per ton of incoming
feedstocks.

Figure 1-22: Passively aerated windrow system 
Photo credit: Oregon Department of Environmental Quality

Figure 1-23: Positive vs. Negative Aeration 
Illustration credit: Environment Canada

http://www.royaloakfarmllc.com/


These are generally static systems with little or no turning
during the 30-45 days of active composting, although some
hybrid systems are on the market with a combination of turn-
ing and active aeration. As static systems, it is very important
that the mixing ratios of the feedstocks be correct when the
piles are formed and that the piles have adequate moisture, as
the fans induce evaporation easily.

These systems can be open or closed systems and they are
applicable to community, on-farm, on-site, municipal, com-
mercial and industrial applications. While ASP composting
is a generic approach to composting, it is the basis for sever-
al different proprietary technologies available from various
companies. They are also applicable to a wide variety of ca-
pacities, varying from small aerated compost bins that hold 4
cubic yards (CY) each to large systems capable of handling
1,500 CY per day.Piles are built using front-end loaders,skid-
steer loaders and excavators.

Capital costs can be less than with turned windrow systems,
but only if the expense of a dedicated windrow turner is not
incurred. Actively aerated systems purchased from technolo-
gy providers can have significant capital costs.Operating costs
can be less, as they are less labor-intensive, although electric-
ity costs can be significant in larger facilities.

Composting systems using active aeration come in a wide
variety of technology options, including simple aerated static
piles (ASP) similar in concept to the piles illustrated above in
Figure 1-23 (either out in the open or covered with a pavilion-
style or fabric-covered roof ),to containerized systems enclosed
by concrete bins, inside modified shipping containers, or cov-
ered with breathable fabric covers. Appendix A provides more
detail on the range of aerated static pile systems available.

Bioreactors
A bioreactor is an enclosed, rigid structure or vessel (reac-

tor) used to contain the material undergoing biological pro-
cessing.Bioreactors are usually equipped with process control
systems that monitor the operating performance of the com-
posting process, usually temperature and oxygen or carbon
dioxide content. Bioreactors are available in a wide range of
configurations. They can be classified by their configuration
(horizontal,vertical,28 with channels,with cells,with contain-
ers, with tunnels and with rotating drums), by operational
mode (continuous or batch), and by movement of material
within the reactor (static or dynamic).

Here is a brief breakdown of these configurations; addition-
al information is in Appendix B.

Horizontal Bioreactors
Often dynamic systems, in that forced aeration is supple-

mented by internal turning or agitation (horizontal static
bioreactors were described above under containerized ASP
systems).They tend to be operated in continuous mode,rather
than the batch mode of the static bioreactors,such as enclosed
aerated static pile systems. They tend to have smaller capac-
ities and are modular, so are suitable for community, on-site,
and on-farm applications.

Tunnel Bioreactors
Another form of actively aerated composting systems,more

suited to larger-scale applications like municipal, commercial
and industrial sectors, with capacities up to 100,000 tons per
year.These systems consist of long narrow cast-in-place con-
crete walls and floors. The positive aeration system is in the
floor. They are designed to be filled and emptied with large
rubber-tired front-end loaders.The airtight door systems that
close each tunnel after filling.

Agitated-channel Bioreactors
Similar to turned windrow systems, except the windrows

are contained within two long parallel concrete walls that
are 6- to 8-feet high and spaced 9- to 18-feet apart. The
mixed feedstocks are loaded into one end of the channel and
are moved down its length by a turning machine (similar in
function to a windrow turner) that moves forward on the
rails. With each turning, the machine moves the compost a
set distance toward the end of the bed. Most commercial
systems include a set of aeration pipes or an aeration plenum
recessed in the floor of the bed and covered with a screen
and/or gravel.

Rotary Drum Bioreactors
Uses a horizontal rotary drum to mix, aerate and move the

material through the system. The drum is mounted on large
bearings and turned through a bull gear. Air is supplied
through the discharge end and is incorporated into the ma-
terial as it tumbles. The composting process starts quickly;
the primary advantage of rotary drum composting is it usu-
ally achieves the requisite pathogen kill time-temperature re-
lationship (>55o C for three days), and it can reduce poten-
tial odor problems due to rapid decomposition of highly
degradable organics.

Vermicomposting
Vermicomposting is the process of making vermicompost,

the product of composting with worms. Vermicomposting
uses certain species of earthworms to make a heterogeneous
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Figure 1-24: Worm Wigwam
Photo credit: Sustainable Agricultural Technologies



mixture of decomposing food scraps, bedding materials and
excreta (known as vermicast, or worm castings). Vermicom-
post is widely viewed as an excellent, nutrient-rich organic
fertilizer and soil conditioner. Vermicomposting systems are
more suited to smaller-scale applications like backyard/indi-
vidual, on-site, and on-farm than to the larger-scale applica-
tions. There are numerous sources of worm bins for small-
scale applications. Larger-scale units are available from
technology providers like Sustainable Agricultural Technolo-
gies, Inc., (http://www.wormwigwam.com/) which makes
and sells The Worm Wigwam (Figure 1-24).

For vermicomposting at small scales, a large variety of bins
are commercially available, or a variety of adapted containers
may be used. They may be made of old plastic containers,
wood, or metal containers. The design of a small bin usually
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Spotlight

Figure 1-27: (left) Bins at a dairy farm, (middle) bins at North County Detention Facility, (right) bin system at Wright Charter School
Photo credit: Compost Club, Sonoma County, CA

The Compost Club, Healdsburg (Sonoma County), California, con-
sults with schools, other institutions, and private venues to set up
vermicomposting systems that handle food scraps and animal ma-
nures. It makes worm bins that are two feet tall with corrugated
plastic culvert pipe sides and plywood tops and bottoms. A layer

of landscape fabric is topped with 3-4 four inches of angled 1.5-inch
driveway rock to provide sufficient drainage. Holes also are drilled
in the bottom, and the bins are raised to prevent rotting. Since it
began in 2003, nearly a dozen schools and businesses have initiat-
ed a site-wide vermicompost system through the Club’s assistance. 

Figure 1-25: A handful of worms at Red Hook Community Farm,
Brooklyn, NY 

Photo credit: Red Hook Community Farm

Spotlight

Figure 1-26: Custom-built vermicomposting bins at ECO City Farms, Edmonston, MD
Photo credit: ECO City Farms

ECO City Farms in Edmonston, Maryland, is an educational, non-prof-
it organization designed to serve as a prototype for sustainable local
urban farming. The one-acre farm, erected in 2010, composts an es-
timated 700 pounds of incoming food scraps per week from area res-

idents, using several different methods including: in-vessel, passive-
ly aerated static piles, and vermicomposting via sixteen custom-built
wooden worm bins. See Figure 1-26. Resulting compost is used as a
soil amendment to grow produce in the farm’s hoop houses.

http://www.wormwigwam.com/


depends on where an individual wishes to store the bin and
how they wish to feed the worms. Some materials are less de-
sirable than others in worm bin construction. Metal contain-
ers often conduct heat too readily, are prone to rusting, and
may release heavy metals into the vermicompost.Some cedars
– such as yellow cedar – and redwood contain resinous oils
that may harm worms, although western red cedar has excel-
lent longevity in composting conditions. Hemlock is anoth-
er inexpensive and fairly rot-resistant wood species that may
be used to build worm bins.29 Worm bins need holes or mesh
for aeration.

Composting worms are detritivorous (eaters of trash).Red
wigglers, eisenia fetidae, are an example. They are epigeic
(surface dwellers). Together with symbiotic associated mi-
crobes, red wigglers are ideal for decomposing food waste.
Common earthworms such as Lumbricus terrestris are anecic
(deep burrowing) species and hence unsuitable for use in a
closed system.

Anaerobic Digestion Systems
Like composting, anaerobic digestion (AD) is a biological

treatment process. But it is an anaerobic (caused by the ab-
sence of oxygen) process versus composting, which is aerobic
(caused by the presence of oxygen). In AD systems, the lack
of oxygen results in organic materials decomposition and sta-
bilization by a different group of microorganisms that pro-
duce a usable energy source in the form of biogas.The prod-
ucts of anaerobic digestion are methane, carbon dioxide, trace
gases and stabilized solids.Biogas production is approximate-
ly 4,200 cubic feet per ton of incoming feedstock.The biogas
has an average methane content of 55-65%. Pretreatment is
needed to remove impurities before it can be used for energy
production.31 A typical process flow diagram for anaerobic
digestion is shown in Figure 1-28.

AD systems can be configured to handle liquid or solid ma-
terials. Liquid material digesters can be either low-solids (less
than 10% total solids) or high-solids (25%-50% total solids).
Solid material digesters are known as dry fermentation reac-
tors and normally handle feedstocks with more than 50-70%
total solids. The majority of AD systems operating in the US
today are low-solids liquid systems, which are used at waste-
water treatment plants for sewage sludges and on farms han-

dling liquid animal manures. High-solids liquid digesters are
used in Europe and Asia to handle food scraps and similar feed-
stocks that can be moved by high-solids piston pumps; none
are operational in the US at present.Dry fermentation reactors
are an emerging AD technology in the US. The first dry fer-
mentation system came on-line in Wisconsin in 2011. (See
Appendix C for a description of this project.) Since then, sev-
eral others have begun operating, including a 90,000 tons/year
facility in San Jose and a 5,000 tons/year small-scale project on
the Monterey (CA) peninsula.32

All AD systems produce biogas, digestate (i.e. the residu-
als from digestion, which can be either liquid or solid), and
effluent (the wastewater from dewatering liquid digestates,
or the percolate used in dry AD systems).The flammable na-
ture of biogas requires all processing to be completed in gas-
tight systems, which allow for the capture and management
of most process odors.The digestion process also reduces the
volatile fatty acids produced in decomposition that are a com-
mon source of odors. The degree of biogas contaminant re-

moval needed depends on the market for the biogas, with
electrical production via a low-BTU generator requiring the
least cleanup and injection into existing natural gas distribu-
tion pipelines requiring the most cleanup.

The output from the digester is called digestate. Digestate
retains most of the nutrients present in the feedstocks being
digested; liquid digestates are often land-applied to cropland
to capitalize on that nutrient value.Liquid digestates can also
be mechanically dewatered to reuse the solids as animal bed-
ding, as a land-applied soil amendment or as feedstock to an
aerobic composting facility. Solid digestates are usually com-
posted prior to beneficial reuse. Consequently, solid material
AD is often an energy-extraction step prior to composting.

Effluent from digestate dewatering is either land-applied
on cropland or discharged to a sewer, depending on the dis-
tance to, and availability of, suitable farmland. Percolate from
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A Word about the Compatibility
of Composting with

Anaerobic Digestion Systems
One benefit of composting is that it is compatible with anaer-

obic digestion, another microbiological process that breaks
down organics materials in the absence of oxygen to produce
a biogas, with properties similar to natural gas. (Composting is
an aerobic process.) The digestate – or solids – remaining after
anaerobic digestion can be composted. Indeed, a number of
North American cities are now operating or pursuing hybrid
composting and anaerobic digestion systems, including Toron-
to, San Jose, and San Francisco. These hybrid systems are wide-
ly implemented in Europe. Anaerobic digestion systems are en-
closed or “in-vessel,” which typically means that their capital
costs are higher than most composting systems. As a result, di-
gestion systems may not always make sense for every commu-
nity but some sort of composting almost always will.

Spotlight

Larger-scale vermicomposting systems are rare in the US, due
primarily to the availability of lower-cost means of handling
food scraps. Worm Power, in Avon, NY (www.wormpower.net)
is an exception. In 2009, RT Solutions, LLC, designed and built
a large-scale vermicomposting operation at a 1,600-head dairy
farm adjacent to a 1,700-head farm. Manure from both farms
is mixed with silage and composted for 14 days. The fresh com-
post is loaded into the vermicomposting bays at Worm Power.
Total vermicompost output is 1,250 tons per year.30 

http://www.wormpower.net/


solid waste digestion (similar to leachate) is recycled internal-
ly to keep the dry fermentation process anaerobic.

More details on various anaerobic digestion processes and
technologies can be found in Appendix C of this report.

Composting System Costs
Establishing an organics recycling facility using compost-

ing, vermicomposting and/or digestion can be a very expen-
sive undertaking. A number of factors influence a facility’s
cost structure, many of which are summarized below. In re-
cent years, total “all-in”up-front and capital costs have varied
from $650,000 for a 3,000 ton/year food scraps windrow
composting facility on a 45-acre mini-farm to over $26 mil-
lion for a 160,000 ton/year fabric-covered ASP system in an
industrial area of an eastern city.

Up-Front Costs
Entrepreneurs planning new commercial merchant facil-

ities need to budget $25,000 - $75,000 for up-front plan-
ning,engineering,and business plan development costs.On-
farm, on-site, and municipal facilities can get by with
somewhat lesser amounts, but proper prior planning is usu-
ally a prudent investment. All planning efforts for organics
recycling facilities should address the following questions:

• Feedstock capture plan – what tipping fee materials are out
there and how are they going to be captured?

• Feedstock collections plan – how are feedstocks going to
get from the generation source to the composting facility?

• Product market capacity – how much of what types of
products (compost, soil blends) will the market absorb
(within a 50- to 100-mile radius for the soil amendments)?

• Preliminary manufacturing plan – how much space will
the volumetric biological manufacturing of these products
require?

• Technology and equipment evaluation – what composting
technology is most appropriate for the planned feedstocks?
What specialized equipment needs to be obtained?

• Siting evaluation – where are suitable candidate sites for a
planned facility, given needed setbacks from community
and environmental features? If a site is available, does it
meet the restrictions of state regulations and/or best
management practices?

• Approvals needed – organics recycling facilities almost
always need local government approvals for zoning, solid
waste management planning, public health related issues
(air and water quality), and construction-phase activities
(building permits, sediment/erosion control, etc.), and
state-level permits for solid waste management, storm
water management and (in some places) air emissions.
What approvals are going to be needed and how long will
they take to obtain?

• Cost estimates – what are the capital cost estimates for site
acquisition and development, technology, and equipment?
What are the operating cost estimates for purchased
feedstocks, fuel, labor, electricity, equipment maintenance,
and product marketing and sales?

• Pro formas – what are the expected income and expenses
for this enterprise over a three-year period?

The results of these evaluations can be summarized in a
business plan for investors, in a loan request for a bank, or
in a budget request for municipalities.

Capital Costs
Fixed Assets

The fixed assets associated with an organics recycling fa-
cility are land, site improvements to that land, and
desired/needed processing technology. Given that land re-
quirements can be extensive (on the order of total process-
ing plus buffer area of 50+ acres for a facility handling above
75,000 tons/yr), the cost of land can be high, with even ru-
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Figure 1-28: Anaerobic digestion process flow diagram 
Illustration credit: Coker Composting & Consulting



ral land now selling for more than $10,000/acre. Site im-
provements at larger-scale facilities can include security gat-
ing, grading, constructing roadways and materials handling
hardened pad areas, weigh scales and office buildings, and
storm water management facilities. Site improvements can
be on the order of $250,000/acre.

Smaller-scale, community-level composting facilities can
be done for significantly less, in that many of them operate
on municipally-donated or leased land or can be sited in
repurposed commercial or industrial buildings, have limit-
ed site improvement needs and can use more affordable,
small-scale processing technologies. One recent study esti-

mated a capital cost of about $220,000 for a network of
four community-level composting facilities and one central-
ized curing/product management/equipment maintenance
facility.33

Costs for processing technologies vary widely and are con-
sidered proprietary information by most technology
providers. Small-scale aerated static pile systems are usual-
ly below $10,000-$25,000 each; horizontal bioreactors and
containerized ASPs can vary between $100,000 and
$700,000 each; and larger-scale in-vessel systems and dry
fermentation AD systems cost multiple millions of dollars.
Technology providers generally sell the physical equipment,
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Table 1-4: In-Vessel Composting Options, Sizes, and Costs

Unit Size Maximum Costs
Type and Source Model No. (ft) Capacity1,2 ($) Notes

Containerized ASP
Micro-Bins (O2 Compost) 4 x 4 x 4 1 cy total capacity FS & BM 1,000 Batch system. Multiple units may be 

needed. Separate curing needed
Horizontal Bioreactors
Big Hanna (Susteco AB) T60 4 x 8 150-250 kg FS/week 38,000 Continuous aeration with auger. 6-8 weeks

T75 4 x 10 225-325 kg FS/week 42,000 retention time. Needs additional curing
T120 5 x 13 300-500 kg FS/week 48,000
T240 5 x 17 400-1200 kg FS/week 76,000

Earth Tub (Green Mountain Tech) 7.5’ diam 40-150 lbs FS & BM/day 10,000 Continuous flow system. 3-4 weeks of active
composting. Additional curing needed.

Earth Bin (Green Mountain Tech) 5 x 24 0.25-2 tons FS & BM/day 88,000 Continuous flow system. 14 day retention
Hot Rot 1206 4 x 20 600-800 lbs FS & BM/day 125,000 time. Additional composting/curing needed.

1509 5 x 29 1,000-3,000lbs FS & BM/day 240,000-320,000
1811 6 x 36 4,000-5,000 lbs FS & BM/day 290,000-360,000

Rocket Composter (NATH) A500 2 x 8 80 gal FS/week 18,500-89,000
A700 3 x 10 180 gal FS/week
A900 3 x 13 460 gal FS/week
A1200 5 x 23 925 gal FS/week

Rotary Drum
BW Organics 105 5 x 7 1 cy FS/day 16,390+ Continuous flow system. 3-6 day retention

time. Additional composting/curing needed.
205 5 x 12 2 cy FS/day 25,696+
305 5 x 18 3 cy FS/day 36,362+
405 5 x 24 4 cy FS/day 43,362+

Eco Value Technology C825 5 x 18 825 lbs FS/week 30,000 Continuous flow system. 1-2 wk retention 
time. Additional composting/curing 
needed. Customized sizes available.

EnviroDrum (DTE Environmental) 408 4 x 8 0.9 cy FS & BM/day 45,000-65,000 Continuous flow system. 3 day retention 
time. Additional composting/curing needed.

514 5 x 14 2.5 cy FS & BM/day 85,000-130,000
616 6 x 16 4.2 cy FS & BM/day 100,000-150,000
632 6 x 32 8.4 cy FS & BM/day 140,000-200,000
840 8 x 40 18.6 cy FS & BM/day 220,000-300,000

XACT BioReactor 5’ diam 5 x 10 1 cy FS & BM/day 18,000-75,000 Continuous flow system. 5 day retention
5 x 15 1.5 cy FS & BM/day time. Additional composting/curing needed.
5 x 20 2 cy FS & BM/day

6’ diam 6 x 10 1.5 cy FS & BM/day
6 x 15 2.2 cy FS & BM/day
6 x 20 2.9 cy FS & BM/day

1FS = food scraps, BM= bulking material, cy= cubic yards. 2Capacity reported by manufacturer. Some reported by weight (lbs or kg), others by volume (cy). Some report capacity for food scraps only, others

include bulking materials. Some report amount that can be added per day or week, others report total capacity of unit. Source: Jean Bonhotal, Mary Schwarz, and Gary Feinland, In-Vessel Composting Op-

tions for Medium-Scale Food Waste Generators, BioCycle, March 2011, p. 49.



help oversee installation, provide operations and mainte-
nance manuals, provide start-up training assistance, and, of-
ten, ongoing phone/internet support for a period of time
along with a warranty.

Table 1-4 presents published cost data on composting
technology options for medium-scale food scraps genera-
tors.

Mobile Assets
Much of the materials handling equipment used in organ-

ics recycling facilities is the same equipment used in other bulk
commodity industries, like sand and gravel.Specialized equip-
ment includes straddle and pull-behind windrow turners for
turned windrow composting operations, and the particular
equipment associated with particular technologies.

Table 1-5 lists the approximate range of costs of new types
of equipment often found in composting facilities.

Many small-scale and start-up facilities buy mobile assets
in the used equipment market, where prices run about 25%
- 50% of new equipment prices. This used equipment has
much higher and more unpredictable maintenance costs.

Funding/Financing Sources
Developing a composting facility can require $25,000 -

$100,000+ expended before the start of construction, de-
pending on the nature and extent of regulatory approvals
needed, design work, etc. Land acquisition is usually done
under options contracts, with the contract contingent on re-
ceipt of all permits and approvals. Many of the technology
providers require either full payment in advance or signifi-
cant deposits at the time of technology order, with full pay-
ment required before shipment.

Many entrepreneurial composting start-ups use personal,
family and angel investor funds for the initial pre-construc-
tion costs. Land acquisition is usually bank-financed, as are
the site improvement costs. Some technology providers will
help in finding asset financing sources for their technolo-
gies. Mobile assets can be purchased outright, or are often
leased from third-party leasing companies, sometimes with
5-year leases and balloon payment of principal at the lease
term end. There is not a lot of venture capital money in the
composting industry in the US.This is primarily due to the
difficulty of having any patent-protected intellectual prop-

erty, the lack of any “cutting-edge” technological advantage,
and the challenges of developing an easily replicated nation-
al-scale model.34

Municipal composting facilities are often associated with
solid waste or wastewater “enterprise funds,”where user fees
are used to finance specific operations separate from the
government’s general fund. These enterprise funds usually
have the legal authority to borrow money and issue revenue
bonds. Those composting facilities funded from a jurisdic-
tion’s general fund get capital from bond financing like oth-
er capital improvement projects.

Smaller-scale community composting ventures often rely
heavily on donations (of both time and money) and on ac-
cess to leasable municipal sites. The Lower East Side Ecol-
ogy Center operates on land leased from the New York City
Department of Parks, and gets some funding from the City’s
Department of Sanitation.35 Hill City Garden and Com-
post in Chattanooga, Tennessee, used revenues from pro-
duce sales from their garden to save up part of the capital
to buy a GMT Earth Tub for producing compost.36

Operating Costs
Operating costs in organics recycling are similar to those

in any bulk commodities industry: fuel for vehicles and equip-
ment, labor costs, and vehicle/equipment maintenance.Facil-
ities using forced aeration composting also have electricity
costs. Maintenance costs are very unpredictable and can have
significant impacts on short-term financial performance. Ef-
fective odor management systems can also be costly.

A growing concern among many composters is the in-
creasing cost of carbonaceous amendments needed to pro-
vide bioavailable carbon and structural porosity for proper
process management in composting. In less than ten years,
due in large part to demand created by the growth of the
biomass industry, the price of wood chips has risen from
near-nothing to over $20 per ton. As the normal weight-to-
weight ratio between wood chips and compostable solid
waste is 1:1, this adds potentially crippling costs to a com-
posting operation. Several composters have started ancillary
contract grinding operations to gain access to wood chips.
One composter reports bidding grinding work for free pro-
vided he can keep all the wood chips.37

Challenges and Impacts
Composting has many benefits but it is also not without its

drawbacks and challenges. These include odors, pathogens,
contaminants, and concerns about nutrient run-off.Compost-
ing inherently involves dealing with putrescible materials,
which means odors need to be actively managed to avoid be-
coming a nuisance. Pathogens also need to be reduced, which
is why time, temperature, and mixing are important. High-
quality compost has to be free of harmful and physical contam-
inants. Physical contaminants – most notably plastics – are in-
creasingly a problem, particularly for facilities accepting
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Table 1-5: Materials handling equipment costs

Equipment (new)

Grinders $100,000 - $500,000+
Slow-speed shredders $400,000 - $800,000
Mixers $40,000 - $200,000
Loaders $85,000 - $400,000
Turners $30,000 - $900,000+
Moisture addition $5,000 - $90,000
Screens $45,000 - $350,000+
Baggers $30,000 - $500,000+
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post-consumer food scraps and yard trimmings in plastic trash
bags. A commercial organics program serving the Portland,
Oregon metropolitan area, for instance,has been overwhelmed
by non-food compostable items as well as prohibited material.
As a result the regional government, Metro, has decided to fo-
cus only on food scraps in order to ensure the program’s longevi-
ty.38 A 2011 study found that the plastic-coated paper prod-
ucts currently being collected by many composting programs
produce both macro- and micro-fragments of non-biodegrad-
able plastic that contaminate the finished compost.Once these
plastics are dispersed into the environment, they have not been
shown to biodegrade and are suspected of causing detrimental
effects to organisms in a variety of ecosystems.39

Persistent herbicides are another challenge,as they can find
their way into composting facilities and even in very minute
concentrations cause crop damage when the compost is used.
Composters face liability claims, product testing, and finan-
cial losses. In Vermont in 2012, the Green Mountain Com-
post facility (owned by the Chittenden Solid Waste District,
CSWD) received 510 confirmed complaints of herbicide
damage to a variety of garden plants and ended up paying 449
claims.Settling those complaints and retrieving unsold prod-
uct from its resellers, cost CSWD an estimated $270,000.
CSWD incurred another $372,000 for testing and legal as-
sistance to address the issue. The loss in value added sales of
products that could not be made or sold due to the presence
of persistent herbicides added another estimated $150,000.
CSWD’s costs totaled approximately $792,000.The culprit?
Mainly aminopyralid, although the other primary persistent
herbicides of concern – clopyralid, picloram, and aminocy-
clopyrachlor – were also found in compost, and regulators
were unable to identify all sources of contamination.

Herbicide-contaminated compost is not a new problem.The
first incidents of herbicide contamination in compost were re-
ported in 2000 in Spokane, Washington, where compost pro-
duced from yard trimmings contaminated with clopyralid
damaged vegetable and garden crops.The City of Spokane suf-
fered an estimated $4 million in damages and the facility was
forced to close.40 The City had joined a class-action lawsuit
with other composting operations against Dow, but only re-
ceived $23,000 in compensation. With every new incident of
crop damage due to herbicide-contaminated compost, con-
sumer confidence in the use of compost will decline. Despite
the known severity of this issue for more than a decade, chem-
ical companies continue to produce herbicides that persist in
compost and soils, and the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) continues to approve the registration and re-
registration of these products while taking no meaningful ac-
tion to resolve the problem.Recent incidents of persistent her-
bicides in compost and soils have underscored the urgent need
for action. Nurseries, landscapers, crop farmers, and gardeners
all represent industries threatened when soil is contaminated.
Aminocyclopyrachlor-contaminated soil kills trees. Soils with
trace amounts of aminopyralid stunt crops and hamper seed
germination.As a result of the potential threat to the compost-
ing industry, the US Composting Council is calling on chem-

ical manufacturers to withdraw herbicides known to persist in
soil and compost with phytotoxic plant effects and to take re-
sponsibility for the damage these persistent herbicides cause,
and on the US EPA to take immediate and decisive action to
prevent further environmental and financial damage.41

Another issue for both operating composting facilities as
well as for using compost is nutrient run-off. Nitrogen and
phosphorous find their way into aquatic ecosystems with dev-
astating impacts. Operators of composting facilities need to
ensure that the raw feedstocks being processed do not leach
nitrogen and phosphorous into surface or groundwater.In ad-
dition, those using compost need to be cognizant of land ap-
plication rates. Compost applied at too high of a rate can in-
crease soil phosphorous to levels that exceed the soil’s
phosphorous-binding capacity, resulting in increased phos-
phorous run-off. Although compost itself contains some ni-
trogen and phosphorous, it can mitigate nutrient problems by
preventing soil erosion and runoff in the first place, and by
converting nitrogen into a more stable and less mobile form
and phosphorous into a less soluble form.

Generally speaking,product quality and nutrient challenges
can be addressed internally by the composting facility oper-
ators. Persistent herbicides in incoming feedstocks are diffi-
cult to control, however steps can be taken internally to eval-
uate both feedstocks and finished compost for persistent
herbicide contamination. Odors, however, have been the
downfall of many composting facilities over the years — pri-
marily because once they are detected by facility neighbors,
the fate of the facility is often controlled by external factors.
Failure to control and manage odors is the single biggest cause
of adverse publicity, regulatory pressures and facility closures
in the organics recycling industry.

The Importance of Odor Management
Aerobic composting and anaerobic digestion facilities have

one thing in common; they manage the process of decompo-
sition, which is an odorous process. Decomposition is a
process that begins immediately after the death of a living
plant or animal,whether that’s an orange plucked from a fruit
tree, an animal rendered to feed people, or a shrub branch
pruned by an avid gardener. Decomposition is a biological
and chemical process whereby complex biochemical com-
pounds are broken down into their constituent building
blocks. At each stage of the decomposition process, there are
a variety of different organic compounds, each with its own
volatility characteristic.Think of a compound’s volatility char-
acteristic as its potential to generate odor.

The major odor-causing compounds in composting are sul-
fur-, nitrogen-, and carbon-based.Table 1-6 lists some com-
pounds that cause odors, and the nature of those odors.

Factors that can influence odor generation include: feed-
stock composition, the metabolic activity rates of the decom-
posers doing the work, the availability of the nutrients in the
feedstocks to the microbes,how well mixed the feedstocks are,
and several physical factors, such as moisture content, parti-
cle size, oxygen content and diffusion, and temperature.



Composting is never odor-free.Even under optimum con-
ditions for aerobic decomposition of organic matter,odors are
going to form. However, failure to develop those optimum
conditions is guaranteed to make odors worse, particularly
those odorants that people find annoying or unpleasant.The
more odors that are formed due to poor composting condi-
tions, the more quantities of that odorant escape into the at-
mosphere, and it becomes much harder to disperse those
quantities below the recognition thresholds.

Optimizing the conditions of a good compost pile or
windrow is vital to managing odors.The first step in control-
ling the microbial activity is a mix that adheres to good best
management practices: the right nutrient balance between
carbon and nitrogen (at least 25 parts of carbon for each part
of nitrogen),adequate moisture (around 50-55%) and enough
structural porosity to ensure a free air space of at least 40% to
keep oxygen levels above a 8 to 10% minimum. Particle sizes
to provide adequate structural porosity should be in the 2- to
3-inch range. Following best management practices in site
layout and design and in compost pile recipe development
and construction will not eliminate odors, but will greatly re-
duce the potential for odor episodes that will cause problems.

Appendix D has a comprehensive explanation of the caus-
es of odor generation and how to optimize composting con-
ditions to minimize their generation.

Markets and Applications
for Compost

There are many markets and applications for compost,both
existing and emerging: agricultural and horticultural, land-
scape and nursery, vegetable and flower gardens, sod produc-
tion and roadside projects,wetlands creation,soil remediation
and land reclamation, sports fields and golf courses, and sed-

iment and erosion control. Whether one is producing or us-
ing compost, jobs are sustained at every stage of the organics
recovery cycle. Moreover, markets for quality compost are
growing thanks to the expansion of sustainable practices as-
sociated with green infrastructure such as stormwater man-
agement, green roofs, rain gardens, and other forms of low-
impact development (LID). Growth in demand for compost
can also be attributed to a strong green building movement
helped along by the US Green Building Council and its
LEED certification, as well as the Sustainable Sites Initia-
tive’s voluntary national guidelines and performance bench-
marks for sustainable land design, construction and manage-
ment (www.sustainablesites.org).

The following summarizes the major markets for compost,
highlighting the diversity and abundance of compost appli-
cations, and underscoring the great potential to produce and
use this product throughout the US.

Agricultural
In agriculture, compost can be used for a number of dif-

ferent reasons: amending soil to improve infiltration rates,
water holding capacity, and soil tilth; fertilizing the soil to
supplement nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium. Apply-
ing mature, finished compost never “burns” like fertilizers
do42 and can offset the need for and cost of chemical, oil-
based fertilizers that pollute the environment. Billie Gib-
son, an organic farmer in Delaware reduced her chemical
use by amending soil with compost, which cut her input
costs in half, while producing a noticeable improvement in
the quality of her vegetables.43 Similarly, a major fruit and
vegetable grower in California cut pesticide use by 80%
through an organic matter management system. Organic
matter is vital to soil quality and amending soil with com-
post is the best way to increase the organic matter in soil.44

Additionally, growers in the San Joaquin valley recorded a
savings of $35 per acre on defoliation costs by using com-
post. Compost can also help farmers to increase pasture
quality, a pivotal strategy in the intensively or overly grazed
lands in today’s agricultural systems.45

While on-farm composting is an age-old process, the agri-
cultural industry is still largely an untapped market for com-
post use. Agriculture is beginning to see more use of com-
post, predominantly in California and on the west coast; but
compared to the huge potential for market growth, commer-
cial farmers “have not even scratched the surface yet”with re-
gard to their compost use, says Al Rattie, Director of Market
Development for the US Composting Council. “If agricul-
ture ever realizes the significance of compost from its value
as a source of organic matter for its water holding capacity
and its ability to reduce chemical fertilization, there won’t be
enough composting in the United States to begin to start sat-
isfying that need.”46

Construction 
Whether traditional construction or state of the art LEED

certified building projects, compost can be used in and ben-
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Table 1-6: Odor causing compounds at compost sites

Compound Nature of Odor

Sulfur Compounds
Hydrogen sulfide Rotten egg
Methyl mercaptan Pungent, rotten cabbage, garlic
Carbon disulfide Rotten pumpkins
Dimethyl disulfide Putrid, sulfurous

Nitrogen compounds
Ammonia Pungent, sharp, eye-watering
Methylamine Putrid, Rotten fish
Cadaverine Putrid, decaying animal tissue
Indole/Skatole Fecal

Carbon compounds
Acetic acid Vinegar, pungent
Butyric acid Rancid butter, garbage
Iso-valeric acid Rancid cheeses, sweaty
Acetaldehyde Green, sweet, fruity
Formaldehyde Acid, medicinal
Limonene Sharp, lemony
�-Pinene Sharp, turpentine

http://www.sustainablesites.org/


efit nearly any land development project.General contractors
and companies implementing more conventional projects can
realize significant benefits by using compost that can equate
to cost savings and easier compliance with permitting and in-
spections, such as in establishing a stringent erosion and sed-
imentation control (ESC) plan to meet local codes. Conven-
tional development practice strips away topsoil during
grading, compacts the whole site from heavy equipment dur-
ing construction, and replaces only 1-2 inches of soil over the
compacted subsoil before landscaping, thus reducing infiltra-
tion and increasing stormwater runoff volume and rate leav-
ing a site. Conversely, amending soils with compost (recom-
mended 30-40% compost by volume in planting beds and
15-25% in turf areas) allows for healthier soil that increases
infiltration and binds erodible sediment.47 Compost can also
be used to grow vegetated cover on soil stockpiles during con-
struction. Companies using products and developing site
plans that incorporate compost are making projects more sus-
tainable and reducing environmental hazards that would oth-
erwise often result in project delays or disapproval from local
citizens and regulators.

Low-Impact Development/Green Infrastructure
“Low Impact Development (LID) is a comprehensive land

planning and engineering design approach with a goal of
maintaining and enhancing the pre-development hydrologic
regime of urban and developing watersheds.”48 LID systems
typically replace impervious surfaces with more pervious ones
or direct the flow of water runoff from an impervious surface
to a more pervious holding area that will let water slowly in-
filtrate the ground, mimicking the natural environment.
Compost can play an integral part in LID projects which in-
clude green roofs, bioretention cells or rain gardens, filter
strips, infiltration trenches, and open grid pavement sys-
tems.49 Three of the main goals of these systems are reduc-
ing the flow rate, volume, and contaminant level of stormwa-
ter runoff. Amending soil with compost helps fulfill these
goals. Compost filters runoff waters to mitigate urban pollu-
tion, reducing an astounding 60 to 95% of contaminants.50

Compost also acts like a sponge to retain as much as 20 times
its weight in water.51 This minimizes water lost as runoff and
evaporation and benefits the construction, landscaping, and
home gardening industries by cutting summer irrigation
needs by up to 50%.52

There is a growing market for using compost and com-
post-based products to manage runoff and erosion through
green infrastructure. Leading the industry is Filtrexx Inter-
national LLC, which occupies 98% of this market and is
giving rise to new businesses, projects and job positions all
over the country.53 The company has dozens of patents for
numerous products such as compost blankets, compost fil-
ter socks, and other mesh-containment systems which can
be used in applications including sediment control, inlet
protection,dam checking, concrete wash-outs, slope protec-
tion, temporary seeding during construction,bank stabiliza-
tion and more. These products have the ability to filter and
remove up to 99% of bacteria, 73% heavy metals, 92% of nu-
trients, and 99% of hydrocarbons from stormwater (much
of that capability to remove pollutants is due to use of com-
post in the filter media). More than 100 Filtrexx certified
installers now use approximately 2 million cubic yards of re-
covered organics annually. This means that approximately
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Figure 1-29: Eric Paris of Tamarlane Farms (VT), is a certified organic
dairy farm that uses compost to fertilize its pastures and croplands. Driv-

en by the need for an organic soil amendment, Tamarlane created a
composting facility to process its on-farm materials as well as food

scraps from the greater community. 
Photo Credit: Highfields Center for Composting

Figure 1-30: (Top) Sediment trap, (middle) Slope protection and erosion control blanket made from compost, (bottom) vegetated walls 
Photo Credit: Filtrexx
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10,000 tons of compost can sustain one new business in the
field of compost-based green infrastructure design and in-
stallation.54 This statistic alone demonstrates the vast po-
tential for market growth in the compost production and us-
age industry.

Homeowner and Community Gardens
(Vegetable, Fruit, and Plant Production)

Compost has the ability to “boost the soil health and
growing power of community gardens across the country;”
the more quickly organics are collected for composting in-
stead of wasted, the more quickly communities can rehabil-
itate food deserts and supplement impoverished communi-
ties with nutritious local food. Initiatives like the US
Composting Council’s (USCC) “Million Tomato Compost
Campaign,” are generating awareness and momentum for
compost use in gardening, and have the potential to link
compost to nationwide food health and security campaigns.
This USCC campaign is an effort to “boost the health and
growing power of community gardens across the country.”55

As of summer 2013, more than 140 community gardens re-
ceived compost donations in an effort to grow one million
tomatoes and a larger effort by the USCC to educate po-
tential compost users and consumers on the merit of this
“value-added” soil amendment product.

While community gardening has long been woven into
the fabric of American society as witnessed for example dur-
ing the era of “victory gardens,” the modern day swell to-
ward eating healthy, locally-grown fruits and vegetables
coupled with increased composting infrastructure make
gardens and urban farms a pivotal market for compost use.
According to Rhonda Sherman, vermiculture specialist at
NC State University, “more than ever there is interest and
development of community gardening… and if you are gar-
dening, you’re going to need compost.” Food system revo-
lution pioneers like Growing Power’s Will Allen echo this
sentiment acknowledging that good food requires good soil,
which requires good compost. What’s more, promotion of
the USCC’s Seal of Testing Assurance (STA) program over
the past decade has greatly benefited the marketability of a
solid product for compost producers and helped consumers
distinguish between quality versus inferior compost or oth-
er organic products.

The more the compost industry connects with existing and
national efforts toward sustainable food systems (such as
Michelle Obama’s healthy food initiative via her “Let’s Move”
campaign and White House Garden work), the greater the
potential market for compost use in community gardens.This
will also help fulfill the Million Tomato campaign’s goal of
“bringing together compost manufacturers, chefs, communi-
ty gardens and food pantries to help build healthy soil that
produces sustainably grown, local food for the nation’s com-
munities.” To date, compost manufacturers in the campaign
have provided 39,000 cubic feet of compost56 to community
gardens; but with an estimated 18,000 community gardens
throughout the US, this is just a taste of what is possible
through similar initiatives.

Silviculture
“Silviculture is the art and science of controlling the es-

tablishment, growth, composition, health, and quality of
forests and woodlands to meet the multitude of purposes
and values of landowners and society on a sustainable ba-
sis.”57 Compost’s many benefits when applied to soil make
it advantageous to the vitality of trees and overall silvicul-
ture systems.Research indicates that compost enhances pro-
ductivity, size, survival rate, and growth potential in forest
tree crops. A project of the University of Florida’s School of
Forest Resources and Conservation also found higher nu-
trient content (leaf and twig nitrogen concentrations) in
compost-amended trees (versus control samples that were
not amended), with more foliage and dense fine roots sur-
rounding clumps of organic matter. These results suggest
“potential for rapid future growth”and indicate how a prod-
uct rich in nutrients and organic matter like compost can be
a critical element in the silviculture industry.58As such, re-
forestation and tree planting campaigns in the US such as
“Mayors 10,000 Trees Campaign” in Tucson or New York
City’s “Million Trees NYC”could benefit from greater com-
post production and provide a great opportunity to spur
compost use. There are approximately 2.5 million trees

Figure 1-31: Growing Power in Milwaukee is one of the premier urban
farming and community-based composting enterprises in the country,

combining non-profit status with a land trust. 
Photo Credit: Growing Power



planted annually in the US and world-renowned interna-
tional movements such as the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP’s) “Billion Trees Campaign”or Wangari
Maathai’s successful trend-setting million trees campaign in
Kenya demonstrate a potentially fruitful market for com-
post in silviculture.59

Sod/Turf Production
Research demonstrates that incorporating compost into

sod fields can improve turf quality, produce a lighter materi-
al, and enhance growth efficiency. While applying compost
to existing sod fields has demonstrated superb results, “when
considering the economics of sod production, the use of com-
post as the growing media for sod probably provides the great-
est promise.”60 There is an existing compost-based patented
sod growing system that produces sod in ten weeks, and as
little as seven weeks for tall fescue.

Landscaping 
According to the USCC’s Al Rattie, landscapers are prob-

ably the single largest market segment using compost in the
US. There are approximately 35,000 to 38,000 landscape
contractors in the US and an additional 3,500 lawn care pro-
fessionals that all could be using compost. While the num-
ber of these companies decreased during the economic re-
cession, the landscaping industry is rebounding and can
expect greater compost use as well – “the landscaping indus-
try that was in decline is definitely on the way back and we
believe compost is going to make that happen and make it
happen quicker” says Rattie. Landscapers are realizing the
need to diversify their services, providing irrigation, tree
care, and a number of services that require or are enhanced
with compost. What’s more, the industry is adapting to a
shift toward environmental site design, greenscaping or ze-
roscaping (aka xeriscaping) that calls for more sustainable
design, installation, and maintenance practices and will un-
doubtedly necessitate higher volumes of compost. Com-
post’s exquisite ability to retain water is sure to drive mar-
ket demand as water shortages are becoming increasingly
more common in various region of the country today – some
municipalities are even requiring home lawns and new land-
scapes to utilize compost amended soil. What’s more, using
compost in the landscaping industry as a component of
backfill mixes has been a popular practice, with benefits in-
cluding early improved root growth,plant establishment and
survivability, and poor soil enhancement.61

Nursery, Horticulture
Compost has several main applications in the nursery. It

can be used as a growing media component (i.e. horticul-
tural substrate) for the production of various containerized
crops. Composted bark products are considered an industry
staple, while biosolids compost has been one of the most re-
searched and commonly used types of compost commercial-
ly. Positive results with compost use include an increased
number of flowers per plant and improved drainage when

using a coarser compost.62 Compost also plays a critical role
as a soil amendment in fields to facilitate nursery produc-
tion of larger shrubs and trees. Because field production is
often a lengthy process, nurserymen benefit by using com-
post that produces higher quality plants and trees in a short-
er amount of time. Applying compost (and its organic mat-
ter content) before planting or directly after plants reach
maturity and are harvested minimizes the need for nurseries
to plant cover crops, thus, making for a more efficient op-
eration and avoiding taking fields out of production.63 Ex-
panding composting in the US will also allow for increased
use of compost in raised and grounded planting beds where
nurseries produce various shrubs, perennials, and ornamen-
tal grasses.64

Athletic Fields and Golf Courses 
Using compost on sports and athletic fields has various

benefits such as “extended color retention in the fall and
quick spring green-up.”65 Compost can also act as a light
mulch on new seedlings to help retain moisture and provide
seed to soil contact.66 Currently compost is being used on
various types of athletic fields and customers range from
colleges and universities to national football league teams.
Some compost manufacturers are turning food discards into
a valuable soil amendment for sports fields. McGill Envi-
ronmental Systems, for instance,processes over 300,000 tons
of biosolids, yard trimmings, and food discards annually and
provides compost for sports fields in the Mid-Atlantic re-
gion.The Washington Redskins and the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte used McGill’s compost to amend soil
before sodding their fields. McGill’s service area through-
out Virginia and the DC region is a prime market for sourc-
ing feedstocks and selling high value compost.Serving NFL
teams like the Redskins is an indication that high quality
compost can be considered an effective and valued soil
amendment in the most demanding markets.This past Au-
gust, compost-amended soils on the Redskins practice fa-
cility field withstood torrential rains while surrounding
areas became a “soggy mess.”The performance of compost-
amended fields has led to a positive relationship and oppor-
tunities for expanded compost use between McGill and the
landscaping company that manages the Redskins practice
facility – a positive sign for the market for compost use on
athletic fields.

Golf courses are another target in the realm of sports with
the potential for high volume compost use. With their sub-
stantial and often over-applied chemical use (e.g. fertilizers
and pesticides), golf courses significantly contribute to land
and adjacent waterway contamination.However, this chem-
ical use can be offset or entirely replaced by using compost.
For example, Meadows of Sixmile Creek Golf Course in
Wanaukee, Wisconsin replaced 100% of its synthetic fertil-
ization and 95% of its chemical herbicide use within three
years of first applying compost to its fairways and tee box-
es.67 Reported results at Meadows of Sixmile and another
nearby golf course also using compost include sustainably
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supplying nutrients at a lower cost than fertilizers, a reduc-
tion in thatch, and increase in water-holding capacity. Pur-
ple Cow Organics, the compost supplier, sees its golf course
customers as “living laboratories,”in which the company de-
livers biology to the soil using compost, and is seeing health-
ier turf. With results like these, Purple Cow says interest is
beginning to build in a potentially sizable market. States
that embrace policies that could promote compost-amend-
ed soils, such as Wisconsin’s ban on phosphorous fertilizers,
can help this market grow.68

Land Reclamation and Carbon Sequestration
Compost has the ability to improve marginal land and se-

quester carbon. Research has shown that land application
of composts and other organic residuals (manures, pulp and
paper sludge, and municipal biosolids) results in increased
soil carbon storage. This increase is the result of two fac-
tors: the direct addition of carbon to soil with the amend-
ment and through the resulting increases in net primary
productivity that seasonally add more carbon to the soil in
the form of plant biomass.69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77 This increase
in soil carbon following the use of organic amendments has
been shown for a wide range of soil types and land uses.The
rate of carbon stored per dry ton of amendment will vary
based on the loading rate of amendment, the local climate,
and the extent of soil disturbance. Rates ranging from 0.1
to over 1 ton of CO2 per ton of amendment applied have
been reported.78

Mined Lands
Lands disturbed through mining operations can broadly

be categorized by the time that they were mined. In 1977,
the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act was
passed (SMRCA, Public Law 95-87).This act requires that
topsoil be set aside and preserved for later use in reclama-
tion and also imposes much more rigorous standards for a
site to be considered as restored. While 3.2 million hectares
of land have been permitted for mining following passage
of that act, an unknown quantity of land was disturbed by
mining prior to passage. Organic amendments are appro-

priate for all types of mine sites as a way to restore soils and
reestablish a plant cover.79 Amendments have increased soil
carbon in land disturbed by hard rock mining, coal mining,
sand and gravel pit mining, and borrow pit mining (where
topsoil has been removed from a site to use elsewhere).
There are many types of mining operations with associated
levels of soil disturbance.

Hard Rock Mining
Hard rock mining refers to operations that extract metal

ores or minerals. Examples of hard rock mines include min-
ing for zinc, copper, gold and silver.Mining operations can be
open pit or underground.The majority of metal ore deposits
in the US have already been extracted. Historic mining sites
are common in areas like Arizona, Montana, and Colorado.
There are very few operating hard rock mines in the US. In
addition to the absence of soil on these sites, restoration can
be complicated by the presence of metal contamination in the
surface material. Many of the historic sites are listed on the
US EPA Superfund list. Previous work has shown the abili-
ty of organic based amendments including composts and
biosolids to restore a vegetative cover and increase soil carbon
concentrations on these sites.80,81

Coal Mining
Coal mining operations are much more common than hard

rock mining in the US. Remnants from both historic and on-
going operations require restoration. Use of organic amend-
ments is a common and well studied practice for these sites.82,83

States with extensive coal deposits recommend use of organic
amendments for restoration and also prescribe appropriate ap-
plication rates for amendment (Virginia Department of Mines,
Mineral and Energy). Even in cases where topsoil has been
stockpiled,including amendments with the topsoil in a restora-
tion mix has been shown to result in higher rates of carbon stor-
age in comparison to the use of topsoil alone.84

Other Types of Mining Operations
Other types of mining operations include sand and gravel

pits as well as borrow pits. Borrow pits are cases where topsoil
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Figure 1-32: (left) A coal power plant and coal mined lands in Centralia, WA. A portion of the mined lands were restored with a mixture of municipal
biosolids and topsoil in the 1980s. (right) The plant cover on the restored sites.

Photo Credit: Sally Brown



has been removed from a site to use elsewhere. In comparison
to hard rock and coal mining operations, these sites are typi-
cally small in size.They are also much more common.In many
cases these types of mines are close to populated areas. Use of
composts is much more common than less stabilized materi-
als because of the proximity to people.A borrow pit on Vashon
Island, Washington, where different composts were used in a
trial to determine the best amendments to restore the site is
shown in Figure 1-33. The site is bordered by a nature trail.

Other Land Uses (Non-Mining)
It is important to note that in addition to mined land, the

carbon stocks in almost all of our agricultural soils and urban
soils have been depleted over time. Conventional tillage of
agricultural soils has allowed high oxygen flow into the soil,
broken soil aggregates and resulted in mineralization of high
percentages of soil carbon stocks. Disturbances in urban ar-
eas from road and home construction have also resulted in
loss of soil carbon. Neglect of soils in urban areas has also re-
sulted in lower productivity and as a result, lower quantities
of carbon from plant material being added to the soils. For
agricultural soils, the potential to remove crop residues is a
concern because a significant portion of these residues are in-
corporated into soil organic matter.Removal will result in de-
creased soil carbon concentrations over time.

Studies have shown that use of organic amendments in
agricultural and urban soils will result in carbon sequestration
at rates that are similar to those observed in mined lands.85,86

For example, one study observed that manure or compost ad-
dition increased soil organic carbon in the 0-25 cm soil pro-
file by 25% and 41% respectively in comparison to the con-
ventionally managed soil.87 Another study noted
approximately an order of magnitude increase in soil carbon
sequestration when biosolids were added to soils managed
under no till.88 In urban areas, use of residuals on roadside
soils and in stormwater bioretention systems will result in
both increased soil carbon storage and hydrologic benefits.
Use of residuals in urban agriculture and landscaping will im-
prove soil physical properties, may reduce the bioavailability
of contaminants in these soils, and will also result in increased

soil carbon storage.89,90

As more and more landfill space becomes occupied or ex-
hausted, the need for composting will be greater. Composting
can become not only a more sustainable but also a cheaper way
to handle organics than landfills as tipping fees rise. Agricul-
ture perhaps presents the greatest opportunity to use compost
to replenish soils and improve their fertility as farming prac-
tices continue to degrade land over time.91 Farmers that man-
ufacture compost will not only diversify their marketable prod-
ucts to add potential income but replace or offset the need for
and cost of chemical-based fertilizers by using compost.They
also will have a beneficial resource that reduces harmful agri-
cultural runoff from contaminating their watershed. As not-
ed elsewhere in this section, many other uses for compost, in-
cluding landscape, nursery, public agency and homeowner
applications, continue to see increased demand.92

A Word about Highest and Best Use
Composting is an age-old and important technique for cy-

cling organic materials into soil, but it is not considered the
highest and best use for all organic materials. Avoiding the
generation of waste in the first place – source reduction – and
rescuing food to feed people,for instance,are considered high-
er priorities than composting for food scraps. The US EPA
has developed an inverted pyramid hierarchy focusing on food
waste recovery.The hierarchy represents EPA’s perceived best
management activities for food scraps, starting with the most
beneficial at the top and moving down to the least attractive:

Source Reduction: Reduce the amount of food waste being
generated;

Feed Hungry People: Donate excess food to food banks,soup
kitchens and shelters;

Feed Animals: Provide food scraps to farmers;
Industrial Uses: Provide fats for rendering or fuel and food

discards for animal feed production;
Composting: Compost food scraps into a nutrient rich soil

amendment; and
Landfill/Incineration: Send food scraps to landfill or in-

cineration if there are no other beneficial options. See Fig-
ure 1-34.

Where anaerobic digestion fits in has been somewhat con-
troversial. EPA’s and Oregon’s statutory hierarchies, for in-
stance,differ in their placement of energy recovery from food
waste. EPA places energy recovery above composting; Ore-
gon places it below. The Oregon Department of Environ-
mental Quality’s limited review of the literature comparing
aerobic composting to anaerobic digestion was inconclusive.93

ILSR endorses a more nuanced hierarchy of highest and
best use, one that takes into account scale, ownership, and the
level of community engagement. Like composting, anaerobic
digestion can be small scale, large scale, and everything in be-
tween.Small-scale anaerobic digesters are in use in rural Chi-
na, India, Nepal, Africa, and Latin America for treatment of
animal manures and sometimes food scraps.94 In general, we
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Figure 1-33: Different composts were tested for restoring 
this borrow pit in Vashon Island, WA 

Photo Credit: Sally Brown



believe locally based systems should be prioritized over cen-
tralized systems.

Where composting has become institutionalized, the sys-
tems implemented tend to be centralized,relying on large-scale
collection to out-of-town large-scale regional facilities.These
cities have had tremendous success composting and as a result
are diverting significant portions of their waste stream from
disposal. San Francisco now reports that 80% of its municipal
solid waste is recycled and composted. Clearly, communities
cannot maximize composting and overall diversion levels with-
out providing all waste generators the opportunity to set out
their organic discards for collection for composting. But to
build more resilient communities and reduce the government
and business cost of handling organic material, particularly
transportation costs, backyard and onsite composting need to
also be encouraged along with community composting at clos-
er-in smaller-scale facilities such as at community gardens,and
urban and rural farms. (Training programs are needed to en-
sure small-scale decentralized sites are well operated.)

The food scrap recovery hierarchy shown above – adopted
by the City of Glendale, California – is an example of one
that prioritizes reducing waste, rescuing edible food, and de-
centralized composting over centralized systems.

Austin may perhaps be unique in its official recognition of
the benefits of a decentralized composting infrastructure:

“…decentralized composting processes can reduce the car-
bon footprint of collection and transportation while consum-
ing organics in more localized situations that do not require
large organized collection programs.
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Expanded Food Discard Hierarchy and
Strategies for Source Reduction

The City of Glendale, California’s Zero Waste Plan features an
expanded list of options for managing food discards in addi-
tion to centralized organics recovery programs. Activities locat-
ed higher up on the list are preferable as they recover organic
materials at a higher use value and/or at a lower cost than those
at the bottom. The Plan also includes a compilation of source
reduction strategies for the food service industry.

Hierarchy of Options for Food Scraps 
• Source reduction
• Donation to food banks
• Food to animal feed and direct land application
• Subsidized distribution of compost units and intensive training

for residents
• Shared, small-scale, decentralized composting systems for

residences and businesses
• Use of discarded organics for production of liquid fertilizers and

other value-added products
• Centralized composting of food residuals through drop-off or

curbside collection programs

Source: Richard Anthony Associates and Gary Liss Associates, Zero Waste Action Plan
for the City of Glendale, California, December 2010.

Figure 1-35: This food was delivered to a compost site. 
The lettuce was not even wilted. 

Photo Credit: Institute for Local Self-Reliance

Figure 1-36: The NYC Compost Project’s Master Composter Certificate
Course trains community leaders to start community compost sites. 

Photo Credit: NYC Compost Project

Figure 1-34: US EPA’s Food Recovery Hierarchy
Credit: US EPA



The [Austin Resource Recovery] Department recognizes
that, in addition to helping the City achieve its Zero Waste
goals, composting also addresses the community’s interest in
enriching the region’s soil, strengthening sustainable food pro-
duction and completing the food cycle.These additional ben-
efits were identified by the Sustainable Food Policy Board’s
December 2010 letter to the Austin City Council and were
considered while developing the Department’s Master Plan.”95

As a result, the City has adopted a highest and best use phi-
losophy for city collection programs of residential food scraps
to guide its planning.96 See Figure 1-37. In addition to the
eventual rollout of a citywide household yard trimmings and
food scraps collection program, the Austin Resource Recov-
ery Department (previously the Solid Waste Services Depart-
ment) is first initiating the following new programs:

• Expanding its home composting incentive program to

encourage the development of home and onsite
composting; and

• Establishing composting trainings at community gardens
and implementing a junior composter and master
composter training program.

Locally based composting is important to support local
food production and keep our backyards and streetscapes rich
in organic matter.

The concept of highest and best use can apply to the fin-
ished compost in addition to how the raw organics materials
are managed. Compost used for daily landfill cover, for in-
stance, is a high-volume but low-value end market. Backyard
composters, community gardens, and urban and rural farms
typically use compost produced for onsite soil needs and local
food production.There may be no better highest and best use
for compost than these closed loop material cycling systems.

Sites distributing compost for offsite uses can of course also
support high quality premium end markets for compost. It
behooves anyone selling compost to pay attention to the mar-
keting side of the business. According to Ron Alexander, a
nationally recognized expert on compost markets, increasing
the value of compost can be difficult, as it often doesn’t fol-
low typical supply and demand curves.Compost “supply”may
increase due to recycling drivers,not because its “demand”has
necessarily increased.Composters thus must work hard to in-
crease the value of their products.97 The factors that influence
the value of compost include product quality, volume pro-
duced, size of market, distance to market, innate value, per-
ceived value, and competition.98 Composters should under-
stand what they are selling and what products work for
specific applications.99 Compost for topdressing for the sod
industry has a higher value than compost sold as surface
mulch. Compost sold for topdressing also costs about half of
what sand-based topdressings do (compost is $11.50/acre ver-
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Figure 1-37: City of Austin Highest and Best Use Philosophy
Source: The Austin Resource Recovery Master Plan, 2011

Figure 1-38: The US Composting Council’s Seal of Testing Assurance (STA) program allows compost producers to label their products to reflect the
compost’s use or uses. This will allow compost users to clearly identify the types of uses that a compost product will be good for. 

Credit: US Composting Council
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sus $23.40/acre for sand-based dressing). But compost can
fulfill the function of three products used in the management
of high quality turf (nitrogen fertilizer and fungicide in ad-
dition to top dressing).Thus,producers could be getting much
more for their compost sold as a topdressing if they priced
their product based on its replacement value.100 Ron Alexan-
der recommends that the industry collectively do a better job
of evaluating the economics of marketing options and poten-
tial product replacement values.

In order to recycle organic materials into high-value com-
post, composters have to produce high-quality compost suit-
able for the desired end market. Buyers may be concerned
with weed seed content, soluble salts, pathogens, pH, nutri-
ent value, and level of organic matter.101 Compost quality re-
quirements can differ significantly depending on the end
use.102 Compost producers may make more money selling to
high-quality compost to greenhouses and nurseries,but if the
product causes problems, the compost producer could be li-
able for damage.Poor nutrient content, immaturity, or chem-
ical contamination (such as with persistent herbicides) can
cause problems. Other markets such as for field crops, turf, or
erosion control,may be able to use compost that isn’t fully ma-

ture,or has pH or nutrient values that would not work in oth-
er settings.103

Policies and programs to support composting and compost
use ought to support highest and best use wherever possible.
California’s waste reduction and recycling law, AB939, has al-
lowed the use of compost as alternative daily landfill cover to
count as recycling,thereby undermining the use of compost for
other markets. It exemplifies how policies that intended to en-
courage diversion of green waste actually hampered the devel-
opment of quality compost for high-quality markets. In con-
trast, policies such as state preferable purchasing specifications
for compost meeting the Seal of Testing Assurance (STA),can
encourage production of consistently high-quality compost for
high-end end uses. The US Composting Council’s STA Pro-
gram is a compost testing, labeling and information disclosure
program.104 Certified compost products are analyzed for pH,
soluble salts, nutrient content, moisture content, maturity, sta-
bility, particle size, pathogens, and trace metals. The labeling
program provides information to compost producers and users
to determine if the compost they are considering is suitable for
the use that they are planning. Reliable information on the
quality of compost will help support best use. �
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Section

Overview of Drivers for Composting
and Composting More

Unsustainable patterns of wasting drive climate change, re-
source depletion,habitat destruction,and a range of other en-
vironmental crises. The US disposes of 164 millions tons of
garbage per year. Of this, 21% represents food scraps, 9% is
yard trimmings, and another 9% is wood material. The lion’s
share was landfilled (135 million tons).1 When landfilled,
biodegradable organic materials are a liability as they break
down and produce methane, a greenhouse gas 72 times more
potent than carbon dioxide in its global warming strength
(over a 20 year time horizon).2 Shifting toward a decentral-
ized recycling infrastructure addresses these environmental
threats and forms the basis for strong local economies that
operate in harmony with nature.

At the same time we throw away valuable organic materi-
als,our soils suffer from topsoil loss and erosion,which in turn
leads to severe watershed problems and threatens our ability
to sustain life on earth.Excess fertilizers from farms and sub-
urban lawns, and sediment from construction projects wash
off the land and into our waterways every time it rains. Soil
erosion also reduces the ability of soil to store water and sup-
port plant growth.

The good news is that many of these problems can be mit-
igated by expanding the use of compost, which adds needed
organic matter to soil, improves plant growth, cuts water use,

reduces reliance on chemicals, and helps prevent nutrient-
runoff and soil erosion. In short, advancing composting and
compost use is a key sustainability strategy to create jobs,pro-
tect watersheds, reduce climate impacts, improve soil vitality,
and build resilient local economies.

Key Drivers
Key drivers for expanding composting and other forms of

organic material recovery are summarized below:

Feeding the Hungry
Much of what we set out at the curb is edible food that can

be rescued. In the US, 31% – or 133 billion pounds – of the
available food supply at the retail and consumer levels in 2010
went uneaten.3 Another study found that a shocking 40-50%
of all food ready for harvest never gets eaten.4 This is espe-
cially disturbing given that nearly 50 million Americans, in-
cluding 16 million children, are food insecure, meaning they
lack access to enough food for an active, healthy life.5 Com-
posting programs can be aligned with efforts to reduce food
waste and rescue edible food. There is a vigorous national
movement committed to food rescue,whether harvesting sur-
plus or unmarketable crops from farmers’fields (gleaning),di-
verting excess food from restaurants and catered events,or re-
covering food that may not be saleable because it is bruised,
blemished, or past its “sell by” date. Food rescue simultane-
ously addresses issues of waste and poverty,offering fresh food
to those in need.

Why Compost?

2



Enriching and Building Healthy Soil
Compost adds needed organic matter to soil, prevents soil

erosion, sequesters carbon in soil, improves plant growth, re-
duces agricultural water use by 10%, and reduces reliance on
chemical pesticides and fertilizers.

Strengthening Sustainable Food Production
and Completing the Food Cycle

Locally produced compost is a valuable soil amendment for
local food production and cycles food scraps back to the soil.

Increasing Demand for Green Infrastructure
Green building design is driving low-impact development

(LID) management practices that combine native soil, com-
post,plants,and beneficial microorganisms to filter,retain,and
infiltrate stormwater runoff from developed construction
sites.

Creating Green Jobs
and Sustaining Local Manufacturing Businesses

Composting sustains more jobs than disposal facilities on
a per-ton basis. Compost facilities manufacture soil amend-
ments. Many of the jobs have low barriers to entry.

Reducing Solid Waste Management Costs
Transportation costs to and tip fees at compost facilities are

often lower than landfills and incinerators, saving the private
and public sector money. Food scraps are one of the largest
and heaviest portions of the waste stream making their recov-
ery increasingly cost-effective compared to disposal.

Curbing Landfill Methane Emissions
and Sequestering Carbon

Landfills are a top source of methane,a greenhouse gas many
times more potent than carbon dioxide. Biodegradable mate-
rials are a liability when landfilled but a valuable asset when
composted. When added to soil, compost sequesters carbon.

Producing Renewable Energy Via Anaerobic Digestion
Anaerobic digestion of segregated organics generates bio-

gas, a renewable fuel. Unlike trash combustion technologies,
anaerobic digestion is a microbiological process that the en-
vironmental community supports. It is compatible with com-
posting. Appendix C describes systems available and exam-
ples of operating sites.
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Resources Dedicated to Food 
That Never Gets Eaten in the US

• 25% of all freshwater used in the US
• 4% of total US oil consumption
• $750 million per year in disposal fees
• 33 million tons of landfill waste

Source: Food Waste Reduction Alliance, Best Practices & Emerging Solutions Toolkit,
Spring 2014, Volume 1.

Figure 2-1: The Red Hook Community Farm in Brooklyn, NY, accepts and processes food scraps as part of the NYC Compost Project.
It is home to New York City’s largest community based compost program run entirely by renewable resources of human or solar power. 

The compost program processes over 225 tons per year of organic material, and runs a job training program for unemployed young 
people living in public housing. The Farm is run by Added Value, a non-profit that uses composting and food production as a platform

to empower community youth and connect them to broader, universal environmental justice issues such as climate change.
Photo credit: Red Hook Community Farm



Increasing Regulations at the Local and State Levels
The number of cities, counties, and states with goals and

regulations impacting food waste is growing.Some cities such
as San Francisco have made participation in source-separat-
ed organics collection programs mandatory. New York City
passed a law effective July 2015 that will require large food-
service establishments to recover food waste. Several states –
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Vermont – are now requir-
ing commercial food waste generators to divert organics from
disposal. Dozens of cities have restricted the use of poly-
styrene in foodservice ware in favor of compostable products.

Compost to Improve Soil
Most of the planet is not living.There is only a thin layer of

the Earth – its soil – where life is possible.Soil is a living ecosys-
tem and vital to human survival.One-third of the world’s arable

land has been lost to soil erosion and continues to be lost at an
alarming rate.6 In the US, 99 million acres (28% of all crop-
land) are eroding above soil tolerance rates, meaning the long-
term productivity of the soil cannot be maintained and new soil
is not adequately replacing lost soil.7 See Figure 2-2. Erosion
reduces the ability of soil to store water and support plant
growth.About 60% of soil that is washed away ends up in rivers,
streams and lakes,contaminating waterways with fertilizers and
pesticides. Nationally, soil is being swept and washed away 10
to 40 times faster than it is being replenished, destroying acres
of cropland, despite the fact that the need for food and other
agricultural products continues to grow.8 The economic impact
of soil erosion is enormous. Our soils are now starved for or-
ganic matter. When topsoil is lost, nutrients and organic mat-
ter needed by crops and vegetation are removed along with it
because erosion tends to remove the less dense soil constituents
such as organic matter, clays, and silts that are often the most
fertile part of the soil.9 Of particular concern is the trend to-
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Figure 2-2: In 2007, the latest published data, 99 million acres (28% of all cropland) were eroding above soil loss tolerance rates.
Source: 2007 National Resources Inventory – Soil Erosion on Cropland, Natural Resources Conservation Service, April 2010, p. 4



ward more extreme weather patterns – droughts and heavy rain-
fall – that are now exacerbating soil erosion. A Soil and Water
Conservation Society study concluded that conservationists
should be seriously concerned about the implications of climate
change for the conservation of soil and water resources in the
US.10 While there are a number of soil conservation strategies
such as conservation tillage, contour farming, cover crops, and
wind breaks, increasing the level of organic matter is vital to
soil quality.The best way to increase the organic matter in soil
is to amend it with compost.Amending soil with compost im-
proves soil’s ability to retain water and thus avoid soil erosion.11

Improved Soil Quality and Structure 
Compost improves soil quality and structure. Compost’s

organic matter is the catalyst for the overall health of the en-
tire soil ecosystem.Organic matter can be considered the soil’s
fuel source, as billions of microorganisms feed on it.This mi-
crobial process produces room for stormwater infiltration,
drainage, and moisture-holding capacity and a strong, stable
soil structure.12 These passageways and a higher bulk densi-
ty also allow plant roots to establish and expand.13 This is par-
ticularly important for disturbed and compacted soils where
compost amendment rejuvenates degraded soils to native-like

conditions,providing food and shelter for these beneficial or-
ganisms, and “restarting the soil ecosystem.”14 Because soil
organic matter consists of 10 to 1,000 times more water and
nutrients than soil minerals, the many microbes and organ-
isms can thrive.15 In addition, compost makes the soil more
fertile for plant growth by controlling pH levels, increasing
buffering capacity against pH change. Research also shows
that the type of organisms found in compost can curtail soil-
borne diseases and plant pathogens like pythium and fusari-
um as well as nematodes.16

Erosion and Sedimentation Control 
Using compost as a soil amendment significantly reduces

erosion and sedimentation. This is in large part attributed to
a material in compost called humus. Humus functions as a
glue that keeps soil particles stuck together and resilient to
eroding forces.Thus, adding compost to existing soil changes
its properties, improving its binding ability.17 As the soil prop-
erties are altered, the surface structure becomes stabilized and
“less prone to crusting and erosion.”18 Best management prac-
tices recommend amending landscape beds with a minimum
organic matter content of 10% dry weight (or 30-40% by vol-
ume of compost), and turf grasses with a minimum organic
matter content of 5% dry weight (equivalent to 15-25% by
volume of compost).19 Mixing in the proper amount of com-
post into native soils provides resistance to erosion and min-
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Figure 2-3: Soil erosion in the Red Bayou watershed, Caddo Parish, LA.
Photo credit: Natural Resources Conservation Service

Figure 2-5: The Montgomery County, MD RainScapes Rewards Rebate
program requires 3 inches of compost for its conservation landscape

projects, incorporated to create a 6-12 inch improved soil layer.
Photo credit: Montgomery County Department of Environmental Protection

Figure 2-6: MCS Inc. streambed restoration project using compost.
Photo credit: MSC Inc., www.mcsnjinc.com

Figure 2-4: The documentary movie Symphony of the Soil explains the
importance of soil to life and features composting as a strategy for

building soil fertility and health. 
Source:  www.symphonyofthesoil.com

www.symphonyofthesoil.com


imizes sediment-carrying runoff by as much as 50%. In ad-
dition to soil stabilization, the improved soil structure enables
greater infiltration, capturing water runoff and sediment.20

Improved Water Retention 
The high organic matter content in compost (40-60%) in-

creases water infiltration rates and the soil’s ability to retain
water.21 Microbial organisms in the soil create pore spaces for
air and water, increasing permeability and storage capacity.
Furthermore, the same binding properties in humus that re-
duce erosion retain water as well. Compost can hold three to
five times its weight in water.22 It can also “increase water stor-
age by 16,000 gallons per acre foot for each 1 percent of or-
ganic matter.”23 This allows rainwater that would normally
be lost through evaporation or runoff to remain in and re-
plenish ecosystems. Thus, integrating compost into existing
or rebuilt landscapes lowers irrigation requirements (by up to
50% in the summer) and runoff rates, which are typically
higher in developed zones.24 Compared to other soil amend-
ments, research also indicates that compost has a higher ab-
sorption and storage rate than raw manure, anhydrous am-
monia, and commercial fertilizer.25

Reduced Chemical Needs
(Fertilizers, Pesticides, Fungicides) 

Because the type and amount of organic matter present in
the soil impacts plant health, compost can reduce the need to
use fertilizers and pesticides.26 First, the improved cation ex-
change capacity (CEC) of compost makes nutrients available
to plants over a much broader range of pH than soils with-
out compost.27 Amending soil with compost creates a con-
trolled, slow-release of phosphorous, potassium, sulfur and
various other “micronutrients” that are critical to plant sur-
vival. These nutrients are also less likely to be lost through
leaching as the stable organic matter in compost steadily al-
lows plants to take what they need.28 This offers low-main-
tenance attractive landscapes for home and property owners
while reducing polluted runoff.In sum,an active sub-soil food
web and reduced soil compaction create an overall healthy
ecosystem, resulting in fewer required chemicals.29

Compost to Protect Watersheds
By improving soil ecosystems,compost can help states meet

total maximum daily load (TMDL) limits.30 In an effort to
restore impaired water bodies throughout the country, the
federal Clean Water Act requires states to develop TMDLs
(i.e. the maximum amount of a pollutant that a water body
can receive and still meet state water quality standards) as part
of their Watershed Implementation Plans (WIPs).31 In 2010
the US Environmental Protection Agency established,for ex-
ample, the Chesapeake TMDL, a historic and comprehen-
sive “pollution diet” and largest TMDL ever established.32

Because most of the Chesapeake Bay and its tidal waters are
impaired due to excess nutrient pollution and sedimentation,

the Chesapeake TMDL is designed to achieve significant re-
ductions in nitrogen, phosphorous, and sediment. Specifical-
ly, the Chesapeake TMDL mandates a 25% reduction in ni-
trogen,a 24% reduction in phosphorous, and a 20% reduction
in sediment by the year 2025. Restoring the Bay watershed
to meet these targets requires effective non-point source pol-
lution control. Runoff from agricultural, urban and suburban
lands carries nutrients, sediment and other pollutants to lo-
cal waterways, causing eutrophication and harming aquatic
life.33 Integrating compost and compost-based products into
the region’s soils is an effective way to protect the watershed,
while providing a number of additional benefits such as pro-
moting higher crop yields,reducing greenhouse gases through
carbon sequestration, diverting discarded biodegradable ma-
terial from the waste stream, and creating “green” jobs.

Although compost itself contains some nitrogen and phos-
phorous, it can mitigate nutrient problems by preventing soil
erosion and runoff in the first place, and by converting nitro-
gen into a more stable and less mobile form and phosphorous
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Figure 2-7: A tubular check dam made from compost intercepts
stormwater to slow the flow velocity, while filtering sediment and
pollutants. The water below the check dam is noticeably clearer

and cleaner.
Photo credit: Filtrexx International LLC

Figure 2-8: The above bioswale is a shallow landscape depression or
channel used to convey, slow, and filter stormwater. Bioswale

installations use organic matter and vegetation to create low-impact
development (LID) that can serve as pre-treatment or post-treatment for

stormwater containment systems while reducing runoff volume and
peak flows.

Photo credit: Filtrexx International LLC



into a less soluble form. Compost’s pollution reduction qual-
ities led the US EPA to include compost-based strategies on
its National Pollution Discharge Elimination System menu
of stormwater best management practices.34

One of compost’s greatest benefits is its ability to treat non-
point source pollution. Compost can manage nutrient
stormwater and agricultural runoff by serving as a filter and
sponge. Its high porosity and permeability allow contaminat-
ed stormwater to infiltrate at much higher rates than most
existing soils, especially those compacted via human develop-
ment.35 Once in compost-amended soil, toxins and pollutants
begin to break down.Compost immobilizes and degrades pol-
lutants, improving water quality and has the ability to bind
heavy metals, pesticides, herbicides, and other contaminants,
reducing both their leachability and absorption by plants.36

Biofiltration media like compost reduces contamination of
urban pollutants by an astounding 60 to 95%.37

Amending soils with compost, and implementing com-
post-based green infrastructure practices yield significant
cost savings. One study indicated that under a 3-inch/24-
hour period storm, a typical 10-acre development with a
compost blanket (i.e. a layer of loosely applied compost)
would reduce runoff volume as compared to an impervious
site and avoid $181,428 per year in water treatment costs. If
the runoff was treated on-site with a stormwater manage-
ment pond, the compost blanket application equates to a cost
reduction of $697,800, avoiding the need for a larger pond
to accommodate an increased volume of water. These sav-
ings are attributed to the significantly lower curve number
(CN) of the compost blanket. A curve number is a value at-
tributed to a given watershed surface based on the percent-
age of runoff volume generated from rain falling on that sur-
face. Impervious surfaces produce a high volume of runoff
and therefore have high CNs (CN 98) as compared to the
compost blanket which helps mimic a natural surface, thus
producing a much lower runoff volume and curve number
(CN 55) while reducing pollutant load as well.This can also
produce more “fiscally sound municipal governments realiz-
ing tax collection gains from increased land values and low-
er water treatment costs.”38 Many other compost products
can reduce the cost of erosion and overburdened stormwa-
ter management systems – a cost totaling $44 billion each
year in America.39

Compost to Protect the Climate 
Compost protects the climate in two main ways: it se-

questers carbon in soil and it reduces methane emissions from
landfills by cutting the amount of biodegradable materials
disposed.

Methane is one of the most powerful greenhouse gases.De-
spite its relatively short life span (12 years) in the atmosphere,
the global warming potential of methane over a 20-year time
frame is 72 times more potent than carbon dioxide.40 Thus,
reductions of methane emissions can produce significant and
immediate progress on meeting short-term greenhouse gas
reduction targets.

A significant source of methane is landfill gas generated by
the decomposition of organic and biodegradable discards,
such as food scraps. Landfill gas is 55% methane with carbon
dioxide making up the rest. In 2012 methane represented 9%
of greenhouse gas emissions in the US with landfills produc-
ing 18% of that amount and manure management contribut-
ing another 9%.41 The California Air Resources Board esti-
mates that landfill gas accounts for 1.5% of California’s net
greenhouse gas emissions, and manure management, 2.3%.42

But because of methane’s potency,its impact in the short-term
is much larger as a share of emissions.

Much attention is devoted to capturing landfill methane,
but not nearly enough on preventing biodegradable materi-
als from entering landfills in the first place. Landfill methane
gas capture systems are not an effective technique for prevent-
ing the release of methane into the atmosphere. The Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change acknowledges that
over the lifetime of a landfill, gas capture rates could be as low
as 20%.43

Biological treatment systems such as composting and
anaerobic digestion are a win-win alternative to landfilling.
Composting not only avoids landfill methane emissions, but
also sequesters carbon, improves plant growth, increases the
organic matter in soil, and reduces water use by 10% (thus
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Figure 2-9: (left) Compost blanket being applied to steep roadway em-
bankment, (right) Vegetation thriving after installation.

Photo credit: Denbow, www.denbow.com

Figure 2-10: ILSR’s 2008 report, Stop Trashing the Climate, called for the
practice of landfilling and incinerating biodegradable materials such as
food scraps, paper products, and yard trimmings to be phased out im-

mediately in order to protect the climate and restore soils.
Credit: Institute for Local Self-Reliance

http://denbow.com/


cutting energy required for irrigation). It also reduces the
need for fossil-fuel based fertilizers, the production of which
contributes significantly to greenhhouse gas emissions. Half
of the energy used in agriculture is for making chemical ni-
trogen fertilizers.44 All of these benefits will be increasingly
relevant in combating climate change. Furthermore, com-
posting has the advantage of being easily implemented on a
wide scale within 5 to 10 years.

The top 3.2 feet of the world’s soil stores more than three
times the amount of carbon held in the atmosphere, two-
thirds of which is in the form of organic matter.45 Soils, how-
ever, can release carbon and greenhouse gases to the atmos-
phere due to unsustainable land management practices,
degradation, and decomposition.46 Incorporating soils with
compost,a natural product rich with organic matter,performs
many beneficial functions such as improved soil structure and
reduced erosion that stabilize and rebuild soil health to in-
hibit the negative effects of poor,degraded soils, and thus, ex-
cessive carbon release.47

As the section on Markets and Applications for Compost
notes, there is a significant and growing body of evidence that
demonstrates the effectiveness of compost to store carbon in
soil for a wide range of soil types and land uses.The rate of car-
bon stored per dry ton of amendment will vary based on the
loading rate of amendment, the local climate, and the extent of
soil disturbance. Rates ranging from 0.1 to over 1 ton of CO2

per ton of amendment applied have been reported.48 The
Marin Carbon Project, based in California, for instance, found
that rangelands amended with compost could result in signif-
icant offsets to greenhouse gas emissions, amounting to over
28 MMg CO2e when scaled to 5% of California rangelands.49

Carbon Credits
Compost’s ability to offset greenhouse gas emissions is rec-

ognized by carbon credit trading platforms. To tackle the
global issue of climate change, carbon credits can now be
bought and sold. Carbon credits are credits that rural
landowners and others can receive (and then sell for cash pay-

ments) by implementing strategies that reduce or offset their
carbon emissions. The Climate Action Reserve serves the
North American carbon market and establishes standards for
carbon offset projects, oversees independent third-party ver-
ification bodies, issues carbon credits generated from such
projects, and tracks the transaction of the credits over time in
a transparent, publicly-accessible system.50 The Reserve
adopted an Organic Waste Composting Project Protocol in
June 2010. This protocol, last updated July 2013, provides a
standardized approach for quantifying and monitoring the
greenhouse gas reductions from projects that offset landfill
methane emissions by composting food discards and food
soiled paper.51 (Yard trimmings composted do not qualify as
yard trimmings composting is considered already to be com-
mon practice.) In March 2014, the Zanker Road Resource
Management compost site was one of three recipients of the
Climate Action Reserve’s Project Developer Awards.52 This
project, located near Gilroy, California, has reduced 42,649
metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions by com-
posting food and food soiled paper waste.

Other countries have recognized the benefit of compost-
ing to store carbon and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In
Australia, the Parliamentary Secretary for Climate Change
and Energy Efficiency has authorized the Carbon Farming

Initiative, Avoided Emissions from Diverting Legacy Waste

through a Composting Alternative Waste Technology). The ini-
tiative “enables the crediting of greenhouse gas abatement in
the land sector…achieved by either reducing or avoiding
emissions or by removing carbon from the atmosphere and
storing it in soil or trees.”53

In North America, amending soil with compost does not
yet receive carbon credits. The Climate Action Reserve has
been evaluating opportunities to develop carbon offset pro-
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Marin Carbon Project
Established in response to the rapid pace of global climate
change, the Marin Carbon Project (MCP), based in Marin Coun-
ty, California, focuses on enhancing carbon sequestration in
rangeland, agricultural, and forest soils. Project leaders are
working towards a goal of stopping and reversing climate
change by helping farmers, landowners, and land managers
adopt carbon farming. This is a farming method that imple-
ments practices (e.g. composting and amending soils with
compost) to increase the rate at which carbon dioxide is re-
moved from the atmosphere and converted to plant material
and/or soil organic matter, thus, curtailing conventional agri-
cultural practices that accelerate carbon dioxide emissions to
the atmosphere (such as tractor driving, tilling, and grazing).
Recently, MCP’s Implementation Task Force launched its soil
carbon program on three demonstration farms, applying com-
post to nearly 100 acres of rangeland on these farms. The team
intends to create a scalable model that can be adapted in the
region, the western US and throughout the country. 

Source: Marin Carbon Project, www.marincarbonproject.org

Figure 2-11: The documentary film Humus: Forgotten Climate Aid high-
lights the connection among soil quality, agriculture, and climate

change. See trailer: http://www.c2c-centre.com/library-item/humus.

http://www.c2c-centre.com/library-item/humus
www.marincarbonproject.org


tocols for activities that increase or avoid loss of organic car-
bon stored in soils.For instance, in 2010 it evaluated but elect-
ed not to pursue a possible protocol for crediting soil carbon
sequestration associated with the application of biochar. In
2011, it started but has since suspended exploring a cropland
management project protocol. A Forest Project Protocol was
adopted in November 2012 that includes a methodology to
account for net soil carbon emissions and sequestration in
forests.This work may help inform future development of soil
carbon protocols for non-forest projects.54

With approximately 22% of the US comprising agricultur-
al land and 25% forested, the potential for improved carbon
sequestration is enormous if programs like MCP are replicat-
ed across the country.55 As of 2013, MCP has developed a
protocol pending approval to qualify their program for car-
bon credits, a protocol it hopes others can use in California
and around the world.56 Carbon credit exchange may be a
critical step in the transition toward increased compost use
and carbon sequestration as a climate change strategy. One
pertinent positive, as underscored by the European Union’s
European Commission, is that carbon sequestration is not a
difficult process to undertake: “the technique is cost compet-
itive and immediately available, requires no new or unproven
technologies, and has a mitigation potential comparable to
that of any other sector of the economy.”57 Global powers like
the EU have realized that healthy “soil plays a huge role in
climate change, because even a tiny loss of 0.1% of carbon
emitted into the atmosphere from European soils is the equiv-
alent to the carbon emission of 100 million extra cars on our
roads.” In the US, promoting carbon sequestration through
the use of compost-amended soils provides a ripe opportuni-
ty for America to drive expansion of the composting indus-
try (reaping its economic and environmental benefits) while
also taking a global leadership role it has yet to assume in the
fight against climate change.

Compost to Reduce Waste
Almost half the materials Americans discard – food scraps,

yard trimmings, and soiled paper – is compostable. While
58% of the 34 million tons of yard trimmings are recovered

for composting, the recovery level for the 36 million tons of
food scraps remains low at only 4.8%.58 Figure 2-13 shows
the origins of food waste disposed in the US. Commissioned
by the Food Waste Reduction Alliance – an initiative
launched by the Grocery Manufacturers Association, the
Food Marketing Institute and the National Restaurant As-
sociation, this data indicates that the residential sector ac-
counts for 47% of all food waste disposed, followed by the
restaurant sector at 37%. Municipal and county government,
and private food scrap generators increasingly recognize the
importance of diverting food scraps from disposal to reach
recycling goals and manage solid waste handling costs. More
than 180 communities have now instituted residential food
scrap collection programs, up from only a handful a decade
ago.59 Countless supermarkets, schools, restaurants, and oth-
er businesses and institutions are also source separating their
food scraps for composting.

San Francisco has the largest, most established urban or-
ganics recovery program in the US.The program serves both
the commercial and residential sectors, which together gen-
erate over 600 tons of food scraps and other organic materi-
als each day. The City has adopted a zero waste goal by the
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Figure 2-12: In 2013 the Marin Carbon Project launched “carbon farming” on three farms in West Marin, CA. After performing extensive baseline soil
sampling and rangeland assessment, almost 4,000 cubic yards of compost was applied to nearly 100 acres of rangelands.

Credit: Marin Carbon Project, www.marincarbonproject.org

Figure 2-13: Where Food Waste Disposed Originates 
Source: BSR data as reported in the Food Waste Reduction Alliance’s Best Practices & Emerging

Solutions Toolkit, Spring 2014, Volume 1

www.marincarbonproject.org


year 2020 and has achieved the highest diversion rate of any
major city in North America: 80% (1,593,830 tons in 2010)
of its discards from landfill disposal.60 Its composting pro-
grams and policies – the heart of its zero waste efforts –
demonstrate the potential of composting to achieve high di-
version levels. Section 3, Where Is Composting Happening,
provides more detail on model programs and policies advanc-
ing composting to reduce waste.

Compost to Create Jobs 
Composting is a community development tool as well as

an environmental strategy.Like reuse and recycling,compost-
ing offers direct development opportunities for communities.
When collected with skill and care, and upgraded with qual-
ity in mind, discarded materials are a local resource that can
contribute to local revenue, job creation, business expansion,
and the local economic base. Whether on a per-ton basis or
on a per-dollar-capital investment basis, composting sustains
more jobs than other waste handling options such as landfills
and incinerators.But unlike linear disposal systems,compost-
ing is ultimately a manufacturing enterprise that produces a
value-added product for multiple end markets. Jobs are sus-
tained in each phase of the organics recovery cycle. In addi-
tion to the direct jobs at composting facilities, the use of com-
post supports new green enterprises and additional jobs.Most
of the end markets for compost tend to be regional, if not lo-
cal.Each recycling step a community takes locally means more
jobs,more business expenditures on supplies and services,and
more money circulating in the local economy through spend-
ing and tax payments.

More than 15 years ago, ILSR conducted extensive re-
search on the jobs sustained by reuse, recycling, and com-
posting. On a per-ton basis, we found that composting sus-
tains four times the number of jobs as landfill or incinerator
disposal.61 While a few studies have since been released eval-
uating jobs and recycling, our per-ton job factors have not
been updated and little data exists documenting the jobs
through composting. (The US EPA in its February 2014
municipal waste characterization study included our job sta-

tistics from 1997.) In 2013, ILSR evaluated the current and
potential composting-related jobs in Maryland. Our report,
Pay Dirt: Composting in Maryland to Reduce Waste, Create

Jobs & Protect the Bay, found that:
• Composting (including mulching and natural wood waste

recycling) operations in Maryland already sustain more
total jobs than the state’s three trash incinerators, which
handle almost twice as much tonnage.

• Jobs are sustained in each stage of the organics recovery
cycle: manufacturing compost as well as using compost.

• On a per-ton basis, composting in Maryland employs two
times more workers than landfilling, and four times more
than the state’s trash incinerators.

• On a per-dollar-capital investment basis, for every $10
million invested, composting facilities in Maryland
support twice as many jobs as landfills and 17 more jobs
than incinerators.

• Wages at composting facilities typically range from $16 to
$20 per hour.

• In addition to manufacturing compost, using compost in
“green infrastructure”and for stormwater and sediment
control creates even more jobs. Green infrastructure
represents low-impact development such as rain gardens,
green roofs, bioswales, vegetated retaining walls, and
compost blankets on steep highway embankments to
control soil erosion.

• An entire new industry of contractors who use compost
and compost-based products for green infrastructure has
emerged, presenting an opportunity to establish a new
made-in-America industrial sector.
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Types of Jobs at Compost Sites
• Vehicle Drivers
• Other Equipment Operators
• Supervisors, Management, Administration, Dispatch
• Business Development
• Product Marketing and Development
• Communications, Public Relations
• Accounting

Figure 2-14: San Francisco has one of the most comprehensive and successful organics recovery programs in the US.
Credit: (left) Institute for Local Self-Reliance, (middle and right) City of San Francisco



• Utilizing 10,000 tons of finished compost annually in
green infrastructure can sustain one new business. For
every 10,000 tons of compost used annually by these
businesses, 18 full-time equivalent job can be sustained.

• For every 1 million tons of organic material composted,
followed by local use of the resulting compost in green
infrastructure, almost 1,400 new full-time equivalent jobs
could potentially be supported.These 1,400 jobs could pay
wages from $23 million to $57 million each year.

• Composting and compost use represent place-based
industries that cannot be outsourced abroad.

One company that has been an industry leader in com-
post-based products for erosion control and stormwater
management is Filtrexx International.Filtrexx has dozens of
patents for numerous products such as compost blankets,
compost filter socks, and other mesh-containment systems.
It has spent over $25 million on market development, re-
search, and design since its inception in the year 2000. To-
day, Filtrexx and its trained installers use approximately 2
million cubic yards of recovered organics annually. Spread
across one hundred Filtrexx certified installers, this is ap-
proximately 20,000 cubic yards (or 10,000 tons) per installer
per year. Thus, 10,000 tons of compost can sustain one new
business.62

Table 2-1 presents employment data for 13 companies,
spanning Maryland to California, that specialize in using
compost for green infrastructure.These 13 companies togeth-
er employ 70 workers involved with using approximately
38,000 tons per year of compost (84,000 cubic yards of ma-
terial). In other words, they sustain ~18 positions per 10,000
tons of compost they use each year (or 6 positions per 10,000
tons original materials composted).

Transportation Department Utilization
The Texas Department of Transportation’s use of compost

exemplifies the economic benefits of developing a compost
utilization program. In the late 1990s, TxDOT partnered
with the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ) to use compost for roadway projects. The project
was fueled by the EPA, which offered a rebate for purchas-
ing compost in an effort to mitigate watershed problems (e.g.
nutrient leaching) caused by over application of dairy farm
manure.63 TxDOT’s use of compost for roadway projects
quickly leaped from using 500 cubic yards statewide each
year before the program started, to 400,000 cubic yards pur-
chased in 2003.64 Today, after a cumulative total of 3 million
cubic yards used to date, the TxDOT compost utilization
program has become the nation’s largest market for com-
post.65 Because it is not cost-effective to transport compost
far distances, it is an entirely in-state market, keeping dollars
within the Texas economy.

What’s more, using compost for highway maintenance
projects created a whole new industry of subcontractors in
Texas who can blow the compost onto varying slopes using
truck-mounted pneumatic pumps. While these jobs did not
exist at the outset of the program,12 new contractors emerged
within several years.66 Though this method is quite effective
for steep slopes, TxDOT utilized other means as well, such
as blade (or disk) application, and biodegradable erosion con-
trol logs akin to the Filtrexx system.67 The various techniques
and products offer opportunities for contractors throughout
the country to learn a new trade, enhance their skills, and es-
tablish niche markets.68 Companies like Landscape Contract-
ing and Irrigation Inc., Wims Environmental Construction
LTD, and USA Erosion Inc. all found new work through the
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Table 2-1: Jobs sustained by select companies specializing in compost use for green infrastructure

FTE Est. TPY of 
Involved Compost Feedstock FTE/10,000

With CY Compost Used/Yr Used Material TPY
Company, State Compost Use Range Avg. TPY1 Composted2 Composted

Filtrexx of Silicon Valley, CA 1.5 2,000 900 2,700 5.6
Sustainable Environmental Consultants, KS 5 17,778 8,000 24,000 2.1
Gold Leaf Group, MD 6 2,146 966 2,897 20.7
Oreg, MD 1 300 - 400 350 158 473 21.2
Eco-Constructors, MO 7 5,000 2,250 6,750 10.4
Eco-Fx, NC 9 10,000 4,500 13,500 6.7
Filtrexx Northeast Systems, NH 6 4,000 - 5,000 4,500 2,025 6,075 9.9
MCS Inc., NJ 4 5,000 - 7,000 6,000 2,700 8,100 4.9
River Valley Organics, PA 10 10,000 - 15,000 12,500 5,625 16,875 5.9
Landscape Contracting and Irrigation Inc., TX 2 2,000 - 3,000 2,500 1,125 3,375 5.9
Soil Express LTD, TX 8 2,760 - 6,455 4,139 1,863 5,588 14.3
USA Erosion Inc., TX 4 10,000 4,500 13,500 3.0
Wims Environmental Construction LTD,  TX 7 7,500 3,375 10,125 6.8

Total 70 84,413 37,986 113,958 6.2

CY = cubic yard, FTE = full-time equivalent, TPY = tons per year. 1Based on average compost density of 900 lbs/cubic yard. Personal communication, Craig Coker, Coker Composting & Consulting. Also, see

USCC Field Guide to Compost Use (2001), p. 68. http://compostingcouncil.org/admin/wp-content/plugins/wp-pdfupload/pdf/1330/Field_Guide_to_Compost_Use.pdf. 2On average, feedstock materials are

one-third their original volume when composted. Source: Brenda Platt, Bobby Bell, and Cameron Harsh, Pay Dirt: Composting in Maryland to Reduce Waste, Create Jobs & Protect the Bay (Washington, DC:

Institute for Local Self-Reliance, 2013) p. 14. Based on personal communication with company representatives.

http://compostingcouncil.org/admin/wp-content/plugins/wp-pdfupload/pdf/1330/Field_Guide_to_Compost_Use.pdf


TxDOT program. Bert Lary, President of Landscape Con-
tracting and Irrigation averages 2,000 to 3,000 cubic yards of
compost use per year. He has two full-time equivalent (FTE)
employees but requires up to six to eight employees on any
given compost job.69 Wims Environmental in Balch Springs,
Texas, regularly employs 25-30 staffers and provides special
trade services such as silt fence erosion control applications.
The TxDOT program fostered opportunities to use innova-
tive compost-based systems, as the company’s compost use
more than doubled in the past decade. Today, Wims uses
7,500 cubic yards annually, and dedicates a quarter of its em-
ployees to compost-use operations.70 In Royse City, Texas,
USA Erosion Inc. employs 30 to 35 FTE employees, four of
whom work on compost projects.71

Driving the industry, Filtrexx is now extending its certifi-
cation courses beyond installers to include designers in the
field of engineering, architecture, landscape architecture and
land planning. As more municipalities realize the benefits of
using compost for land applications, demand for trainers
themselves will likely grow. According to Rod Tyler, Filtrexx
Founder and CEO,each company certified under his program
requires an educator, which is often a Filtrexx representative,
but could mean a new position on the installer’s team. In ad-
dition to Filtrexx’s 15 staff members, 15 additional employ-
ees work at its factory,manufacturing the company’s compost-
based filter “Soxx.” “All new jobs,” says Tyler (and American
manufacturing jobs at that).72

In the Mid-Atlantic, Filtrexx installers, other businesses,
and government agencies using compost are contributing to
the region’s economy and demonstrating the potential for in-
dustry growth through innovation. Envirotech Environmen-
tal Consulting, Inc. and Blessings Blends are two companies
doing this on the Delmarva Peninsula. As a Filtrexx certified
installer, Envirotech has 17 employees working on projects in
Delaware and Maryland’s Eastern Shore. Since the company
began using Filtrexx products in 2009, this new aspect of its
business has produced a $70,000-$100,000 increase in annu-
al revenue, says Wes Allen, Director of Operations.73 Just
down the road from Envirotech in Milford, Delaware, is
Blessing Greenhouses and Compost Facility, producer of
Blessings Blends premium compost. While Blessings is a
composting facility, its contribution to the region’s economy
and environment are noteworthy. The facility is the largest
organic waste handler on Delmarva, solely committed to
turning poultry manure waste into a marketable value-added
product.74 Using a proprietary in-vessel system with an “en-
viro-cover,” Blessings converts the poultry litter into a more
stable, finished compost, that is less likely to lose nutrients
through leaching and runoff, and can be returned to the same
farmers that produced the litter. As a result, owner Bruce
Blessing has created 12 green jobs that benefit local agricul-
ture in a closed-loop system, while supporting many more
jobs in various industries including horticulture and turf proj-
ects.75 Envirotech is just one company that has previously
used Blessings Blends for its projects, which demonstrates
how recovered organics can support business and extend the

life span of resources,rather than reaching a final resting place
at a landfill or incinerator.76

Furthermore, some companies using compost state that
they have experienced success in a fairly short period of time
and continue to grow. Filtrexx-certified MCS Inc. in
Williamstown, New Jersey, is one of them. In its third year of
existence, MCS sells between 5,000-7,000 cubic yards of
compost per year and employs four FTE employees. Erosion
control and the Filtrexx system are the backbone of its com-
pany as both an installer and manufacturer of the products.
Projects have spanned from homeowner lawn bioremedia-

tion, green roofs (see Figure 2-15), and bioretention basins to
highway slope stabilization with Delaware’s Department of
Transportation. Most MCS business is done at the manufac-
turing facility in New Jersey and in the Greater Philadelphia
Area (Pennsylvania is the world leader in filter sock produc-
tion) but opportunities are increasing elsewhere,such as work-
ing on Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) education
projects with the Department of the Environment in Wash-
ington, DC (DDOE).77
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Table 2-2: Jobs, composting vs. disposal

Jobs/ FTE Jobs/
10,000 $10 Million 

Type of Operation TPY Invested

Composting sitesa 4.1 21.4 
Compost use 6.2 n/a

Total composting & compost use 10.3

Disposal Facilities
Landfilling 2.2 8.4 
Burning (with energy recovery) 1.2 1.6

TPY = tons per year, FTE = full-time equivalent. aIncludes mulching and natural wood waste re-

cycling sites. Source: Brenda Platt, Bobby Bell, and Cameron Harsh, Pay Dirt: Composting in Mary-

land to Reduce Waste, Create Jobs & Protect the Bay (Washington, DC: Institute for Local Self-Re-

liance, 2013) p. 17. Incinerator data based on Eileen Berenyi, Governmental Advisory Assoc. Inc.,

2012-2013 Municipal Waste to Energy in the United States Yearbook & Directory. Westport, Con-

necticut. 2012.

Figure 2-15: MCS Inc. worker installing growing media made from com-
post on green roof.

Photo credit: MCS Inc., www.mcsnjinc.com

www.mcsnjinc.com


Table 2-2 compares the job creation benefits of both com-

posting and compost use to disposal options in Maryland.When
taking into account the potential jobs that could be sustained
by utilizing compost in-state for green infrastructure, on a
per-ton basis, composting and compost use would sustain 5
times more jobs than landfilling and 9 times more jobs than
incineration.

Based on our research for Maryland, if every 1 million tons
of organic materials now disposed were instead composted at
a mix of small, medium, and large facilities and the resulting
compost used in-state, almost 1,400 new full-time equivalent
jobs could potentially be supported, paying wages ranging
from $23 million to $57 million. In contrast, when disposed
in the state’s landfills and incinerators, this tonnage only sup-
ports 120 to 220 jobs. See Table 2-3.

Additional research on the total jobs, economic output and
wages that could be supported by expanding composting is
warranted to corroborate ILSR’s findings in Maryland.

Compost to Build Community
When composting is small scale and locally based, it has

the potential to build and engage the community. Locally
based composting circulates dollars in the community, pro-
motes social inclusion and empowerment, greens neigh-
borhoods, builds healthy soils, supports local food produc-
tion and food security, embeds a culture of composting
know-how in the community, sustains local jobs, and
strengthens the skills of the local workforce. When mate-
rials are collected and transported out of the community
for processing, few if any of these benefits are realized at
the local level.

In addition, community-based operations can move from
concept to operation in a relatively short timeframe, and typ-
ically are welcome in the neighborhood where they are start-
ed. The process of siting and permitting larger-scale com-
posting sites can be time and capital intensive. The exciting
news is that many community-scale composting operations
are flourishing across the country.

ILSR collaborated with the Highfields Center for
Composting in Hardwick, Vermont, to produce a guide-
book on community-scale composting. Growing Local

Fertility: A Guide to Community Composting describes
more than 30 successful initiatives, their benefits, how
these initiatives can be replicated, key start-up steps, and
the need for private, public, and nonprofit sector support.
More information on model programs is provided in Sec-
tion 3: Where Is Composting Happening.

Core Principles
Many but not all community composting programs are

non-profit mission driven enterprises.The distinguishing fea-
ture of community composting is keeping the process and
product as local as possible while engaging the community
through participation and education.

Community composting programs are those that strive to
meet the following core principles:

Resources Recovered: Waste is reduced; food scraps and
other organic materials are diverted from disposal and
composted.

Locally Based and Closed Loop: Organic materials are a
community asset, and are generated and recycled into
compost within the same neighborhood or community.

Organic Materials Returned to Soils: Compost is used to
enhance local soils, support local food production, and conserve
natural ecology by improving soil structure and maintaining
nutrients, carbon, and soil microorganisms.

Community-Scaled and Diverse: Composting
infrastructure is diverse, distributed, and sustainable; systems
are scaled to meet the needs of a self-defined community.
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Table 2-3: Potential new jobs by composting 1 million
tons of organics 

Option FTE Jobs

Burning 120
Landfilling 220
Composting 740
Compost Use 620

Total Composting 1,360

Composting jobs based on one-third tonnage composted at small facilities, one-third at medium-

sized facilities, and one-third at large facilities. Compost use jobs based on data from 13 compa-

nies using compost for soil erosion control, stormwater management, and other green infrastruc-

ture applications. Source: Brenda Platt, Bobby Bell, and Cameron Harsh, Pay Dirt: Composting in

Maryland to Reduce Waste, Create Jobs & Protect the Bay (Washington, DC: Institute for Local Self-

Reliance, 2013) p. 17. 

Figure 2-16: This new guide from ILSR and the Highfields Center for
Composting features more than 30 community composting programs

across the US.
Credit: ILSR and the Highfields Center for Composting
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Community Engaged, Empowered, and Educated:
Compost programming engages and educates the
community in food systems thinking, resource stewardship,
or community sustainability, while providing solutions that
empower individuals, businesses, and institutions to capture
organic waste and retain it as a community resource.

Community Supported: Aligns with community goals
(such as healthy soils and healthy people) and is supported by
the community it serves. The reverse is true too. A
community composting program supports community social,
economic, and environmental well-being.

Growing Power exemplifies how locally based composting
builds community. Based in Milwaukee, it is a national non-
profit organization and land trust whose mission is to sup-
port people from diverse backgrounds, and the environments
in which they live, by helping to provide equal access to
healthy, high-quality, safe and affordable food for people in
all communities. Growing Power implements this mission by
providing hands-on training, on-the-ground demonstration,
outreach and technical assistance through the development
of community food systems that help people grow, process,
market and distribute food in a sustainable manner. Growing
Power combines organic discard processing, food growing in
urban and rural settings,nutrition education and business acu-
men to communities often neglected by traditional food and
distribution networks.

ECO City Farms in Edmonston, Maryland, has a similar
mission. It seeks to create a community where residents have
greater access to affordable, healthy foods and enhanced op-
portunities for active living. People power, often in the form
of volunteers, make this urban farm possible. Each year vol-
unteers contribute an estimated 1,000 hours to support farm
activities, including composting. “Volunteers are extremely
important,”according to Benny Erez, ECO City Farms’Se-
nior Technical Advisor, “not only to actually help the small
operation but they provide connection to community. With
volunteers you can actually create community.”David Buck-
el at Red Hook Community Farm in Brooklyn notes, “many
participants also value the opportunity to build community
by forging new relationships at the compost site that can
widen support networks and trigger collective action on oth-

er issues of concern in the community.” Lisa Valdiva with
the North Carolina Community Garden Partners defines
community-based composting as composting on a small
scale where numerous people, businesses and organizations
from the community are involved. In Brooklyn, the Myrtle
Village Green Community Garden accepts compostable
material from over 100 families as well as local businesses.
People of different ethnic, religious, and linguistic back-
grounds are finding common ground through collective la-
bor. This is a common thread in many community gardens
and urban farms that compost and grow local food. Involv-
ing volunteers and community participants builds empow-
erment, cultivates a sense of ownership, and enhances the
capacity of communities to effectively manage their own
waste.

Another common thread is participation by and education
of children in the art and science of composting. Composting
done in conjunction with community and school gardens pro-
vides a full soil-to-soil loop that few students would experi-
ence otherwise. Young composters grow into old composters,
and students are instrumental in spreading compost awareness
and experience throughout the entire community. Investment
in training and education of today’s youth will have a long-
term payback for composting efforts in the future. �

Figure 2-17: The North Carolina Community Garden Partners is 
a statewide network of community gardens. The organization 

provides education and resources for community gardens 
including compost trainings.
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National Snapshot Overview
What is the state of composting in the US? It depends on

how one measures it. Gone are the days when most people
were not even sure what composting meant unless they were
gardeners or farmers.Today,composting and compost are fair-
ly well recognized. In an article in the New York Times in ear-
ly December about urban school districts becoming more en-
vironmentally conscious via their purchasing power, the
example was use of compostable plates. “With any uneaten
food, the plates, made from sugar cane, can be thrown away
and turned into a product prized by gardeners and farmers
everywhere: compost.”1

Without a doubt, recognition of composting is critically im-
portant to the success of the industry as a whole.Equally, if not
more important, is having the actual composting infrastructure
to manage the organic waste streams generated in the US. At
this time, that infrastructure is inadequate. For example, state
organics recycling officials contacted as part of this project were
asked to tally the number of composting facilities in their state

Figure 3-1: Most food waste is landfilled and burned, not composted.
Illustration Credit: US EPA, www.epa.gov/waste/conserve/foodwaste/

www.epa.gov/waste/conserve/foodwaste/


by volume of material processed (i.e., processing capacity).
Three capacity ranges were provided: <5,000 tons/year; 5,000
to <20,000 tons/year; and >20,000 tons/year.A response to this
requested breakdown was provided by 31 states: 72% of the
3,285 composting facilities (2,354) in those 31 states are com-
posting less than 5,000 tons/year of materials (Table 3-1).There
are 713 facilities in the 5,000 to 20,000 tons/year range. Only
218 facilities are composting more than 20,000 tons/year.States
responding to this inquiry include heavily populated states such
as California, Florida, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,
Ohio, Virginia and Washington.

As shown in Table 3-1, 27 of those 31 states also reported
the total amount of organics diverted to composting in 2012.

In total, those 27 states diverted 16,321,000 tons of organics
to composting at 3,166 facilities (the total of 3,285 less the
119 facilities in the four states that did not provide a total
amount of organics diverted to composting).That is an aver-
age of 5,155 tons/facility/year.

That is the micro level.At the macro level, interest is grow-
ing rapidly in diverting more organic waste streams to com-
posting.This is particular true with the source separated food
scraps stream.In its most recent report,Municipal Solid Waste

Generation, Recycling and Disposal in the United States: Facts

and Figures for 2012, the US EPA calculates that 36.43 mil-
lion tons of food scraps were generated in 2012; of that, 1.74
million tons were recovered. In addition, 33.96 million tons
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Table 3-1: Organics diversion and number of facilities by volume of organics received

Total Organics Diverted Organics Number Of Facilities By Volume Received [tons per year]
Diverted To As Percent Of 5,000 to Over All 

State Composting (tons) Total MSW1 <5,000 <20,000 20,000 Facilities

Arkansas 227,044 19 6 3 28
California 5,900,000 8.6 50 44 68 162
Colorado 263,549 3.2 10 11 9 30
Connecticut 270,163 8.4 82 45 12 139
Delaware 66,111 6.5 1 0 2 3
Florida 1,450,757 5.0 131 58 40 229
Indiana 272,364 3.4 87 8 3 98
Iowa 1,281,201 47.0 103 3 6 112
Kansas 191,596 5.9 141 5 2 148
Kentucky na na 40 1 0 41
Maine 27,944 1.6 82 3 2 87
Maryland 941,261 13.8 na na na na
Massachusetts 660,000 9.0 130 18 3 151
Minnesota 249,949 4.4 na na na na
Mississippi 13,414 0.2 13 3 0 16
Missouri 530,000 na na na na na
Montana 52,764 3.3 40 4 2 46
Nebraska 150,000 na na na na na
New Hampshire na na 7 2 0 9
New Jersey 535,176 4.2 324 324
New Mexico 74,021 4.0 32 6 0 38
New York 1,006,706 5.5 459 22 9 490
North Dakota na na 47 4 0 51
Ohio 987,694 na 279 47 10 336
Oregon 224,275 9.2 20 23 11 54
Pennsylvania 857,739 9.5 na na na na
Rhode Island 111,000 14.0 20 5 2 27
South Carolina 246,624 5.5 99 22 5 126
South Dakota 73,216 11.4 144 2 1 147
Tennessee 500,000 1.5 10 1 1 12
Texas 381,827 1.8 na na na na
Utah 221,374 10.6 10 10 4 24
Vermont 52,411 9.0 11 5 0 16
Virginia 184,702 1.5 7 7 4 18
Washington 1,211,805 13.7 39 12 14 65
Wisconsin 215,000 5.0 231 9 0 240
Wyoming na 10 3 5 18

All Reporting States 19,431,687 7.8 2,354 713 218 3,285
state average

National organics diversion rate 6.1%
(based only on data from states reporting a diversion estimate)

1MSW = municipal solid waste



of yard trimmings were generated and 19.59 million tons
were recovered.2 Figure 3-1 shows that food waste is 21% of
all municipal waste disposed. Clearly, to achieve higher lev-
els of composting in the US, more processing capacity will
be needed.

Data Collection Methods
A state-by-state survey was conducted for this project to

quantify composting activity in all 50 states, and estimate the
amount of organic material discards currently diverted to
composting.The survey was conducted by the editors of Bio-

Cycle due to their many years of experience collecting data on
all facets of solid waste management and organics recycling
in the US. All but 6 states — Alabama, Hawaii, Louisiana,
Nevada, Oklahoma and West Virginia — responded with
some or all of the requested information. (A sample of a com-
pleted survey questionnaire is provided in Appendix E.)
States were asked to only report facilities that are permitted
and/or exempt from permitting by their state.

The questionnaire was emailed to state organics recycling
officials or solid waste management department staff in fall
2013.States were asked to provide data for calendar year 2012.
Followup by either email or telephone was required to clari-
fy data provided or request additional information.States not
replying were contacted numerous times to provide data. An
extra effort was made to quantify the number of yard trim-
mings composting operations in the US. BioCycle magazine
began tracking yard trimmings composting in the late 1980s
as part of its annual survey, The State of Garbage In America.
The last year that BioCycle was able to estimate a national
number was in its 2006 State of Garbage In America Report,
which was based on 2004 state data.3 In order to estimate a
national number of yard trimmings composting facilities in
this report, BioCycle also culled data from state solid waste
management reports. This was done for Illinois, North Car-
olina and Texas.

National Snapshot
The survey questionnaire asked states for the total tons of

organics diverted to composting. Thirty-three of the 44 re-
sponding states were able to provide a quantity — a total of
19,431,687 tons of organics diverted to composting (Table 3-
1).The organic waste streams primarily consist of yard trim-
mings, food scraps, biosolids and some agricultural waste
streams, including manure. Of the states reporting, Califor-
nia had the highest composting tonnage in 2012 (5.9 million
tons); Florida had the second highest (1.5 million tons), fol-
lowed by Iowa (1.3 million tons),Washington State (1.2 mil-
lion tons) and New York (1.0 million tons). Table 3-2 pro-
vides a state ranking by total tons of organics diverted.

It is interesting to compare tonnages of organics diverted to
the number of composting facilities.Taking the same 5 states,

California reports 162 composting facilities, Florida has 229,
Iowa has 112,Washington has 65 and New York has 490.This
disparity of total number of facilities and total tons of organ-
ics diverted to composting illustrates why it is important to
focus on the actual processing capacity of permitted or exempt
operations. For example, of New York’s 490 facilities, 459
process less than 5,000 tons/year of organics. In comparison,
CalRecycle — the state agency most involved with compost-
ing in California — reported that the state has a total of 91
permitted composting facilities, along with 197 composting
projects on-site at institutions,50 on farms and 22 other com-
posting facilities that are not on farms but process manure and
green waste (green waste is primarily yard trimmings). Of the
163 facilities (not including the on-site at institutions), a to-
tal of 68 facilities compost about 90% (5.3 million tons) of all
organic waste diverted to composting in California.

Finally, the proportion of yard trimmings in the total tons
of organics diverted should be noted. Again looking at these
top five composting states (by tons diverted), of the 5.9 mil-
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Table 3-2. State Rankings , highest to lowest, by total
organics diverted1

Total Organics Diverted
To Composting

State (tons)

California 5,900,000
Florida 1,450,757
Iowa 1,281,201
Washington 1,211,805
New York 1,006,706
Ohio 987,694
Maryland 941,261
Pennsylvania 857,739
Massachusetts 660,000
New Jersey 535,176
Missouri 530,000
Tennessee 500,000
Texas 381,827
Indiana 272,364
Connecticut 270,163
Colorado 263,549
Minnesota 249,949
South Carolina 246,624
Arkansas 227,044
Oregon 224,275
Utah 221,374
Wisconsin 215,000
Kansas 191,596
Virginia 184,702
Nebraska 150,000
Rhode Island 111,000
New Mexico 74,021
South Dakota 73,216
Delaware 66,111
Montana 52,764
Vermont 52,411
Maine 27,944
Mississippi 13,414

133 states (66%) providing information
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Table 3-3: Composting facilities by feedstock types (all states reporting)

Yard Food Mixed Mixed On-Site On-Site Other
State Trimmings Waste Organics1 MSW Biosolids Institutions Farms/Ag (Misc.)

Alaska 0 0 0 2 0 0

Alabama

Arizona 4 3

Arkansas 20 1 4 1 1

California 48 26 2 15 197 50 222

Colorado 2 2 0 11 4 39

Connecticut 109 3 0 1 26

Delaware 0 2 0 1

Florida 257 2 8 29 1 (manure)

Georgia 1 1 0 4 4 13

Hawaii

Idaho 7 4 0 2 2 0 2 (mortalities)

Illinois 42 21

Indiana 119 11 3

Iowa 86 7 7 2 7

Kansas 103 11 13 2 12 31 5 (paunch, sludges)

Kentucky 35 2 2 1

Louisiana

Maine 52 10 0 18 2 25

Maryland 7 4 0 1 0 1

Massachusetts 221 27 2 13 70

Michigan 119 7

Minnesota 129 9 1 0 5

Mississippi 9 3 4 0 0 0

Missouri 18 6 2

Montana 30 1 1 7 10

Nebraska 10 0 2 6 0 1

Nevada

New Hampshire 9 0 4

New Jersey 295 1 0 5 9 1

New Mexico 16 10 9 2 3 (offal)

New York 329 45 1 23 50 42

North Carolina 16 7 4 9 2

North Dakota 43 0 0 0 exempt exempt 3 (manure, oily waste)

Ohio 299 20 1 3 59 5 animal mort; 3 industrial

Oklahoma

Oregon 44 10 0 5 25

Pennsylvania 350 25 8 9 19 13

Rhode Island 22 3 0 2 0

South Carolina 107 1 1 3 exempt exempt

South Dakota 146 0 1

Tennessee 3 2 1 1 exempt exempt

Texas 33 4 10

Utah 18 4 0 1 1

Vermont 1 13 7 3 na 

Virginia 8 1 7 1 1 exempt

Washington 45 29 25

West Virginia

Wisconsin 225 14 1 exempt

Wyoming 25 1 18 2 2 exempt

Totals for all 

reporting states 3,453 347 87 11 238 337 400 41

1Mixed organics = Includes facilities handling multiple organics streams beyond yard trimmings and food waste.  2Manure, yard trimmings, manure and yard trimmings not on farms.



lion tons composted in California, yard trimmings comprised
3.7 million of the total tons of organics composted; manure
comprised 1.2 million tons, biosolids represented 665,000
tons and food scraps were 270,000 tons.In Florida,yard trim-
mings accounted for 1.1 million of the 1.5 million tons com-
posted.In Iowa,yard trimmings account for 1.2 million of the
1.3 million tons diverted.In both Washington and New York,
yard trimmings account for most of the material composted.

Composting Facility Totals
The survey questionnaire requested composting facility

data in two ways: number of composting facilities by size
(Table 3-1) and number of permitted and/or exempt com-
posting facilities by feedstock type (Table 3-3). The total
number of facilities reported based on size, as noted in Table
3-1, is 3,285 (31 states reporting). However, when tallied by
facilities/feedstock type, the total number of composting fa-
cilities is 4,914 (44 states reporting).The totals are divided as
follows (see Table 3-3): Yard trimmings: 3,453; Food waste:
347; Mixed organics (combinations of various organic waste
streams): 87; Mixed waste composting (unsorted solid waste):
11; Biosolids: 238; Composting on site at institutions: 337;
Composting on site on farms/agricultural operations: 400;
Miscellaneous: 41. Figure 3-2 shows a breakdown by type.

Yard Trimmings
This survey identified a total of 3,453 yard trimmings com-

posting facilities in the US. Table 3-4 provides a ranking of
the states. Pennsylvania reports the highest number of yard
trimmings composting facilities (350), followed by New York
(329), Ohio (299), New Jersey (295), Florida (257), Wiscon-
sin (225) and Massachusetts (221).

As noted earlier, this is the first time in 10 years that a na-
tional figure for the number of yard trimmings composting
operations in the US has been determined. In 2006, BioCycle

identified a total of 3,357 facilities, which was 2004 data.3

Over this 10-year span, the number of yard trimmings facil-
ities in the US has remained almost the same.

Food Scraps
A total of 347 food scrap composting facilities were iden-

tified by this survey.There is a risk of some double counting
with the total number of yard trimmings composting oper-
ations, as most food scrap composting sites also receive yard
trimmings from municipalities, commercial landscapers and
homeowners. Table 3-5 provides a ranking of food scrap
composting facilities by state. New York reports the highest
number (45), followed by Washington (29), Massachusetts
(27), California (26), Pennsylvania (25), Illinois (21), and
Ohio (20).

As noted earlier, interest in diverting source separated food
residuals from landfill disposal has grown rapidly in the US.
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Figure 3-2: Yard trimmings compost sites represent 70%
of the 4,914 total compost sites reported.

Source: BioCycle 2014

Table 3-4: State rankings, highest to lowest, by compost
feedstock: yard trimmings1

Yard Trimmings
State Facilities Reported

Pennsylvania 350
New York 329
Ohio 299
New Jersey 295
Florida 257
Wisconsin 225
Massachusetts 221
South Dakota 146
Minnesota 129
Indiana 119
Michigan 119
Connecticut 109
South Carolina 107
Kansas 103
Iowa 86
Maine 52
California 48
Washington 45
Oregon 44
North Dakota 43
Illinois 42
Kentucky 35
Texas 33
Montana 30
Wyoming 25
Rhode Island 22
Arkansas 20
Missouri 18
Utah 18
New Mexico 16
North Carolina 16
Nebraska 10
Mississippi 9
Virginia 8
Idaho 7
Maryland 7
Arizona 4
Tennessee 3
Colorado 2
Georgia 1
Vermont 1

143 states (86%) providing information



This is reflected in both federal and state policies. At the fed-
eral level, food waste reduction initiatives include the US
EPA’s Food Recovery Challenge, and the US Department of
Agriculture’s and US EPA’s US Food Waste Challenge. Both
initiatives focus on reducing food loss and food waste, recov-
ering edible food for human consumption and then recycling
food not edible by humans for animal feed, composting and
energy generation. The EPA’s Food Recovery Challenge has
focused on the grocery industry, colleges and universities, and
sports and entertainment venues among others. The joint
USDA/EPA Challenge targets producer groups, processors,
manufacturers, retailers, communities, and other government
agencies.These federal initiatives have been effective at rais-
ing awareness about the amount of food wasted in the US, as
well as encouraging generators of food waste to divert this
waste stream from disposal.

At the state level, policies have been enacted to encour-
age or require diversion of source separated organics. Over
20 states enacted bans on disposal of yard trimmings in land-
fills many years ago. More recently, a handful of states have
established food waste disposal bans. Connecticut’s and
Massachusetts’ laws cover commercial food waste streams.
Vermont’s law covers both residential and commercial,
phased in over the years 2014 to 2020. Commercial gener-
ators are required to comply first; residential organics diver-
sion is required by 2020.

How effective are bans at driving diversion to composting?
In general, it is widely accepted that state yard trimmings dis-
posal bans have reduced the amount of yard trimmings flow-
ing to landfills, especially the stronger bans. (Some state bans,
such as Nebraska’s, have loopholes, allowing yard trimmings
to be landfilled, for instance, if landfills have gas recovery sys-
tems; others target only leaves such as New Jersey’s.) State
regulators in Connecticut,Iowa,Massachusetts,and Wiscon-
sin consider their bans successful in cutting the amount of
material landfilled.4 Twelve of the states that have yard trim-
mings disposal bans were home to almost two-thirds of all
reported composting facilities.

But disposal bans are certainly not the only mechanism for
driving composting. Of the top five states in terms of diver-
sion of organics to composting, only Iowa has a ban on dis-
posal of yard trimmings in landfills. (Florida had a ban in
place until it was repealed by the state legislature several years
ago.) While California doesn’t have a disposal ban on organ-
ics, it passed a waste diversion law in 1999 — AB939 — that
required jurisdictions to divert 50% of the waste stream by
2000 or be subject to fines.The waste diversion goal has been
effective at establishing local organics diversion programs —
for both yard trimmings and food scraps.

The ability of a ban to drive further establishment of com-
posting (and anaerobic digestion) infrastructure will be put
to the test over the next several years, especially in Massa-
chusetts where the state’s commercial organics disposal ban
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Table 3-5: State rankings, highest to lowest, by compost
feedstock: food waste1

Food Waste
State Facilities Reported

New York 45
Washington 29
Massachusetts 27
California 26
Pennsylvania 25
Illinois 21
Ohio 20
Wisconsin 14
Vermont 13
Indiana 11
Kansas 11
Maine 10
Oregon 10
Minnesota 9
New Hampshire 9
Iowa 7
Michigan 7
North Carolina 7
Missouri 6
Idaho 4
Maryland 4
Texas 4
Utah 4
Connecticut 3
Mississippi 3
Rhode Island 3
Colorado 2
Delaware 2
Florida 2
Tennessee 2
Arkansas 1
Georgia 1
Montana 1
New Jersey 1
South Carolina 1
Virginia 1
Wyoming 1

141 states (82%) providing information

Figure 3-3: US EPA produced this guide to help reduce food waste at
foodservice establishments. 

Source: www.epa.gov/waste/conserve/foodwaste/tools

www.epa.gov/waste/conserve/foodwaste/tools/


did not set a “proximity rule”for compliance, i.e.,where food
waste generators only need to comply if there is a permit-
ted (or exempt for permitting) composting facility within
20 miles of their establishment(s) as is the case in Connecti-
cut and Vermont (at this juncture). In terms of composting,
only 23 facilities (as of January 2013) were permitted to
process a combined total of approximately 150,000 tons/year
of food waste.5 Massachusetts anticipates that its commer-
cial organics disposal ban will yield an additional 350,000
tons to be diverted, thus substantial new industrial-scale or-
ganics processing facilities are necessary. As can be seen in
Table 3-1, the majority of composting facilities in Massa-
chusetts are processing less than 5,000 tons/year of organic
waste streams.

One opportunity to create more infrastructure for food
scrap composting is to utilize existing yard trimmings com-
posting facilities.Typically,the first step in the process to make
that conversion is obtaining a permit to compost food scraps.
Many states have a permit by rule status for yard trimmings
composting, only requiring the facility to register and com-
ply with basic nuisance and ground and surface water protec-
tion requirements. Some states allow small amounts of food
scraps to be received under that permit, e.g., to compost food
scraps diverted at a community event.However,receiving reg-
ular deliveries of food scraps typically bumps a yard trimmings
facility up into a different permitting status. To comply, sites
may need to upgrade their composting pad to protect ground
water, and have the capability to receive and incorporate the
food scraps within several hours of receiving the material at
the composting site.

Many of the 3,453 yard trimmings composting operations
in the US are not staffed or equipped to comply with require-
ments for receiving food scraps, nor are the materials receiv-
ing and composting pads adequate to manage incoming feed-
stocks with higher moisture content. And many of these

operations are municipally-owned and operated. For exam-
ple, lists of permitted yard trimmings composting sites can be
found on state solid waste management office websites. The
majority of the owners are municipalities and counties. Up-
grading and staffing sites to manage source separated food
scraps requires a capital investment, and frequently is not
within the municipal budget. (We note, however, that capital
investment for other solid waste management systems such
as trash incinerators and landfills require significantly high-
er capital investment than what is needed to develop food
scrap composting capacity.)

While some municipally-owned composting facilities have
been upgraded (both permit- and equipment-wise) to
process source separated food scraps, the majority of food
scrap composting capacity is at privately owned facilities.For
example, BioCycle’s 2013 Nationwide Survey, “Residential
Food Waste Collection in the US, identified 183 residential
food waste collection programs.6 California and Washing-
ton have almost 50% of the curbside programs identified (62
and 60, respectively). The BioCycle survey asks which com-
posting facility services a community’s program. In Califor-
nia, the residential food waste programs are serviced by 11
private composting facilities and two municipally operated
sites. In Washington State, there are 60 residential food waste
collection programs, all serviced by private companies (6
composters in total).

The expectation, at least for the foreseeable future, is that
any significant expansion of composting capacity for source
separated food scraps will be done by privately operated
composting facilities. Some states have been proactive in re-
vising their composting regulatory structure to streamline
permitting of existing yard trimmings composting facilities
that want to start processing food scraps. For example, Ohio
revised its composting rules several years ago to aid in this
transition.7

Biosolids
The state-by-state survey identified a total of 238

biosolids composting facilities in the US (Table 3-3).
Biosolids are the separated solids generated during treat-
ment of municipal wastewater. This reported number is a
slight decline from a nationwide survey conducted by Bio-

Cycle in 2010.8 That survey identified 258 biosolids com-
posting facilities in operation. Prior to its 2010 national sur-
vey, the last year BioCycle conducted a national survey of
biosolids composting in the US was in 1999, based on 1998
data. At that time, there were 274 operating facilities in the
US. One of the most important takeaways from BioCycle’s
2010 survey was how popular the finished compost is with
residents and commercial landscapers and golf courses. In
most cases, all the compost produced was distributed (and
typically sold versus given away).

Table 3-6 provides a ranking of states by number of
biosolids composting facilities. Florida reports the highest
number (29), followed by Washington State (25), New York
(23), Maine (18), California (15) and Massachusetts (13).
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Figure 3-4: Many existing yard trimmings composting sites could
expand to compost food residuals. This guide details best management

practices. 
Source: US Composting Council



State Programs to Support Composting
Aside from some grant funds available from the US Depart-

ment of Agriculture/Natural Resources Conservation Service
for on-farm composting sites for equipment and some infra-
structure via its EQIP program (Environmental Quality In-
centives Program,9 there are no federal grant or loan programs
for composting facilities.About 25 years ago, in anticipation of
closure of substandard landfills under the then new Subtitle D
regulations, states started getting proactive about establishing
composting infrastructure, especially for yard trimmings. As
noted earlier, this is the timeframe when over 20 states adopt-
ed some type of disposal ban on yard trimmings (mostly be-
tween 1988 and 1996). As part of being proactive, state legis-
latures passed recycling goals, and state solid waste
management agencies established grant and educational pro-
grams,and hired staff to service those programs and offer tech-

nical assistance.In many states,grants were funded by a per ton
surcharge on municipal solid waste disposed.

Fast forward to today,and the picture is much different.That
push to build composting and recycling infrastructure lasted
through most of the 1990s, but then started to wane — espe-
cially as large, regional Subtitle D-compliant landfills replaced
local landfills. Trash began flowing long distances by rail and
truck, a scenario that still exists today.The US has no shortage
of landfill capacity,although some individual states,e.g.,Mass-
achusetts, are running out. While some states still have recy-
cling or waste diversion goals or mandates, only California ac-
tually has a mechanism to fine noncompliant jurisdictions.

The snapshot questionnaire asked states to provide an up-
date on their programs to support composting.As can be seen
in Table 3-7, states were asked to provide yes/no answers to
the following categories: Grants; Loans;Technical assistance;
Diversion mandates; Disposal bans; Outreach and education;
and Operator training courses. Only 14 of the 39 states re-
porting have a grant program, and only 7 have a loan pro-
gram. Most of the states reporting (34 of 39) provide techni-
cal assistance. Only 9 states have diversion mandates, and 18
of the 39 indicate their state has a disposal ban. Thirty-one
states have outreach and education programs, and 15 states
offer operator training courses.

This lack of funding via grants and loans to help establish
or expand composting infrastructure is discouraging in light
of the critical need for more organics processing capacity in
the US. In addition, many states have cut the number of full-
time employees dedicated to composting, i.e., state organics
recycling specialists often are giving other programs to man-
age that are unrelated to composting and organics manage-
ment. The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency and the
California Department of Resources Recycling and Recov-
ery (CalRecycle) stand out as two exceptions to this trend.
Massachusetts, which is getting ready to enforce its commer-
cial organics disposal ban in fall 2014, has contracted much
of its technical assistance for composting to a nonprofit or-
ganization, so has not added staff at the agency level.

Model Public Policies
What Is A Model Program?

The Miriam-Webster dictionary defines model as “an ex-
ample for imitation or emulation.” When it comes to com-
posting, which for the purpose of this discussion includes the
generation,separation and collection of organic waste streams
(organics) as well as the actual composting, what may be a
model program in one location might never work in another
location. For example, the rapid expansion of residential food
scrap collection and composting in the Bay Area of Califor-
nia was due in part to jurisdictions already using 65- or 90-
gallon carts for curbside green waste collection. Green waste
is generated year-round in this region of the US, thus the
curbside collection service is offered weekly.Households were
permitted to add food scraps to their green waste carts.
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Table 3-6: State rankings, highest to lowest, by compost
feedstock: biosolids1

Biosolids
State Facilities Reported

Florida 29
Washington 25
New York 23
Maine 18
California 15
Massachusetts 13
Colorado 11
Texas 10
New Mexico 9
Pennsylvania 9
Montana 7
Nebraska 6
New Jersey 5
Oregon 5
Arkansas 4
Georgia 4
New Hampshire 4
North Carolina 4
Arizona 3
Indiana 3
Ohio 3
South Carolina 3
Vermont 3
Alaska 2
Idaho 2
Iowa 2
Kansas 2
Kentucky 2
Missouri 2
Rhode Island 2
Florida 2
Connecticut 1
Delaware 1
Maryland 1
Tennessee 1
Utah 1
Virginia 1

140 states (80%) providing information



In other parts of the US, where green waste is generated
seasonally, many jurisdictions offer fall leaf collection and
have drop-off locations for yard trimmings open at other
times of the year. Carts for yard trimmings are not distrib-
uted to households, thus only a handful of jurisdictions out-
side of geographic regions with year-round green waste gen-
eration are serviced with curbside collection of food scraps.
Communities with curbside programs for residential food
scraps may give households 13- or 20-gallon green carts for
food waste setouts.

The bottom line is that what may be a model for food scrap
diversion in communities where households already have carts
for green waste — and year-round collection service — may
not be a model at all for communities with seasonal green

waste generation. But while the program skeleton may vary
by geographic or climatic regions, other elements apply uni-
versally. Our intent is to highlight the models and practices
that we believe apply universally.

Model Policies
In the late 1980s, with anticipation that many substandard

landfills would have to be closed by 1994 (when EPA Subti-
tle D standards took effect), states around the country began
passing laws to mandate municipal recycling programs.States
established recycling goals and deadlines for meeting those
goals. The most aggressive mandate was adopted in Califor-
nia; AB 939, passed in 1989, required jurisdictions to divert
25% of municipal solid waste from landfills by 1995 and 50%
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Table 3-7. Programs to support composting: state-by-state summary

Operator
Technical Diversion Disposal Outreach & Training

State Grants Loans Assistance Mandates Bans Education Courses

Alaska No No Yes No No Yes No
Arizona No No No No No No No
Arkansas No Yes No Yes Yes No
California No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No
Colorado Yes No Yes No No Yes No
Connecticut No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Delaware No No Yes No Yes Yes No
Florida No No Yes No No Yes No
Idaho No No Yes No No Yes Yes
Indiana No No No No Yes No No
Iowa Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kansas Yes na Yes No No Yes Yes
Kentucky No No Yes No No No Yes
Maine No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Maryland No No No Yes Yes No No
Massachusetts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Minnesota Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Mississippi Yes No Yes No No Yes No
Montana No No Yes No No Yes Yes
Nebraska Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No
New Hampshire No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
New Jersey No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes
New Mexico Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
New York Yes No Yes No No Yes No
North Carolina Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
North Dakota No No Yes No No Yes Yes
Ohio Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No
Oregon No No Yes No No Yes No
Pennsylvania No No Yes No Yes No No
Rhode Island No No No No No No No
South Carolina No No Yes No Yes Yes No
South Dakota Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No
Tennessee Yes No Yes Yes No Yes No
Utah No No No No No No No
Vermont No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Virginia No No Yes No No Yes No
Washington Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes
Wisconsin No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Wyoming No No Yes No No Yes No

States Reporting Programs 
(total of 39 states responding) 14 7 34 8 18 31 15



by 2000. Jurisdictions not meeting those diversion rates could
be subject to fines.

Many states also created funding programs to subsidize
purchases of equipment required to implement curbside and
drop-off recycling services, materials recovery facilities and
sites for composting leaves, grass, brush and other yard trim-
mings. In a number of states, those funding programs — typ-
ically in the form of grants — were financed by surcharges on
landfill tipping fees, e.g., $4/ton of the tipping fee was used
to capitalize the grant programs.

During this period, states recognized that yard trimmings

are generated and managed separately from typical household
waste and thus could be collected and managed separately
without a lot of difficulty. In addition, these materials are
bulky and were perceived as using up valuable landfill space
that should be “reserved” for garbage. As a result, about 20 to
25 states passed disposal bans on all or some materials that
comprise yard trimmings (e.g.,New Jersey only banned leaves
from disposal).The net result of these legislative actions was
a rapid rise in yard trimmings composting facilities in those
states: 1988—651; 1990—1,407; 1992—2,981.10

By the mid 1990s, it became evident that the closure of lo-
cal, substandard landfills did not require aggressive legislative
action to save landfill capacity for trash and divert recyclable
and compostable materials from disposal.Instead,large region-
al landfills replaced local disposal sites,and the practice of long-
hauling municipal solid waste (MSW) out-of-state when lo-
cal capacity does not exist became the norm. The net impact
on stimulus programs for recycling and composting was that
most states let their recycling and diversion goals and deadlines
sunset, and in many cases, grant programs were minimally
funded or eliminated. Most states with disposal bans for yard
trimmings have continued that policy,although in recent years,
several of those have been rescinded (Florida and Georgia).

There is no question that disposal bans and mandates with
penalties imposed for noncompliance are very effective tools
to establish organics diversion programs. Other public poli-
cy tools include local government incentives, grants and low-
interest loans, streamlined state permitting for composting
facilities to compost other organic waste streams such as
source separated food scraps, and initiatives to increase com-
post purchases such as compost procurement by state Depart-
ments of Transportation.

Diversion Goals With Teeth
California’s AB 939 not only mandated local jurisdictions to

meet numerical diversion goals of 25% by 1995 and 50% by
2000,but also established an integrated framework for program
implementation, solid waste planning, and solid waste facility
and landfill compliance. Key components of AB 939 include:

• No sunset clause.
• Legislation was signed affording local jurisdictions time

extensions to meet the mandate. Grant extensions of up to
five years beyond 2000 were given to jurisdictions that
were struggling to meet the mandate but had in place a
plan to comply with the law within the period of the
extension.

• Penalties for noncompliance with the goals and timelines
set forth within AB 939 can be severe, since the bill
imposes fines of up to $10,000 per day on cities and
counties not meeting these recycling and planning goals.

California’s AB 341 established a new statewide goal of re-
ducing, recycling or composting 75% of the state’s waste by
2020.CalRecycle’s interim report (October 2013) on AB 341
delineates priorities for achieving the 75% goal.One is “mov-
ing organics out of landfills.”11

Spotlight

The Town of Brattleboro, Vermont expanded its residential food
waste collection pilot in May 2013 to service 800 households.
The initial pilot began in summer 2012 and included 150 vol-
unteer residences out of the 2,800 already serviced by the
town’s contract trash and recycling hauler, Triple T Trucking. A
primary goal of the first pilot was to identify the best container
for curbside pickup of compostables. In the expanded (and still
voluntary) program, households place food scraps in either 13-
gallon totes purchased from ORBIS or 21-gallon IPL carts for
larger families. The totes are available from the town and par-
ticipants are given a list of acceptable organic materials, with
yard trimmings excluded, hence the smaller carts. Residents
also have the option of using any container with a locking lid,
such as 5-gallon buckets. All food scraps as well as pet waste,
soiled paper, waxed corrugated and pizza boxes are accepted.
This material is collected weekly using a modified sideloading
recycling truck. “A third compartment was added for food
waste,”explains Robert Spencer, Executive Director of the Wind-
ham Solid Waste District, which includes Brattleboro. “WSWD
has a dual stream materials recycling facility that processes
commingled containers and commingled paper. The collection
truck already had compartments for the containers and paper.”
The food waste and soiled paper are composted at WSWD’s
composting site, located at the District’s closed landfill. 
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Figure 3-5: Brattleboro’s composting program accepts a wide
range of paper in addition to food scraps. 

Source: Windham Solid Waste District (VT), www.windhamsolidwaste.org

www.windhamsolidwaste.org
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Spotlight

Seattle: In 2009, Seattle’s mandatory food waste participation pro-
gram came into effect. The program directed single-family house-
holds to participate in either curbside food and yard waste collection
or backyard composting. Households were exempted from manda-
tory green cart service if they state they compost their food waste at
home. Over 99% of single family households in King County can now
recycle food scraps and food soiled paper in their curbside yard waste
bin. Starting March 30, 2009, Seattle Public Utilities began offering
three sizes of green cart, adding the smaller Norseman 13-gallon
($3.60/month) and 32-gallon ($5.40/month) to its standard offering
of 96-gallon ($6.90/month). The city also switched to weekly organ-

ics collection from biweekly, and began allowing all food scraps, in-
cluding meat and dairy (vegetative food waste has been allowed since
2005). The City banned most types of polystyrene for foodservice in
January 2009 and implemented requirements effective July 2010 that
all food service products designed for one-time use be replaced with
recyclable or compostable items. In Seattle, virtually all foodservice
establishments now use compostable ware; even food trucks have
bins to collect compostables. Dick Lily with the City of Seattle credits
the wide availability of compostable service ware, which went from
70 products to 700 in 3 years, and now has reached more than 3,700,
for enabling his City’s packaging requirements to work.12

Figure 3-6: Seattle’s composting infrastructure and foodservice packaging requirements have led to 
widespread implementation of composting collection systems throughout the city.

McDonald’s Northgate Mall Dick’s Drive In Flair Taco — taco truck

Subway Starbucks Coffee Rancho Bravo — taco truck Safeco Field

Table 3-8: State food waste bans and recovery requirements at a glance

Connecticut Massachusetts Vermont

Affected food waste generators and date policy effective:

>104 tpy 1/1/2014 7/1/2014

>52 tpy 1/1/2020 10/1/2014 7/1/2015

>26 tpy 7/1/2016

>18 tpy 7/1/2017

>0 tpy 7/1/2020

Generators affected if organics recovery facility is located within:

20 miles x Through 2020 1

No exemption for distance x

Terminology Source-Separated Organic Material Commercial Organic Material Food Residuals

Sectors affected Commercial and industrial venues Commercial, industrial, All generators, including

and institutional venues residential sector

tpy = tons per year. 1Starting in 2020, all food residual generators must recover food residuals regardless of distance from organic material recovery facilities. 

Source: Institute for Local Self-Reliance, 2014.



Statewide Disposal Bans
Since the flurry of statewide disposal bans on yard trim-

mings adopted in the 1990s, there has been little to no activ-
ity in terms of bans on organic waste disposal. Recently, how-
ever, several New England states — Vermont, Connecticut
and Massachusetts — have adopted bans on source separat-
ed organics. See Table 3-8. Vermont’s law applies to all mu-
nicipal organic waste streams, including residential; Con-
necticut and Massachusett’s laws only apply to the
commercial and institutional sectors. In addition to keeping
methane-emitting organic wastes out of the landfill, the dis-
posal bans also help ensure a flow of organics to composting
and anaerobic digestion facilities.

Connecticut: Modifications to Connecticut’s source separat-
ed organics diversion rule were signed into law in June 2013.
Public Act 13-285,“An Act Concerning Recycling and Jobs,”
inserted substitution language in the original rule passed in
2011 that specifies dates for compliance.19 A primary motiva-
tion was to assure developers and operators of composting and
anaerobic digestion projects that source separated organic ma-
terials would be available for processing if they opened and/or
expanded facilities in Connecticut. “On and after January 1,
2014, each commercial food wholesaler or distributor, indus-
trial food manufacturer or processor, supermarket, resort or
conference center that is located not more than 20 miles from
an authorized source separated organic material composting
facility that generates an average projected volume of not less
than 104 tons/year of source separated organic material” has
to source separate these materials and ensure they are recycled
at “any authorized” source separated composting facility with
capacity. “On and after January 1, 2020,” all generators listed
in the categories above that are located not more than 20 miles
from an authorized facility must comply — regardless of how
much organic waste they produce.

Massachusetts: In July 2013,the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection announced — in draft form —
a ban on direct disposal of food waste in landfills or inciner-
ators.This applies to entities that dispose of one ton or more
per week of food waste,such as supermarkets,universities,ho-
tels, hospitals and other larger-scale generators. The ban is
scheduled to go into effect in October 2014.20 The ban pro-
vides assurance to the composting and anaerobic digestion in-
dustries that feedstock will be available, which helps in proj-
ect financing. Low interest state loans also will be made
available to project developers, although these are targeted
primarily at anaerobic digestion projects.

Vermont: The Act 148 Universal Recycling Law, passed in
June 2012,focuses on recyclables and organics.21 The law uses
a phased approach to compliance to allow development of in-
frastructure. Act 148 bans disposal of mandated recyclables
by 2015; leaves and yard trimmings and clean wood by 2016;
and food residuals by 2020.The mandates parallel collection
by facilities/haulers that collect municipal solid waste
(MSW); collection for leaves and yard trimmings is required
by 2015/2016, and food residuals by 2017. There also are
phased in mandates for larger generators to divert food resid-
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Spotlight

San Francisco has the largest, most established urban organics
recovery program in the US. The program serves both the com-
mercial and residential sectors, which together generate over
600 tons of food scraps and other organic materials each day.13

These materials are processed at the Jepson-Prairie Organics
Composting Facility located in a rural area 70 miles north of San
Francisco. The program’s great success is due in part to a part-
nership among the City of San Francisco, its residents and com-
mercial and institutional sectors, and the City’s contracted
hauler, Recology.14 California’s 1989 AB 939 law requiring munic-
ipalities to divert 50% from landfills by 2000 – or face a $10,000
fine if they didn’t develop a plan for this diversion level – was also
a factor in the program’s success, as it provided a favorable cli-
mate for the pursuit of the City’s ambitious diversion goals.15

Organics collection was first implemented in the commercial
sector, starting with the wholesale produce district in 1996 and
eventually reaching commercial establishments throughout the
city. In 1998 and 1999, pilot programs were put in place to test
the residential collection of food scraps and soiled paper, in ad-
dition to yard trimmings. The residential program then expand-
ed to single-family households throughout the city over a peri-
od of four years. Participation became mandatory in October
2009. The first of its kind in the US, the ordinance requires resi-
dents and businesses to separate organics and recyclables from
the garbage. San Francisco has a three-stream collection system
for the residential sector; compostable organics, single-stream
recyclables, and trash are collected separately in color-coded
carts. Organics are collected weekly on a year-round basis, as are
recyclables and trash, the latter two in a separate split-bodied,
side-loading compactor truck. The City distributes two types of
kitchen containers to facilitate source separation of composta-
bles. It also instructs residents to use only compostable liners,
such as paper bags or compostable plastic bags, which are avail-
able at more than 80 retail outlets in San Francisco.16 Collected
organics are taken to a transfer station run by Recology. The ma-
terial is then loaded into trailers and delivered to the Jepson-
Prairie facility.17 The commercial sector is about 95% compliant
with the mandatory composting participation requirement
(>14,000 participating). Over 95% of multifamily buildings are
compliant (about 8,500).18

Figure 3-7: The City of San Francisco was the first major US city to
provide weekly curbside collection of food scraps. There are now

more than 180 residential programs. 
Source: City of San Francisco



uals, if there is a facility within 20 miles, by the following
deadlines: 2014 for generators >104 tons/yr; 2015 for gener-
ators >52 tons/yr; 2016 for generators >26 tons/yr; 2017 for
generators >18 tons/yr. By 2020, all food residuals, including
from households, must be diverted with no provision for dis-
tance.Act 148 also provides incentives to divert materials and
choices for managing waste by requiring municipalities to im-
plement variable rate pricing (e.g.,pay as you throw,discussed
below) for MSW from residential customers, based on vol-
ume or weight, by 2015.

Disposal bans continue to emerge. For example, on De-
cember 19, 2013, the New York City Council passed legisla-
tion requiring commercial food scraps from the largest food
service establishments to be recycled. And on December 30,
outgoing Mayor Michael Bloomberg signed the bill into law.
The legislation, Introductory No. 1162-A, requires restau-
rants and other food service establishments of a certain size
or number within New York City, and other commercial op-
erations that generate significant food waste, to source sepa-
rate their organic waste by July 1, 2015.

In Rhode Island, legislation was introduced in early 2014
that would institute similar requirements as Connecticut.
Nonresidential generators of food scraps and organic waste
would be required to divert the material from the landfill, be-
ginning with the largest-volume producing facilities in 2015,
and phasing in smaller generators over subsequent years.The
bill states that as of 2015,nonresidential generators of 52 tons
of organic waste per year (1 ton/week) must divert that ma-
terial to an organics recycling facility, as long as a permitted
facility is located within 20 miles of the generator, and is will-
ing to accept the material. Another bill was introduced in
Maryland during the 2014 legislative session but failed to
pass.The Maryland bill targeted large-scale generators of 104
tons/year or more with requirements for separation if receiv-
ing facilities existed within 30 miles.

Composting Regulations
As noted earlier, states are starting to modify their regula-

tions to facilitate composting of source separated organics.
Massachusetts, Ohio, Oregon and Washington are examples
of several states which recently revised composting rules to
create distinct categories for source separated organics that
include food waste.The permitting and site approval process
in this tier is designed to be more streamlined and less cost-
ly. One reason for the lack of more facilities accepting food
scraps is an inadequate regulatory structure to facilitate the
development of new operations. In ILSR’s August 2012 sur-
vey of Maryland composters, regulations and permitting were
the most frequently cited challenges to facilities’ financial vi-
ability and their opportunities for expansion.22

In 2013, the US Composting Council released a Model
State Compost Rule Template to guide states on developing
and/or revising composting rules for source separated organ-
ic waste streams.The template was developed by a stakehold-
er group comprised of state composting regulators, com-
posters, advocacy groups and consultants.

Grants & Loans 
Fewer states offer financial assistance in the form of grants

to composting programs than had traditionally been the case
in the 1990s, as was discussed in the national snapshot sum-
mary earlier in the section (Table 3-7). One state that con-
tinues to provide grants is Ohio. The Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency’s Market Development Grant (MDG)
program provides financial assistance to recycled material
processors and product manufacturers operating within
Ohio.23 Funding is available to purchase equipment and
conduct applied research and development that will
strengthen markets for recyclable materials. Eligible proj-
ects may target postconsumer, post-commercial and post-
industrial recycled material. Eligible applicants include
Ohio cities with a population greater than 50,000; counties
and solid waste management districts or solid waste man-
agement authorities.These applicants apply on behalf of lo-
cal businesses.The maximum grant amount is $250,000 for
recycling market development projects.Testing, research and
development projects may receive a maximum of $75,000.
Applicants must demonstrate that the local business will
provide a financial contribution to the project equal to the
amount requested in division grant funds.The match should
be a cash contribution or a documented line of credit ded-
icated to the project.

California has announced the development of a new Or-
ganics Grant Program. The Governor’s Draft Budget, re-
leased January 2014, includes $30 million in fiscal year
2014/15 for CalRecycle to provide financial incentives for
capital investments in composting/anaerobic digestion in-
frastructure and recycling manufacturing facilities that will
result in reduced greenhouse gas emissions.Grants and loans
will be targeted to build or expand the organics recovery in-
frastructure or to reduce food waste in California.About $15
million will be available for “organic grants” (up to $3 mil-
lion maximum per award) and another $10 million for a
greenhouse gas reduction loan program.The proposed scor-
ing criteria for grants will favor projects with high greenhouse
gas reduction potential and tonnage of material diverted
from disposal.The competitive loan program will offer up to
$5 million loans with a 25% required match at a 4% interest
rate.Applications are expected to be available May 2014 with
a due date of January 2015.Eligible projects will include con-
struction, renovation or expansion of organic facilities and
eligible costs will include purchase of equipment and ma-
chinery as well as real estate improvements.24

Hauler Incentives 
Local jurisdictions use tools such as exemptions from sol-

id waste taxes and fees for waste haulers with programs to col-
lect and divert recyclables and compostables. One of the first,
to BioCycle’s knowledge, was when the City of San Jose (CA)
created recycling incentive fees for contracted haulers in the
early 1990s. Among the stipulations was that the contractors
had to pay their own disposal fees for wastes not recycled
(about $30/ton at the time),encouraging them further to min-
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imize landfilled wastes. San Jose also let the contractor retain
all the revenues from the sale of recyclables.25

More recently, local solid waste agencies have been offering
a reduced tipping fee at their composting facilities for source
separated loads of organics.This applies primarily to the com-
mercial sector (versus contracted franchise haulers who typical-
ly pay a negotiated tip fee) to create an incentive for the haulers
to offer organics collection. For example, in Charleston Coun-
ty, South Carolina, the tipping fee for food and organic waste
at the composting facility is $25/ton, compared to $66/ton for
traditional waste that is dumped at the landfill.26 In San Diego
(CA), there is about a $30/ton differential between loads of
commercial source separated organics and trash.27

Variable Rate Fees For Collection Service
A tried-and-true policy to incentivize participation in res-

idential recycling and composting programs are variable rate
fees, most commonly referred to as Pay-As-You-Throw
(PAYT),although the US EPA is trying to rebrand these pro-
grams as SMART (Save Money and Reduce Trash).28 Typi-
cally, trash collection is priced at a higher fee than recyclables
and source separated organics, and in some cases, there is no
fee for recyclables collection. Households typically have a
choice of varying sizes of trash containers,with the collection
fee reduced as the size of the container is reduced.

When the City of Portland, Oregon rolled out its new res-
idential curbside collection program in 2011, the frequency
of trash collection was reduced to every other week, with re-
cycling and compostables collection on a weekly basis. All
household organic wastes,excepting for diapers and pet waste,
can go into the organics cart. Garbage roll carts come in 20-
gallon, 35-gallon, 60-gallon and 90-gallon sizes and are pro-
vided by a household’s selected garbage and recycling com-
pany. Weekly composting and recycling are available with
standard garbage service.The monthly fee for biweekly trash
collection and weekly composting and recycling service is as
low as $24.75 for a 20-gallon rolled cart and as high as $43.30
for a 90-gallon cart.29

In the City of San Francisco, the basic monthly rate for the
weekly collection of a 32-gallon trash container has been
$27.91. The blue (recycling) and green (organics) carts are
picked up at no additional charge. Households that recycle
enough to consistently reduce their weekly trash volume to
20-gallons or less, have been eligible for a 23% discount off
the standard 32-gallon can rate.30

To date, Portland is the only city in the US that has every-
other-week trash collection. The practice has become more
common in European countries, and has been adopted by
some municipalities in Canada (e.g., Toronto). Less than
weekly trash collection provides a direct incentive to place all
organic wastes in the compostables cart to avoid generation
of odors and flies in the trash cart. 31, 32

Compost Markets: Purchasing Incentives, Specifications
Compost competes in the marketplace with traditional soil

amendment and fertilizer products.Compost adds needed or-

ganic matter to the soil and provides critical properties such
as moisture retention, improved infiltration of surface water,
slow-release nutrients and disease suppression. A rapidly
growing market for compost-based products is in green in-
frastructure applications such as bioretention swales, green
roof media, and erosion and sediment control.

Over time, compost has been recognized in some federal
procurement guidelines developed for “green”and/or biobased
products. For example, the US Department of Agriculture’s
BioPreferred program includes a biobased product label for
compost. The USDA BioPreferred program has two major
initiatives: Product Labeling, where USDA certifies and
awards labels to qualifying products to increase consumer
recognition of biobased products; and Federal Procurement
Preference, where USDA designates categories of biobased
products that are afforded preference by Federal agencies
when making purchasing decisions (www.biopreferred.gov).
The Biobased Product Label verifies that the product’s
amount of renewable biobased ingredients meets or exceeds
the prescribed USDA standards.Biobased products are goods
composed in whole or in significant part of agricultural,
forestry or marine materials. Ongoing lab testing and moni-
toring by the USDA assures the label standards are main-
tained. Compost, in the Mulch and Compost Materials cat-
egory, must have a minimum biobased content of 95%.
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Spotlight

C&C Peat Company: In 2012, the C&C Peat Company in
Okahumpka, Florida earned the USDA Certified Biobased Prod-
uct Label for its Regular AA Compost.33 C&C Peat is a family-
owned and operated horticultural business established in 1981
to sell potting soil and other soil amendments. It started pro-
ducing compost in the early 2000s, and ramped up production
and quality when it built a new facility in 2007. Because the
company had far more composting capacity than a market for
its compost products, it sought out government bids such as
Department of Transportation projects. C&C Peat learned
quickly that being certified as biobased assisted in winning
more bids.

Spotlight

Washington State Post-Construction Soil Quality and
Depth BMPs: The BMP establishes the following minimum soil
quality and depth standards, which are met by amending soils
with organic matter (e.g. compost): “A topsoil layer with a min-
imum organic matter content of 10% dry weight [30-40% com-
post amendment by volume] in planting beds, and 5% [15-25%
compost amendment by volume]… in turf areas, and a pH from
6.0 to 8.0… or matching the pH of the original undisturbed soil.
The topsoil layer shall have a minimum depth of eight inch-
es…”36 King County, Washington is one jurisdiction that has
adopted this guideline as policy in King County’s Code 16.82 –
“Clearing and Grading Regulations,”which can serve as a mod-
el for other local governments.37

www.biopreferred.gov


At the state level, a number of Departments of Transporta-
tion (DOT) have specifications for compost-based products
for erosion and sediment control and storm water manage-
ment. In almost all cases, the specifications require that the
compost be certified under the US Composting Council’s Seal
of Testing Assurance (STA).

At the local level, municipalities — as part of their com-
pliance with the federal Clean Water Act storm water rules
— are utilizing green infrastructure tools such as green roofs
and bioretention swales to manage storm water. In July 2013,
Washington, DC’s Department of Environment (DDOE)
finalized new storm water regulations that rely in part on
storm water retention.34 In its best management practices
(BMP) guide for achieving water retention, compost is an
element of several of the BMP groups, including green roof
growing media, bioretention media, compost-amended
grass channel (amended to a one foot depth), dry swale fil-
ter (compost-amended on top 4-inches), constructed wet-
lands (compost-amended planting holes) and compost-
amended trees. In DDOE’s filter media criteria for
bioretention, organic matter is a required constituent in the
soil media; “well-aged clean compost” is used to describe or-
ganic matter.

In Washington State, the BMPs in the Washington State
Department of Ecology (DOE) Stormwater Management

Manual for Western Washington are taking effect as town and
county governments around western Washington update their
local stormwater codes. These local updates are required to
comply with NPDES (“National Pollution Discharge Elimi-

nation System”) municipal storm water permits, which are is-
sued by DOE as required by the federal Clean Water Act.
Most western Washington towns and counties are including
soil best practices equivalent to the State’s BMP T5.13 “Post
Construction Soil Quality and Depth,” which requires pre-
serving site topsoil and vegetation where possible, reducing
soil compaction, and amending disturbed soils with compost
to restore healthy soil functions.35

A small number of cities are requiring new lawns to incor-
porate compost as a water-saving measure (Leander, Texas,
and Greeley, Colorado). Montgomery County, Maryland’s
RainScapes Program incentivizes the use of compost in rain-
gardens and new landscapes.These innovative programs and
policies could easily be adopted across the country.
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Spotlight

Leander, Texas requires compost for new turfgrass plant-
ings: Originally implemented as a water conservation ordi-
nance, the current regulation promotes soil and watershed
health by maintaining appropriate water consumption levels
and creating more sustainable landscapes through minimum
compost content and soil depth requirements. All new land-
scapes are required to have a minimum of 6 inches of soil depth
in areas planted with turfgrass, consisting of 75% soil blended
with 25% compost.38

Spotlight

Greeley, Colorado requires new lawns to incorporate com-
post: For over a century, the City of Greeley, Colorado has en-
forced water restrictions but in recent years has realized the
added benefit of compost-amended soils.39 Greeley’s Public
Services – Section 14.08.195 through 14.08.310 requires any-
one installing a new lawn to use 4 cubic yards of compost per
1,000 square feet of area, incorporated at a depth of 6 inches.40

According to Ruth Quade, the City’s Water Conservation Coor-
dinator, “you can drive through a new development (in
March/April) and tell just from appearance the lawns that were
amended and the ones that weren’t.”

Spotlight

Montgomery County, Maryland’s RainScapes Program in-
centivizes compost-amended soils: Montgomery County is
implementing policies to reduce non-point source pollution
and enhance stormwater management through its RainScapes
Rewards Rebate program. The initiative was set forth to comply
with the EPA’s National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit
Program, as part of an overarching effort to meet the goals of
the Clean Water Act.41 The RainScapes Rewards program cur-
rently calls for amending soil with compost as a best manage-
ment practice for rain garden projects, and requires a 3-inch lay-
er of compost for all conservation landscapes.42 RainScapes
offers property owners a substantial rebate for low impact de-
velopment (LID) installations: up to $2,500 for residential prop-
erties, and up to $10,000 for commercial/institutional/multi-
family properties. The program has been replicated by the City
of Rockville and City of Gaithersburg in Maryland.43 The Mont-
gomery County Department of Environmental Protection is the
lead department coordinating a multi-agency effort to comply
with the stormwater permit issued to the County by the Mary-
land Department of the Environment.44

Figure 3-8: Montgomery County, MD’s RainScapes Program
offers substantial rebates to property owners who install rain

gardens and other conservation landscapes. The program
incentivizes the use of compost. 

Credit: Montgomery County DEP RainScapes Program



Measurements and Financial Assessment Tools
Having the tools to measure the effects of policies that en-

courage organics diversion is critical to tracking progress and
assessing program effectiveness. State municipal solid waste
characterization studies create a baseline for how much of the
waste stream is disposed, recycled, composted and combust-
ed. These studies guide and prioritize policy development.

CalRecycle, California’s state solid waste management
agency, periodically conducts statewide waste characteriza-
tion studies to update information on the types and amounts
of materials in California’s waste stream. It has just launched
its 2014 study,which will be critical in guiding policy and pro-
gram development to meet the state’s 75% waste diversion
goal by 2020. The most recent waste characterization study
was conducted in 2008.45 Organics comprised almost a third
of the state’s overall disposed waste stream; food waste rep-
resented the largest portion of waste still disposed (15.5% or
6.2 million tons). This data not only measures the progress
made in organics diversion since the previous waste charac-
terization study, but also indicates that more had to be done
policy-wise to meet California’s 75% diversion goal as well as
its ambitious greenhouse gas emissions reductions established
in the state’s Global Warming Act of 2006.

“To achieve our 75 percent goal,CalRecycle estimates Cal-
ifornia will need to move about 22 million more tons of or-
ganics and other recyclables from disposal to recycling annu-
ally,” stated CalRecycle Director Caroll Mortensen in a
March 2013 BioCycle article.46 “Aside from other challenges
this presents, including dramatically steeper commitments by
the residents and businesses of our state, additional diversion
of this magnitude will require doubling the current organics
infrastructure and expansion of recycling and remanufactur-
ing in California.”As mentioned above, in his proposed budg-
et for 2014, California Governor Jerry Brown included $30
million in greenhouse gas reduction funds to distribute
through a competitive program with a focus on new and ex-
panded California composting and anaerobic digestion facil-
ities.47

Seattle Public Utilities completes an annual recycling report
for the city, as part of its compliance with a 2007 City Coun-
cil Resolution that set Seattle’s goal to reach 60% recycling of
municipal solid waste (MSW) by 2012,and 70% by 2025.48 In
February 2013 the city council adopted revised recycling goals
in its “Seattle’s Solid Waste Plan 2011 Revision.”The revised
goals for municipal solid waste (MSW) are to: recycle 60% by
the year 2015, and to recycle 70% by 2022. Seattle’s recycling
rate is the percentage of MSW diverted from the landfill by
reuse, recycling and composting. Seattle’s 60% goal combines
separate goals for each of the four primary MSW sectors: sin-
gle family residential, multifamily residential, self-haul, and
commercial.The specific recycling goals for each sector are dif-
ferent since waste stream materials,opportunities to recycle,and
likelihood of participation vary between the sectors.This level
of detail is a useful tool in measuring the effectiveness of serv-
ice,outreach and education. It measures organics managed on-
site by Seattle residents (yard debris and food scraps) as well as

all garbage, organics, and recyclables that businesses and resi-
dents set out for collection and all garbage, organics, and recy-
clables hauled to the city’s recycling and disposal stations for
reuse, recycling or composting.

Model Programs: Organics
Separation, Collection & Composting

The very first step when establishing an organics diversion
program is to take inventory of the community assets that will
facilitate successful deployment of an organics diversion and
composting program. By their nature, organic wastes can be
unruly. Tree limbs and branches are bulky. Fallen leaves are
compact and dense.And food waste is wet,heavy and can liq-
uefy very quickly. Therefore determining how to separate,
contain and collect and transport these materials is critical to
the success of every organics diversion program.

Organic waste streams have to travel from the point of gen-
eration to the point of processing (composting, anaerobic di-
gestion, livestock feeding, etc.). Ideally, the distance between
those two points is as minimal as possible to lesson the car-
bon footprint of organics diversion. Composting where the
organics are generated is ideal, whether that is in a residen-
tial backyard, a neighborhood community garden, school
grounds, community composting facility, or institutional and
corporate campuses.

For a host of reasons (e.g., space and labor constraints, ur-
ban density) composting on-site or in the neighborhood
where the organics are generated isn’t always feasible. Where
it is feasible, most neighborhood sites do not accept discard-
ed meat and dairy products or compostable soiled paper or
other food packaging.Off-site composting will thus be need-
ed to provide additional capacity and accept a wider range of
materials. This is where community assets are inventoried,
starting with composting options as close to the point of gen-
eration as possible. These options may include:

• Municipal properties with access to equipment such as
front-end loaders, e.g., landfills with closed cells, public
works yards

• Existing yard trimmings and/or biosolids composting site
that can be modified/upgraded to receive additional
organics wastes such as food scraps

• Commercial properties such as nurseries, wood recycling
and landscaping yards

• Agricultural operations
• Industrial operations such as quarries, warehouses
• Brownfields 

As with any project, local zoning and public health regula-
tions, and state permitting requirements — including solid
waste, air,water and storm water — need to be front and cen-
ter as composting sites are developed or expanded.

Examples of successful composting facilities are plentiful.
And feedstocks composted range from the typical MSW and
wastewater organics (leaves, brush, grass clippings, food
scraps, soiled and nonrecyclable paper, biosolids) to the “ex-
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otic” (road kill, whales, pizza dough). Each scale of compost-
ing has its own set of successful composting practices,all based
on the same fundamental composting principles outlined
elsewhere in this report. Model composting projects are ones
that no matter the scale, the operators and owners respect and
follow the principles of composting.Years ago,BioCycle coined
the phrase,“there is no good excuse for a poorly run compost-
ing facility.” For example, one of the most frequently cited
causes of facility failures are odors; if operators are following
the core principles and practices, persistent nuisance-causing
odors should not be generated.

What gets in the way of successful operations typically fall
into several general categories of pitfalls that include: Finances
(leading to a host of potential problems, including excess re-
liance on tipping fees and lack of necessary equipment); un-
trained operators; contaminated feedstocks; site location (in-
cluding proximity to neighbors); and political whims. These
pitfalls can be hard to avoid, especially in the current climate
where the public sector relies on the private sector to build,
own and operate the facilities without providing financial in-
centives other than long-term contracts for feedstocks.These
contracts are typically bid competitively, and may be award-
ed on the lowest cost per ton basis to compost the organics.
This can lead to cutting corners on necessary capital invest-
ments and/or site improvements.

The reality of facility siting has led many composting fa-
cility developers to select more remote sites where land may
be less expensive. Environmental and public health impacts
still need to be addressed, and experience has shown that no
matter how remote the site, there will always be a concerned
public that needs to be engaged to win support for the proj-
ect. Remote sites also require further transport of the wet and
heavy organic materials, which has its own set of costs and
environmental impacts.

In short,source separation of organics,provides tangible re-
wards for changing behavior. Households and businesses can
witness their trash shrinking by downsizing to smaller carts
or less frequent set-out in the case of households, and down-
sizing from compactors to small dumpsters that are serviced
less frequently in the case of businesses and institutions.
When households become involved in composting, either at
home or in the community, they reap the further reward of
the finished compost.

The remainder of this section is divided into residential or-
ganics collection and composting and commercial and insti-
tutional organics collection and composting.For both sectors,
minimizing the amount of organics generated is a fundamen-
tal first step in any model program.

Residential Organics
Source Reduction

In terms of yard trimmings, established practices for source
reduction include grass cycling by leaving grass clippings on
the lawn, and mulching leaves where they are not too thick
on the property.Lawnmowers can be equipped with mulching
mower blades to facilitate grass cycling and mulching.

Source reduction on the food scraps side is just starting to
be addressed at the household level. Government agencies
and some nonprofit organizations are educating consumers
about changing their food purchasing habits to reduce wast-
ed food, as well as improving understanding of “sell by” and
“use by” dates.49 In 2011, the US EPA laid the groundwork
for an initiative to address household food waste, building on
what the agency had learned in its Food Recovery Challenge
targeted at businesses and institutions. The first step in re-
ducing the amount of wasted food is measuring what gets
thrown away.This immediately builds awareness of how much
food is going to waste, and thus is a strong motivator to ad-
dress the practice. US EPA’s “Food: Too Good To Waste”
(FTGTW) program has been rolled out on a pilot basis in
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Figure 3-9: Contra Costa County, California has offered a $50 price dis-
count coupon and a $20 mail-in rebate (program now expired) for an

electric lawn mower through a local hardware store. 
Source: www.co.contra-costa.ca.us/depart/cd/recycle/mower.htm

Figure 3-10: When left on the lawn, grass clippings provide the soil with
valuable nutrients. Many communities have developed “Don’t Bag It”

lawn care outreach programs. 
Credit: Montgomery County, Maryland, www.montgomerycountymd.gov/SWS/grasscycling/

www.co.contra-costa.ca.us/depart/cd/recycle/mower.htm


communities.50 From the FTGTW pilot projects,tools aimed
at enabling other communities to launch their own programs
were developed.These include: A research report, implemen-
tation guide, shopping list template, produce storage guide
(because the pilots found a lack of knowledge among con-
sumers), and posters that tell the story of why food waste is
important.The tool kit includes an “Eat Me First” refrigera-
tor box that encourages eating up what is about to go past its
prime. Saving money is another motivator: According to
USDA, a family of four can save approximately $2,275 a year
by making simple changes in how they shop and store food.

Household Participation
Experience in West Coast cities has shown that even when

households are given the opportunity to add food scraps to
their green waste bin, they may not participate. Reasons for

lack of participation include the “yuck” factor (food scraps,
when stored, can get wet, slimy and have an odor); lack of
awareness that the opportunity exists, despite ambitious out-
reach and education programs; no financial motivation; and
no penalties for choosing not to participate. As noted in the
policies section, variable rate fees for trash, as well as less than
weekly trash collection, push households to increase set out
of food scraps. The City of Hutchinson, Minnesota, for ex-
ample, has biweekly garbage collection that is offered as part
of an aggressive PAYT fee structure.51 That approach is cred-
ited with bringing the city high participation in the organics
diversion program. Many municipalities also provide house-
holds with a 2-gallon container for use in their kitchens,along
with an initial supply of compostable liners.

Drop-off Locations
Increasingly, urban dwellers have an opportunity to drop

their household food scraps off at neighborhood farmers’mar-
kets, community gardens and public transit locations. In New
York City, for example, one community garden has a mem-
bership solely for residents that want to bring their food
scraps. They volunteer to assist with composting, or pay a
higher fee to only drop off. Many of the Greenmarkets in
New York City also are collection points for household food
scraps.52 Most of these materials are taken to a handful of
stand-alone, medium-scale community composting sites in
Manhattan,Queens and Brooklyn.With more than 200 com-
munity composting sites (primarily at community gardens)
and 8 to 10 medium-scale operations in the five boroughs,
New York City is a unique model.Much of this work has been
supported by the NYC Department of Sanitation’s NYC
Compost Project.53 Composting methods range from a sin-
gle tumbler or 3-bin systems at community gardens to
windrows and aerated static piles at some of the medium-scale
sites. The latter are receiving upwards of 5 tons/week of
household food scraps.
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Figure 3-11: The US EPA’s new “Food: Too Good Waste” program
aims to reduce wasteful household food consumption by focusing on

social marketing incentives and messages to consume less
by wasting less food. 

Credit: US EPA

Figure 3-12: The nonprofit GrowNYC started the Greenmarket Food Scrap Collection program, which allows residents
to drop off their food scraps at 35 of the 54 GrowNYC Greenmarket locations. The scraps go to local community compost sites,

almost all of which are supported by NYC’s Department of Sanitation’s NYC Compost Project.



These food scraps drop-off opportunities are happening in
smaller communities as well. The Western Lakes Superior
Sanitary District based in Duluth, Minnesota has had sever-
al drop-off locations for food scraps and approved com-
postable products for a number of years.Brattleboro,Vermont
had a drop-off site for many years before it started its resi-
dential curbside service for food scraps. Use of drop-off sites
for household organic waste streams is not new. Thousands
of communities in the US have drop-off locations for only
yard trimmings (and may also have fall leaf collection).

Expanding Collection Access:
Private Subscription Services

Over the past few years, entrepreneurs have started offer-
ing subscription services to households for food scraps col-
lection. One of the first was Compost Cab in Washington,
DC.54 Households pay a fee for weekly service; they are giv-
en 5- to 7-gallon buckets (a full one is swapped out for a clean
one) and can include all food scraps. Some of the companies
include delivery of a free 5-gallon bucket of compost as part
of the package. As with the growing number of food scraps
drop-off locations, private subscription services help create
the food scraps diversion “behavior,” which is beneficial
if/when municipalities begin to offer curbside collection of
residential food scraps. These subscription services have be-
gun to expand rapidly around the country, including one co-
owned by a 9-year old who uses a bike with a trailer to col-
lect food scraps and bring them to homes in the neighborhood
with backyard composting bins!55

Community Composting, Community Benefits: The
growing trend of drop-off opportunities in communities of
varying sizes, especially where residents don’t have an oppor-
tunity, or time, to compost at home, is building a sense of
community and pride. Community composting and its relat-
ed benefits is discussed in Section 2. One trend not covered
in Section 2 is the growing number of food rescue organiza-
tions and food banks planting community gardens and com-
posting food scraps from the food bank, and using the com-
post in the gardens. This is taking place at the Mid-Ohio
Food Bank in Columbus, where there also is a kitchen on-
site where community members can learn cooking skills with
fresh ingredients.

Overall, households that participate in the subscription
services and drop-off programs are more cognizant of the im-
portance of keeping contaminants such as plastic bags and
twisty-ties out of the food scraps. This is especially true if
these same people are using the compost produced,or are vol-
unteering at a community composting operation. In a Com-
mentary in BioCycle, David Buckel, a community compost-
ing consultant in New York City, referred to composting as
the “gateway drug”:

“‘Community composting’ is a term for a type of com-
posting that recycles organic material as locally as possi-
ble, and is scaled to fit a community-based environment
like a neighborhood or college. …. They [community
composters] rely on urban volunteers who enjoy outdoor

manual labor that greens their community. Many volun-
teers get hooked on composting, the gateway drug to the
broader world of recycling, because composting is one of
the few volunteer jobs that gets people directly involved
in creating value with recyclables. And they become vig-
ilant about contaminants because they are picking stuff
out of tons of material with their own hands.”56

Commercial, Institutional Organics
The archives of BioCycle are filled with how-to informa-

tion on establishing and managing source separation and
composting programs for commercial and institutional or-
ganics. In addition, a number of toolkits are in the public do-
main. Some are older, but still very applicable, such as the
State of Massachusetts “Supermarket Composting Hand-
book,”57 and the Center for Environmental Technology’s
“Composting In Restaurants and Schools.”58 The US EPA
has a Food Waste Management Tools and Resources website
where users can download all types of documents and on-line
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Figure 3-13: NRDC produced this guide to to assist stadiums and arenas
in increasing their diversion of food and yard wastes for beneficial use. 

Credit: Natural Resource Defense Council, www.nrdc.org

Figure 3-14: The Food Waste Reduction Alliance developed this
toolkit to help guide companies through the basic steps in

food waste reduction. 
Credit: Food Waste Reduction Alliance, www.foodwastealliance.org

www.nrdc.org
www.foodwastealliance.org


calculators, e.g., a Food Waste Management Cost Calculator
and Food Waste Audit log.59 In spring 2014,two toolkits were
released, one by the Food Waste Reduction Alliance that fo-
cuses on the food supply chain,60 and another by the Natur-
al Resources Defense Council focusing on sports venues.61

Many local jurisdictions also have toolkits, as well as signage
and other program implementation materials, which can be
downloaded and modified for other commercial and institu-
tional organics diversion programs.

The following is a selection of several lessons learned when
it comes to designing source separation programs to divert
commercial organics,either on-site at the location where they
are generated or at off-site composting facilities.

Reduce and Donate 
The most effective source separated organics programs start

with source reduction, and then donation of edible food.The
City of San Diego Environmental Services Department
(ESD), as part of its education of participants in the City’s
food waste collection and composting program, emphasizes
the social and economic benefits of donation of edible food
— instead of adding it to the food scrap collection cart. Ex-
plains program manager Ana Carvalho of San Diego’s ESD:
“In a recent analysis of our program we calculated that if at
least 15 percent of current participants’ food waste was edi-
ble and diverted for reuse instead of composting, approxi-
mately 666 tons/year of food would be available for food in-
secure residents and/or other reuse options such as animal
feed. Based on the US Department of Agriculture estimate
of 1.2 lbs of food/meal, that excess 666 tons of edible food
could be turned into 1,109,464 meals/year. In other words,by
donating just 15 percent of edible food scraps, we could feed
2.5 meals/individual/day to the 448,000 food insecure indi-
viduals estimated by the County of San Diego for 2010. … If
all program participants had donated 15 percent of their ed-
ible food they would have avoided $14,652/ year on tipping
fees at the Miramar Greenery where collected food scraps are
composted. Furthermore, Feeding America’s Map the Gap
2012 estimates that the cost of a meal in the County of San
Diego is $2.68. The savings generated by those 1,109,464
meals/year are equivalent to $2,973,363/year.” 62

No Magic Bullet
In almost all cases, source separated organics diversion pro-

grams will be replacing traditional trash disposal practices
where the generators merely throw everything into the same
container inside, which is then taken outside to a dumpster
or trash compactor. Many businesses and institutions have
been doing some sorting of recyclables,so are already engaged
in a limited amount of source separation behavior. For the
most part, however, initiating a source separation program
will be a new behavior for everyone involved, from top man-
agement to the food and custodial services — and to the waste
hauler servicing these establishments.

As interest has grown in food waste diversion — and more
recently as a result of organics bans or mandates — a wide va-

riety of technologies and systems is being marketed to gen-
erators. Some can be paired with composting, such as food
dehydrators and pulpers; others use a combination of equip-
ment (and in some cases enzymes) to slurry the food waste
and send it to the sewers.63 These systems are marketed as al-
ternatives to composting, pitched as eliminating the need to
store separated food waste on-site, and pay for hauling costs.
At this point, this is a buyer beware situation, with research
required on the part of the potential purchaser.

On-site composting systems also are marketed as an op-
tion to manage source separated organics. There are many
successful on-site composting programs; the majority are at
institutions such as college campuses where there is a source
of wood chips and yard trimmings to mix with the food waste,
and often adequate space for the compost to cure prior to use.

The lesson learned over the years with any equipment mar-
keted to manage source separated organics is: there is no mag-
ic bullet. Each situation needs to be carefully evaluated to see
if the application is a good fit.

Separation Matters
Anything that ends up in the source separated organics

stream that is not an organic material in origin (or in the case
of compostable products, manufactured to biodegrade as an
organic material), is a contaminant. Common contaminants
include film plastics, packaging, twisty ties, latex gloves used
in food service and glass.There are costs associated with con-
taminants in the organics stream, primarily related to their
removal and the impact on compost product quality. Some
programs allow generators to include wet and soiled paper,
waxed corrugated and compostable products. Some only al-
low food waste. All programs spend a lot of time and effort
on training kitchen and custodial staff and collection servic-
es about source separation.

An effective tool for training is to photograph source sep-
arated organics that have contaminants and/or materials not
accepted (photos are taken of the contents in the cart or out-
side container or upon unloading at the composting site) and
immediately email them to the generator. This enables the
manager at that establishment to identify the source and do
follow up training with employees. One composting compa-
ny makes sure that any new generator being added to the pro-
gram is serviced last on the collection route for the first sev-
eral weeks so that those loads are easy to identify (first off the
truck) and examine for contaminants. Other collection and
composting companies may reject loads, or else charge the
generator a premium for directing a contaminated load to a
disposal facility.

Educate and Re-educate 
Continual training is necessary to ensure that employees

are properly separating out contaminants/materials not ac-
cepted and that they are recovering as much of the food waste
that is generated.Other factors that need to be addressed with
employee training are creating signage in multiple languages,
and maximizing the use of pictures of allowed/not allowed
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materials on the signage.Also important is positive reinforce-
ment and recognition by management to reward the source
separation/participation behavior. Bringing employees to the
composting site, where they can see how the food scraps they
separate are being transformed into compost, pays huge div-
idends in enthusiasm for the program and proper separation.
This also provides generators a first-hand look at the nega-
tive impact of contaminants.

Cost Matters 
There is a cost associated with establishing effective source

separation programs, especially the investment in collection
containers and employee training. Often, the organics hauler,
the public agency and/or the composter will provide contain-
ers as part of the program, as well as assist in training. Fre-
quently,the tipping fee at the composting facility is lower than
the landfill tipping fee, providing an incentive to the genera-
tor to participate (direct savings or indirect savings via the
hauler).

Once generators separate their organic materials from the
trash, they typically can reduce both the size of the trash con-
tainer they have to lease, and the frequency of service. This
translates directly into a cost savings for the generator. In ad-
dition,program participants frequently mention that separat-
ing food scraps into their own seal-tight container, and hav-
ing this material picked up on a regular schedule, reduces
odors and vectors in the area where trash containers are stored.

Eliminate Sources of Contaminants
One way to reduce contamination at the source is to elimi-

nate the sources of contamination. Increasingly, restaurants,
sports venues,convention centers,college campuses and schools
are switching to bulk condiment containers,wooden stirrers in-
stead of plastic, compostable cups and serviceware, and related
purchasing practices.Along with robust recycling initiatives and
proactive source separation training, many establishments are
able to almost eliminate contamination in the organics stream
and significantly reduce the amount of trash generated. �
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How to Advance 
Composting

Section

4

How to Grow Composting in the US 
Every state in the union can increase the recovery of yard

trimmings,food scraps,and other organic materials.Many are
actively doing so. Almost 20 states have or are in the process
of revising their permitting regulations for compost facilities.
Every state in the union can also increase its use of compost
and through purchasing policies and specifying best manage-
ment practices can encourage the production and utilization
of high-quality compost for high-quality applications.We can
also do better at monetizing the benefits of compost, such as
its ability to sequester carbon in soils, in order to incentivize
the industry. In the absence of strong federal policy, local and
state government can set zero and specific food waste recov-
ery goals, and they can tie their composting goals to soil
health, watershed preservation, climate protection, and waste
reduction goals.

There are many strategies to advance composting in the US.
Solid scientific research is needed to demonstrate compost-
ing’s benefits. The US Composting Council’s Research and
Education Foundation, for instance, is actively seeking sup-
port to compile and improve data related to storm water dis-
charge from composting facilities, propose standards and
specifications for compost use in green roof media, and
demonstrate water saving with compost use across different
soil/climate/crop scenarios.An accurate estimate of the num-
ber of composting and digestion facilities in the US and eval-
uation of both the direct and indirect economic benefit from

the existence of these organics recycling facilities is needed to
support economic development efforts to expand the indus-
try. Further research to document the actual impacts (social,
environmental, economic) of small-scale community com-
posting facilities is also warranted.

New rules and policies are very effective means for growing
composting. Pages 82 to 85 (see “Policy Opportunities and
Needs” below) outline a menu of local and state policies that
could be implemented to further composting and compost
production.Also needed is financial modeling to provide valid
data for investors and other interested parties.Training is crit-

Figure 4-1: Soil is a precious resource. It is the thin outermost layer of the
Earth’s crust that forms the basis for existence of life on this planet.

Photo credit: Snohomish Conservation District, Betterground.org



ical to the success of composting, regardless of the size. The
development of professional compost science,engineering and
usage programs at state land-grant colleges in the US could
be funded to both raise the professionalism of the industry and
to create a cadre of graduates that can help run and expand
composting facilities.The sidebar on page 81 captures the par-
ticular need for trained operators at small-scale sites.

National Soils Policy
But perhaps nothing is more important to advancing com-

posting and compost use than reinvigorating the movement
to promote a national soil policy. In 1975, Jerry Goldstein, the
founder of BioCycle, suggested that a National Humus Pro-
gram was vital: “As we enter the Bicentennial Year, let’s sug-
gest to our politicians and policy makers that we should in-
clude in the celebration the vow to build up the soil humus
content of the nation with all kinds of organic wastes. Per-
haps we can even get our candidates in 1976 to include a Hu-
mus Plank in their presidential platforms.”Ten months later
(February 1976), a “Special Action Issue” of Environmental
Action Bulletin (EAB) (a newsletter that Goldstein edited)
was titled, “The National Soil Fertility Program,” expanding
on the concept of the National Humus Program. The issue
included a “self-mailer” that readers could use to send com-
ments to the two Congressmen, Rep. Fred Richmond (D-
NY) and Rep. James Jeffords (R-VT), who agreed to shep-
herd the program through the House Agriculture
Committee.The self-mailer explained that The National Soil
Fertility Program (NSFP) “shall be our national policy to en-
courage the return of soil-building organic matter to our
country’s farmlands and to reclaim that land rendered unpro-
ductive by mining, abandonment, erosion and other conse-
quences of our society’s climb to affluence.”1

Rep. Richmond, the only member of the House Agricul-
ture Committee at the time representing a totally urban con-
stituency, noted that “the consumers definitely have a real
stake in farming and farm policy. And that means a soil pol-
icy. The NSFP will directly affect urban residents. Fertile
soils mean that less fossil fuel input is necessary to produce
any given crop and, with the price of energy the way it is,
this will translate into food at a moderate cost … We also
must convince the city administrators to accept their place
in the nation’s total food chain. In a truly national food pol-
icy, cities must recycle both solid wastes and sewage sludge
back to the land.”2

The wrap-up by Jerry Goldstein on the NSFP is startling
in its prescience: “The National Soil Fertility Program em-
phasizes that organic waste should be used under a priority
system that puts composting first. To burn it is to condemn
our nation’s soils to a continued loss of organic matter, in-
creased soil erosion and a loss of the vitality and life-sustain-
ing force of those soils.”3 Fast forward to February 19, 1977,
when an update appeared in EAB on the NSFP legislation:
“During 1976, major provisions of the National Soil Fertili-
ty Program were successfully inserted into the Democratic
Party’s platform, with backing from then-candidate Carter.

Now the program has reached legislative form …. The fol-
lowing wording is from Sec. 6, par. 56 of H.R. 75, sponsored
by Rep. E. de la Garza (D-TX), a ranking member of the
House Agriculture Committee.The bill is also known as the
Land and Water Resource Conservation Act of 1977:

“[The bill calls for] investigation and analysis of the practi-
cability, desirability, and feasibility of collecting organic waste
materials, including manure, crop and food wastes, industrial
organic wastes, municipal sewage sludge, logging and wood
manufacturing residues,and any other organic refuse,compost-
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Figure 4-2: England’s soil strategy recognizes the benefits of compost.
Source: www.gov.uk 

Spotlight

Recycling Every Drop Of Organics: An article in March/April
2014 BioCycle, “Compost And Mulch Aid Drought Survival” by
Dr. Sally Brown of the University of Washington, makes the case
for using compost, mulch, biosolids, manures and other organ-
ics as a drought survival tool. The article used California and
Washington as cases in point. Wrote Brown: “The problem in
California and elsewhere is that there aren’t enough organics
to go around. Let’s use the case of the almond trees in Califor-
nia for our rough calculations, and focus only on how much
yard trimmings, food scraps and biosolids are available. Each
person generates about 60 dry pounds each of biosolids and
food scraps, and 1.5 times that quantity of yard trimmings, an-
nually. If the food waste and yard trimmings are composted,
that makes about 75 lbs of compost per person. There are 38
million people in California. That translates into annual produc-
tion of about 1.1 million tons of biosolids and 1.4 million tons
of compost, coming to a little over a ton of compost per year
for each acre of almonds — well under what should be applied
(4-6 tons per acre per year). In 2012, there were 1.5 million acres
of hay harvested in California. This equates to less than a ton
of biosolids per acre of hay — again, well under the agronom-
ic application rate of 3-5 tons per acre per year.  ….. The bot-
tom line is that California and other states with large agricul-
tural economies should be recycling every drop of organics —
a well-documented and proven step for addressing drought
conditions.”

www.gov.uk


ing or similarly treating such materials, transporting and plac-
ing such material on to the land to improve soil tilth and fer-
tility.The analysis shall include projected costs of such collec-
tion, transportation and placement in accordance with sound,
locally approved soil and water conservation practices.”4

Now, more than ever, it’s time to bring back Jerry Gold-
stein’s campaign for a National Soil Fertility Program. ILSR
and BioCycle call for a National Soils Act.England has adopt-
ed a “soil strategy” that may be model for the US to emulate.
Compost is recognized as an important method of increas-
ing levels of organic matter in soil, reducing fertilizer require-
ments and diverting materials from landfill.5

Needed Infrastructure 
To grow composting in the US, a more robust collection

and processing infrastructure is needed. Venues generating
food scraps, for instance, lack collection and separation sys-
tems, and collection service providers need places to deliver
source-separated organics.There is simply insufficient capac-
ity to handle the food scraps now discarded in the US.

In 2012, the Massachusetts Department of the Environ-
ment released its MassDEP Organics Study and Action Plan,
which identified infrastructure and other needs to address in
order to achieve its 35% food waste diversion goal by 2020.10

Among the barriers identified, the plan outlined how to over-
come the following infrastructure shortcomings:

Collection Infrastructure – Lack of Collection and Separation

Systems at Generators: Generators need more information, re-
search and technical and financial support to build more ro-
bust collection and management systems.To stimulate com-
petition and reduce costs, more collection service is needed.
Generators need to know who can provide service and be able
to negotiate for service amongst multiple collectors. Haulers
of organics need to achieve route density in order to provide
competitive collection services. New collection methods and
technologies need to be reviewed and tested.

Processing Capacity/ Market Development – Insufficient Pro-

cessing Capacity & Lack of End-Markets For Products: Once
collected, source separated organics must have a place to go.

Although Massachusetts has a number of entities accepting
organics for processing and this number is growing,addition-
al capacity is still needed. Once processed, finished products
need to find a home. Although there are consistent and suf-
ficient outlets for compost, developing and promoting high-
er value compost products and uses that increase revenue for
processors will help drive down overall system costs thereby
improving the cost-effectiveness of organics diversion.

Regulatory Reform/Waste Ban – Regulatory Environment

that Is Unclear and Considered Cumbersome, Need for Steady

Supply of Source Separated Organics: The lack of clear permit
pathways for organics processing facilities that employ ad-
vanced technology such as anaerobic digestion, and concerns
about the applicability of the local site assignment process to
such facilities, has been a barrier to the expansion of organ-
ics capacity in the Commonwealth. Revising the State’s sol-
id waste siting regulations to address these issues will help fa-
cilitate development of new and expanded capacity. Public

Spotlight

National Soils Act. The benefits of using compost to improve
soil and water quality and reduce usage of chemical fertilizers
and herbicides have been exhibited many times over. More re-
cently, carbon sequestration has been added to the list of ben-
efits. Less recognized is the role that compost can play in mak-
ing soils more drought resilient. The US would benefit greatly
from a national soils policy, similar in scope to the federal Clean
Air and Clean Water Acts. By default, a national soils policy that
would, for example, specify a minimal soil organic matter con-
tent, would be the single greatest contributor to increased
composting in the US as compost is a proven tool in building
soil organic matter.

Spotlight

Financial Modeling for Composting Facilities: Develop fi-
nancial models for composting facilities that provide valid cost-
for-service calculations, as well as facility investment costs. Ad-
dress “wild cards,” e.g., permitting costs and site-related costs
that lead to an “abandon site” red flag. Work with lenders and
investors to determine costs for debt and equipment, collater-
al, etc. Outline fixed costs and variable costs. Underpinning this
are tried and true BMPs for performance-based composting so
that costs to operate successfully are known. For example, de-
termine the percent of capital costs related to optimizing com-
posting, which includes controlling odors, e.g., hard surface,
proper equipment for feedstocks being composted, etc., as
well as the percent of operating costs related to contaminant
removal. It is also worthwhile to investigate ways to offset the
economic impact of purchasing carbonaceous bulking agents,
including research into the development of clean wood recy-
cling programs, and demonstration of the safety of engineered
wood products in composting. 

Figure 4-3: The MassDEP developed an action plan to overcome barriers
to organics diversion. 
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and private investment in collection systems and processing
capacity of organics is contingent on these entities having
confidence that a sufficient amount of organic material will
be available. While some generators have established pro-
grams without a ban, a waste ban is necessary to drive wide-
spread adoption of organics diversion.

The Action Plan lays out an ambitious list of actions to ad-
dress each identified barrier, from establishing technical as-
sistance and grant/loans programs to promulgating organics
ban regulations.

Benefits of Decentralization
What is missing, however, is any recognition of the bene-

fits of a decentralized and diversified infrastructure. Com-
posting can take place at many levels – backyard,block,neigh-
borhood,schoolyard,community,and regional – and in urban,
suburban, and rural areas.There are many methods and sizes.

Large-scale centralized facilities can serve wide geographic
areas and divert significant quantities of organic materials
from disposal facilities. Composting locally at the neighbor-
hood or community-scale level yields many other benefits:
improved local soils,more local jobs,greener spaces,enhanced
food security and fewer food deserts, less truck traffic haul-
ing garbage, increased composting know-how and skills with-
in the local workforce and reinforced in the next generation.
When composting is small-scale and locally based, commu-
nity participation and education can flourish.

ILSR recommends the development of a composting
strategy that promotes home composting and small-scale
farm and community sites as a priority, followed by onsite
institutional systems (particularly at schools) and then de-
velopment of commercial capacity for remaining organics.
Unlike large-scale centralized facilities, small-scale sites do
not need waste transfer stations and can be constructed in
a matter of weeks instead of years. But small sites need
trained operators to avoid the odor and pest pitfalls that
might give small-scale and community-based composting a
bad name. Also needed are community leaders who can fos-
ter community participation in composting as well as aware-
ness of the myriad benefits compost has to offer, which in
turn will build support for other significant composting sys-
tems like municipal collection.

Support for support community-based and small-scale
composting can come in many forms: funding to start pilot
programs and purchase equipment, access to land, operator
training, development of small-scale equipment, permitting
regulations to facilitate small-scale sites, appropriate guide-
lines, quantification of benefits, and marketing assistance.

Supporting Community Composting: 
Survey Findings

In October 2013, ILSR identified and surveyed more than
40 community-based composting operations in the US.More
than half participated in an online survey, which solicited ba-
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Spotlight

Demonstration Sites and Benefits Analysis of Applying
Residuals to Soils. There is a wide range of opportunities for
use of organic amendments to improve soils and result in in-
creased carbon storage. For many cases it is not necessary to
use composted materials to realize increases in productivity
and soil carbon storage. Application of animal manures and
Class B biosolids have both been shown to accomplish both
of these goals. Soil improvements will normally occur over
time with repeated applications of these amendments to
meet the nutrient needs of a crop. With the increased use of
anaerobic digestion as a means to reduce fugitive emissions
and reduce pathogens from animal manures and to produce
electricity using a range of feedstocks, there will likely be in-
creased quantities of digestates available for land application.
Some studies have found that composting prior to land appli-
cation reduces the potential for fugitive gas emissions.6,7,8

However, composting increases costs related to use of organ-
ic amendments. The composting process can also result in
fugitive gas emissions, although process controls can mini-
mize these. In general, cost and public acceptance are the two
most limiting factors for increased use of organic residuals.
Use of alternative tools like life cycle assessment and environ-
mental accounting can provide an alternative and typically
more sophisticated understanding of the costs and benefits
of different end use options for residuals.9

A range of demonstration sites that include different residu-
als and are accompanied by benefits assessments using LCA
and other tools may be an excellent way to increase the accept-
ance of residuals use for a broad range of applications. The
largest category of residuals that is being underutilized and
mismanaged are animal manures. Here, bringing traditional
agricultural organizations as well as private industry into these
sites as partners may increase the potential impact of these
sites. Further including other environmental groups, such as
the Nature Conservancy, that traditionally don’t focus on tra-
ditional agriculture or urban issues would be a way to increase
the visibility of these projects and the understanding of their
potential impact. 

Figure 4-4: Locally based composting builds community
and should be supported 
Photo credit: NYC Compost Project



sic information on materials composted, composting method
place, as well as challenges and tips for replication. We fol-
lowed up with select sites to gather additional information on
lessons learned and how to overcome challenges. Table 4-1
lists the core features of 42 programs we identified when con-
ducting research for this report (listed in the order in which
they began operation). See Appendix F for a summary of
ILSR’s survey data. ILSR’s companion report, Growing Lo-

cal Fertility: A Guide to Community Composting (produced in
collaboration with the Highfields Center for Composting in
Vermont), includes more detailed information on the wide
range of community composting initiatives flourishing across
the country.

For The State of Composting in the US report, we specifically
asked community composters the following questions: If ma-
jor national funding was available to support small-scale and
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4-1: Select community composting programs, in order of start date

Collection Demo &
Start Entre- Comm. Farm, Farm, Drop-Off Off-Site On-Site Training Worker Home-

Name City, State Date preneur Garden School Urban Rural Network Composter Composter Site Coop. Based

Resource Center Chicago, IL 1983 x x

Wasatch Community Gardens Salt Lake City, UT 1989 x x

Lower East Side Ecology Center Lower East Side, NY 1990 x x

Brooklyn Botanic Garden Brooklyn , NY 1993 x x

Growing Power Milwaukee, WI 1993 x x x x

NYC Compost 5 boroughs, NY 1993 x x x x

Queens Botanical Garden Queens/Flushing , NY 1993 x x

Greenway Environmental Services Poughkeepsie, NY 2000 x x x

Compost Club Sonoma, CA 2003 x x

Red Hook Community Farm Brooklyn , NY 2003 x x

Kingdom View Compost Lyndonville, VT 2006 x x

Pedal People Cooperative Florence, MA 2007 x x

Grow Compost of Vermont, LLC Waterbury, VT 2008 x x

Kompost Kids Milwaukee, WI 2008 x x x x x

Earth Matter Governors’ Island, NY 2009 x x x

BIG! Compost Queens, NY 2010 x x

CommonWealth Urban Farms Oklahoma City, OK 2010 x x

ECO City Farms Edmonston, MD 2010 x x

Univ. of Louisville Louisville, KY 2010 x x

Close the Loop! St. Albans Northwestern, VT 2011 x x x x x

Ferrisburgh Central School Ferrisburgh, VT 2011 x

Green NAU Energy Initiative Flagstaff, AZ 2011 x

Grow NYC New York, NY 2011 x x

Philly Compost 19125 Philadelphia, PA 2011 x x

Dirt Factory/University City District Philadelphia, PA 2012 x

Empire Zero Castleton, NY 2012 x

Farmer Pirates Co-op/Compost Crew Buffalo, NY 2012 x x x

Fertile Ground Oklahoma City, OK 2012 x x

Myrtle Village Green Brooklyn , NY 2012 x x

NC Comm Gardens Partners Greensboro, NC 2012 x x

We Got Leaves Shorewood, WI 2012 x

Apple Ledge Farm Coventry, VT 2013 x x

Community Composting Rochester Rochester, NY 2013 x

DC Public Schools Washington, DC 2013 x x

DC Urban Greens Washington, DC 2013 x

Roots Composting, LLC Flagstaff, AZ 2013 x x x

The Farm Between Jeffersonville, VT 2013 x x

The NE Kingdom Residential Drop-Off VT 2013 x

Univ of Maine Orono, ME 2013 x x

CERO Boston, MA 2014 x x

Lake Region Union High School Orleans, VT 2014 x

Tinmouth Compost Tinmouth, VT 2014 x x

Source:  Brenda Platt, James McSweeney, and Jenn Davis, Growing Local Fertility: Guide to Community Composting (Institute for Local Self-Reliance and Highfields Center for Composting:
April 2014).



community-based composting,on what do you think this fund-
ing should be spent? What specific actions or steps are need-
ed to advance locally based composting? Responses also are in
Appendix F; a summary of comments related to training are in
the sidebar on page 81. Below is a sampling of the responses:

Technical Assistance and Grants
• “Funding municipalities to offer more technical

assistance and money for equipment.”
• “Funds to focus on promoting a widely diverse array of

models for community composting all over the
country, so it is easier to see what leads to success but
also easier for communities to choose what works best
for them.”

• “Define an appropriate scale and a financial structure
that allows community-based composting to exist with
paid staff.”

• “More research and development of equipment
appropriate to our scale, e.g., bicycle-powered sifters
and shredders”

• “Proper testing infrastructure so it’s easy for
communities to test their product.”

Policies and Standards
• “Local and state officials, such as those who regulate

hauling of waste and environmental protection, need to
interpret their mandates, or have their mandates
changed, to actively support rather than impede
community composters. Not only are exemptions
needed, but active assistance is needed.”

• “There should be a designation and specific regulations
for composting operations that fall between ‘farm’ and
‘backyard.’ Funding systems for this size and style of
operation would also be helpful.”

• “Perhaps property tax abatements for undeveloped real
estate converted to community composting
operations.”

Public Education and Marketing
• “Composting is the foundation of food gardening. Any

program to promote composting should be inseparable
from a program to increase gardening activity
generally.”

• “First the policy argument in favor of community
composting should be thoroughly developed for multiple
audiences, including the general public, national/state/
local electeds, and private funders.That will also require
some marketing methods, especially videos appropriate
for short presentations in public settings or private Board
meetings.There’s so much talk of access to land, but that
issue will resolve considerably when parks and botanic
gardens and sanitation departments are sold on the idea
— that’s when they will start actually looking hard for
the land, all the more so when foundations are sold on
the idea and starting offering money.”

• “Getting people to DO it! Education, Research &
Development, distribute small containers for
kitchens, where to keep it until pick up, set up an
engineering ‘challenge’ for new technology (using
materials readily available from Home Depot), 60
days or less, no electricity, no moving parts, use in
vacant lot until developed, flexible, transportable, 12
months a year, insulated”

Impediments/Threats 
Despite many compelling drivers, there are a number of ob-

stacles to widespread implementation of composting, partic-
ularly decentralized systems. Obstacles include:

• Lack of policies reinforcing the solid waste management
hierarchy that prioritizes source reduction and reuse
followed by recycling and composting

• Cheap landfill disposal fees
• Deep pockets of the landfill and incinerator industry to

lobby effectively for renewable energy subsidies
• Landfill gas recovery companies working to overturn state

bans on landfill disposal of yard trimmings
• Increasing consolidation and vertical integration of the

organics recovery industry
• Lack of organic material receiving facilities or

infrastructure (i.e., composters and anaerobic digesters)
• Lack of affordable compost hauling services
• Out-of-date state permitting regulations for composters

and anaerobic digesters that often treat organics recovery
facilities as solid waste disposal operations

• Unlimited set-out of residential trash allowed in most
communities free of charge

• Lack of training programs and best practice toolkits for
backyard, community and onsite composting (see sidebar)

• Difficulty in finding adequate land for composting
operations
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Figure 4-5: States can pass rules to encourage on-farm
and other small-scale operators to compost.

Photo credit: BioCycle



• Difficulty securing tonnage feedstock guarantees for
organics receiving facilities (needed to attract investment)

• Lack of information on sources and amounts of food
scraps and other compostable materials. Better
information on organics generation and disposal is needed
to help generators, collectors, and processors of organic
materials make sound infrastructure investments.

• For onsite composting, securing the proper mix of
ingredients for optimal composting conditions and having
trained staff adequately maintain the composting system

• For food scrap generators, ready access to affordable
composting services and collection programs that do not
overburden staff and customers

• Perception that starting composting is too costly because it
involves start-up costs such as new collection bins or
containment equipment, training/educating staff and
citizens, and separate add-on hauling fees

• Inability of food scrap generators to realize savings on
reduced trash collection by renegotiating hauling contracts
(especially if hauling is included in lease agreements)

• Poorly operated composting facilities that ultimately give a
bad name to composting

• A new class of persistent herbicides called “pyridine
and pyrimidine carboxylic acids” that has been

designed for use in hayfields, horse pastures,
agricultural crop production, golf courses, right-of-
ways, and lawns to kill off unwanted weeds and to
remain effective for several months to years. When
found in compost and soils in minute concentrations
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Trained Community Leaders Needed to Support Locally Based Community Composting

We know there is a demand for community leaders trained in the
science and practice of composting, as well as strong interest to be-
come trained. Manhattan’s Lower East Side Ecology Center, for in-
stance, has 120 applicants each year for its composter training class
but only 25 spots. In addition, they need more leaders to provide
technical assistance to the community composting sites they have
helped launch. 

The need for training was reinforced in a survey ILSR conducted
October 2013 of existing locally based small-scale composters. The
survey aimed to not only assess tips for replication and best prac-
tices, but also to highlight challenges and needs. We found that
even the best programs identified operator training as a critical
need. When asked what specific actions or steps are needed to ad-
vance community-based composting, several responses related to
training:

“Compost operator training or other compost educational pro-
grams.”

“Trainings for community members to ensure they're making
quality compost.”

“Training Staffing Equipment”
“Technical assistance/community educators”
“Require standards to insure quality operation and product.”
“Training, and funding assistance for improved equipment that

mitigates odor and vectors is a #1 priority. A trained composter
knows the need for proper equipment and systems to ensure an
odor free, vermin free operation.”

“Technical assistance to manage operations, appropriate guide-
lines, model systems for urban environment”

“For urban contexts the compost operator trainings have got to
be turned inside out and upside down to recognize some realities
about how different success looks in an urban context. Such train-
ings just do not exist at present, at least in full measure. The train-
ings for urban composters are often bound by the mindset of small
community gardens, and even those trainings often fail to address
adequately the issues of rats and smells. Adequate training must
precede any scaling up of interest in urban community compost-
ing, or many well-intentioned folks will expend a lot of energy, mon-
ey, and time, and then fail. Lastly, once the policy argument is force-
fully made, and the new trainings are ready to roll out, we're ready
for government funds to focus on promoting a widely diverse ar-
ray of models for community composting all over the country, so
it is easier to see what leads to success but also easier for commu-
nities to choose what works best for them.”

“Implement educational outreach and technical maintenance
training”

Tips for replication also identified training as important:
“Apprentice at a successful site first to make sure you are not just

talk and no action, because as profoundly important as compost-
ing is, it is hard work when it is done right. Worthy, but hard. And
for urban contexts, be certain you will be able to schedule opera-
tional tasks sufficient to control odors and rodents and observe an
aesthetic standard far higher than for a rural context -- otherwise
your impact will be to generate opposition to composting rather
than love for it.”

“Be sure you have experienced composters as part of the oper-
ation. Be sure you understand the systems.”

Figure 4-6: While trash burners are presented as green, renewable,
economical solutions to waste problems, in reality, these facilities drain
financial resources, pollute, undermine waste reduction and economic

development efforts, and compete with the introduction of
comprehensive food scrap composting systems.

Photo credit: Institute for Local Self-Reliance
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(as low as 1 part per billion), these persistent
herbicides directly harm a wide range of sensitive
crops (e.g., tomatoes and beans), threatening the
economic viability of many industries, including the
multi-billion dollar composting industry in the
United States.11 

Policy Opportunities and Needs 
Local and state government policies are needed to over-

come lack of infrastructure and other obstacles to diverting
organic materials from disposal.

Local
• Adopt a highest and best use hierarchy that prioritizes

source reduction, food rescue, home-based composting,
and community-based and on-farm composting over large
centralized composting facilities.

• Start an edible food donation program.
• Promote backyard composting and grasscycling and start a

Master Composting training program.
• Target a wide range of yard debris for composting (grass,

leaves, brush, garden trimmings, Christmas trees).
• Offer curbside collection service year-round, with option

to not collect in/require off-season.
• Ban collection of yard trimmings in plastic bags; require

setout in kraft bags or reusable containers.
• Require weekly yard trimmings separation and setout.
• Require landscapers to recover yard trimmings for

composting.
• Ban yard trimmings from waste transfer stations, landfills

and incinerators.
• Set up drop-off sites for materials not collected at curbside

(such as pumpkins, Christmas trees, garden trimmings).
• Give preference in purchasing to locally-produced

compost.
• Require all public agencies to adopt yard trimmings

reduction practices such as controlled irrigation, precise

fertilization usage, grasscycling, selective pruning, onsite
composting and mulching/backyard composting, proper
organic materials applications, and environmentally
beneficial landscape design. Encourage residences,
businesses, and institutions to adopt these practices.

• Pilot a residential project to compost food residuals (such
as curbside collection with yard trimmings, curbside
collection without yard trimmings, or drop-off collection).

• Consider creating a hybrid yard trimmings program that
collects some household organics but not the full range
covered by most food scrap programs. (Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, for instance, allows fruit and vegetable peelings,
human and pet hair, paper plates, paper towels, and paper
napkins.12)

• Pilot a government cafeteria food residual collection and
composting project.

• Pilot composting food residuals and compostable food
service ware at public events or publicly sponsored events.

• Require submittal of a composting plan in order to obtain
a street closure permit for a public event.

• Implement purchasing specifications for compostable food
service ware (such as products must be certified as
compostable).

• Integrate plans to incorporate food residual recovery into
solid waste management plans.

• Ban the use of non-essential pesticides on all public and
private property.

• Maintain a user-friendly comprehensive easy-to-navigate
web site dedicated to all aspects of composting from how-
to-backyard-compost with rodent-free bins to a list of
compost facilities and how to donate edible food.

• Establish compost-amended soil requirements (minimum
organic matter content for post-construction disturbed
soils).

Figure 4-7: Persistent herbicide crop damage to tomato plant (top) and
eggplant (bottom) at Green Mountain Compost, VT, in 2012. The com-
poster’s costs totaled $792,000 from settling complaints, retrieving un-

sold product, testing and legal assistance, and loss in sales.
Photo Credit: US Composting Council, Position Statement on Persistent Herbicides

Figure 4-8: The City of Toronto is one city that bans the set out of yard
trimmings in plastic bags. 

Flyer credit: City of Toronto



State

• Establish a minimum 75% recycling goal by 2030.
(California’s 75% goal is helping to expand composting in
that state.) 

• Adopt a highest and best use hierarchy that prioritizes
source reduction, food rescue, home-based composting,
and community-based and on-farm composting over large
centralized composting facilities.

• Implement a per-ton surcharge on all disposal facilities
(transfer stations, landfills, and trash incinerators) to create
revenue to fund recycling and composting initiatives and
create financial incentives to reduce trash.

• Establish a moratorium on building new trash incinerators
(with or without “energy recovery”) until new rules
regulating composting facilities and programs and policies
to support composting are in place.

• Assess sources and amounts of yard trimmings and food
scraps to enable organic material generators and processors
to make sound infrastructure investments and help direct
government programs.

• Develop sector specific best management practices for
organics collection programs (supermarkets, hotels,
schools, residential, etc.).

• Establish technical assistance and grant programs to divert
food scraps from public colleges/universities, hospitals, and
correctional facilities and loan programs for private
facilities diverting organics.

• Provide financial assistance to existing and potential
haulers to initiate organics collection efforts (as long as this
financial assistance does not put onsite and small-scale
composters at a competitive disadvantage).

• Support efforts to collect organics from residential sources.
• Ban yard trimmings from landfills and incinerators.
• Ban commercially generated organic materials from

landfills and incinerators (if organic materials recycling
facilities exist within 20 miles of point of generation).

• Ban use of conventional plastic bags for yard trimmings
collection in specific metropolitan areas.

• Require all state agencies to adopt yard waste reduction
practices such as controlled irrigation, precise fertilization
usage, grasscycling, selective pruning, onsite composting
and mulching/backyard composting, proper organic
materials applications, and environmentally beneficial
landscape design. Encourage residences, businesses, and
institutions to adopt these practices.

• Require cities and counties or service providers to create
the opportunity to recycle, including the establishment of
“an effective residential yard debris collection and
composting program that includes the promotion of home
composting of yard debris, and that also includes either: (a)
Monthly or more frequent on-route collection of yard
debris from residences for production of compost or other
marketable products; or (b) a system of yard debris
collection depots conveniently located and open to the
public at least once a week…‘Yard debris’ includes grass

clippings, leaves, hedge trimmings and similar vegetative
waste generated from residential property or landscaping
activities, but does not include stumps or similar bulky
wood materials.”

• Incentivize use of compostable bags for collection of
yard trimmings by allowing tax deductions on State
income tax for bag purchases.

• Incentivize use of backyard composting bins by allowing
tax deductions on State income tax for backyard bin
purchases.

• Launch an education and outreach campaign to
highlight composting and compost use.

State Composting Infrastructure
Development Policies

• Develop sample zoning ordinances that define
composting, composting facilities and acceptable land uses
by right, or by conditional approval.

• Assess and support development of onsite food residual
management solutions.

� Research and test onsite collection and treatment tech-
nologies: In-vessel composting unit case studies, gather
independent evaluations of technologies

� Support through targeted grants and loans: Grants for
capital cost of onsite systems at public facilities, low in-
terest loans for capital cost of onsite systems at private
facilities

• Develop FAQ document to address public questions and
concerns over different types of facilities/technologies.

• Encourage municipal expansion of existing composting
operations and siting of new operations.

• Establish simple certification form for small organics
operations at municipal sites.

• Identify financial and technical assistance for companies
interested in establishing and expanding composting
facilities, including grants, loans, and job training
programs.
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Figure 4-9: By mapping food waste generation by zip code, GIS maps
like this one developed by ILSR and VA Tech for Virginia can help collec-

tion service plan routes and facilities plan for adequate capacity.
Source: Institute for Local Self-Reliance



• Encourage new private development or expand existing
organics management capacity:

� Provide aggressive low-interest loans 
� Offer pre-permitting assistance
� Promote more capitalization of and technical assis-

tance to existing farm composting/AD operations
to help meet local capacity needs
� Support new farm operations
� Leverage and coordinate funding assistance across
state financial assistance programs

• Streamline regulations/permitting programs:
� Adopt performance based permitting regulations for
composting facilities (time/temp; air/odors; stormwa-
ter quality) that include carve-outs for small-scale and
onsite operators
� Consider operations that collect, process, and re-
cover organic materials as recycling facilities not sol-
id waste facilities (MD House Bill 1440, passed in
the 2013 legislative session, authorizes the Mary-
land Department of the Environment to issue regu-
lations exempting organic material capable of being
composted from the definition of solid waste)
� Provide a clear permitting pathway
� Allow small on-farm food scraps composting with
only registrations, not permits (set appropriate
thresholds, e.g., less than 250 tons/year)
� Increase flexibility for meeting financial assurance
by allowing periodic payments into depository fi-
nancial instruments
� Require all permitted composting facilities have at
least one operator trained via a national, state, or lo-
cal compost operator training program
� Train all regulators in the basics of composting and
organics diversion

State Compost Usage
Encouragement Policies

• Adopt and endorse a variety of compost uses in State
guidance and manuals such as soil erosion and
sediment control manuals and stormwater design
manuals.

• Take affirmative steps to explore and encourage the use
of compost and compost products, including as
bioretention soils, green roof soils, and for roadway
projects and slopes.

• Increase funding to cooperative extensions to develop
compost usage and benefit education programs for
homeowners and landscapers in counties and
municipalities.

• Increase funding to appropriate state agencies to develop
compost usage database for web-based downloads of
technical information on crop yield increases and disease
suppression, sediment loss reduction and erosion
prevention, and acid mine drainage remediation due to
compost use.

• Require state departments of transportation and other
agencies to procure soil amendments by specifying
composts certified by the US Composting Council’s Seal
of Testing Assurance program.

• Develop specifications for high-value applications for
high-quality compost products.

• Establish compost-amended soil requirements (minimum
organic matter content for post-construction disturbed
soils).

• Give preference in purchasing to in-state-produced
compost, or even better, require the state to purchase
compost from facilities registered and compliant with
the state.

Statewide Economic Incentives
• Require “Pay-As-You-Throw”solid waste programs in all

municipalities.
• Promote Industrial Revenue Bond programs for

composting facility construction capital.
• Encourage Economic Development Authorities to include

compost facility sites in their portfolios of industrial sites.
• Monetize greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions

from food scraps diversion from landfilling (~ 0.87 MT
CO2eq per ton diverted) by acting as carbon credits
aggregator and refunding carbon credits to host
municipalities.

• Monetize GHG emissions reductions from carbon
sequestration due to compost use as a soil amendment
(~ 0.35 mt CO2eq reduced/ton used) in same fashion as
above.

• Incentivize agricultural usage of compost by allowing
income tax deductions for purchase price and income
tax credits for reductions in nitrous oxide GHG
emissions due to replacement of nitrogen fertilizer
usage with compost.

• Explore other tax policy tools to encourage composting.
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Figure 4-10: The Ohio EPA has produced model code language for
zoning officials, municipalities, community groups and other

stakeholders to encourage the establishment of community gardens
and composting activities in compliance with related local land use and
state environmental regulations. Composting is an approved accessory

activity at community gardens and urban farms.
Source: Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, www.epa.ohio.gov

www.epa.ohio.gov
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Other Statewide
• Maintain a user-friendly comprehensive easy-to-navigate

web site dedicated to all aspects of composting from how-
to-backyard-compost with rodent-free bins to a list of
composting facilities and state regulations.

• Target large generators such as by providing handbooks,
resources, and technical assistance (e.g., supermarkets,
hospitals, schools, state fairs) on how and where to
compost.

• Establish a voluntary Supermarket Recycling Program
Certification that encourages supermarkets to develop
sustainable programs for recycling and reusing organics
and other materials.

• Provide compost use training, and compost use
specifications and guidance.

• Set tiered materials recovery and waste reduction goals
(such as 75% recovery and caps on annual increases in
waste generation).

• Implement purchasing specifications for compostable food
service ware (such as products must be certified as
compostable).

• Prohibit the use of nebulous, false claims like
“biodegradable” in plastic packaging by requiring that

environmental claims can only be made if the terms used
are verified by an existing ASTM standard specification.

• Require each county develop and adopt a recycling plan
that includes the recycling of yard trimmings and food
residuals. �

Figure 4-11: The MassDEP produced a handbook to provide assistance
to supermarkets in launching composting programs for food scraps. It

has also partnered with the MA Food Association to establish a
voluntary Supermarket Recycling Program Certification to encourage

supermarkets to develop recycling and composting programs.
Source:  MassDEP, www.mass.gov

www.mass.gov
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Our recycling rate has stagnated between 30 and 35% for

more than a decade. With compostable material making

up one-third to one-half of municipal solid waste, there is

an enormous opportunity to achieve higher recycling lev-

els with comprehensive composting. In addition to yard

trimmings and food scraps, soiled paper such as pizza box-

es and paper towels can be composted. Switching to com-

postable foodservice ware and packaging would further

help divert materials from disposal facilities. Increasing

composting and compost use would benefit the US in oth-

er important ways too.

At the same time many states struggle to increase their

recycling levels, local watersheds continue to suffer from

excessive nitrogen and phosphorus levels due to nutrient-

laden runoff pollution. Excess fertilizers from farms and

suburban lawns, sewage from septic systems,and sediment

from construction projects wash off the land and into our

waterways every time it rains. When added to soil, com-

post can help manage these erosion, sedimentation, and

stormwater runoff problems.Healthy soils are essential for

protecting local watersheds. Naturally occurring (undis-

turbed) soil and vegetation provide important stormwater

functions: water infiltration; nutrient, sediment, and pol-

lutant adsorption; sediment and pollutant biofiltration;

water interflow storage and transmission; and pollutant

decomposition. These functions are largely lost when de-

velopment strips away native soil and vegetation and re-

places them with minimal topsoil and sod. Organic mat-

ter is vital to soil quality and amending soil with compost

is the best way to increase the organic matter in soil,which

improves soil’s ability to retain water.

Expanding the use of compost for stormwater and ero-

sion control and in green infrastructure such as green roofs

and rain gardens will create a new business sector through-

out the US. For every 10,000 tons of compost used per

year, about 18 jobs are sustained.1 This is in addition to the

jobs that could be created by expanding the manufactur-

ing of compost at composting sites.

There are countless farmers who could potentially start

composting if they were trained and could navigate zon-

ing and other regulations.Expansion of backyard compost-

ing would reduce municipal government costs to collect

and handle material and retain valuable organic matter in

our neighborhood soils.

Conclusion

America is at a crossroads.

Farmer Ned Foley of Two Particular Acres exemplifies the benefits of en-
couraging on-farm composting. He uses half the compost he produces
on his farm and sells the other half, diversifying his farm income. At the
same time, he no longer buys fossil-fuel-based fertilizers for $800/ton.
He has also created 1.5 equivalent full-time equivalent jobs through

composting urban food scraps from Philadelphia as well as agricultural
materials from neighboring farms.

Source: Institute for Local Self-Reliance



The creation of a comprehensive food recovery strategy

would ensure that edible organics are diverted to those who

need them most.

However, despite best intentions, composting and com-

post use will ultimately be limited if disposal fees remain

cheap,new trash incinerators are built (under the false guise

of providing renewable energy), persistent herbicides re-

main on the market, and policies are not passed to support

the development of adequate infrastructure.

Incinerators need waste to make good on bond obliga-

tions.While incinerators are presented as green,renewable,

economical solutions to waste problems, in reality, these fa-

cilities drain financial resources, pollute, undermine waste

reduction and economic development efforts, and compete

with the introduction of comprehensive food scrap com-

posting systems.

Composting operations, on a per-ton and a per-dollar-

capital-investment basis, sustain more jobs than landfills

or incinerators. For every 10,000 tons per year flowing to

an incinerator, one job is sustained. A 2013 ILSR study,

focused on Maryland, indicates that landfills sustain two

jobs per 10,000 tons per year landfilled. In contrast, com-

posting operations sustain four jobs for every 10,000 tons

per year they handle.2

Hundreds of new jobs could be created if organic mate-

rial was diverted from landfills and incinerators to com-

posting facilities.The potential job creation would increase

if a diverse composting infrastructure was developed, that

included many small- and medium-sized operations. The

study found that if every 1 million tons of organic mate-

rials now disposed were instead composted at a mix of

small, medium, and large facilities and the resulting com-

post used in green infrastructure, almost 1,400 new full-

time equivalent jobs could potentially be supported, pay-

ing wages ranging from $23 million to $57 million. In

contrast, when disposed in landfills and incinerators, this

tonnage only supports 120 to 220 jobs.

ILSR recommends a comprehensive composting strat-

egy: one that promotes home composting and small-scale

farm and community sites as a priority, followed by on-

site institutional systems and then development of com-

mercial capacity for remaining organics. In the absence

of strong federal policy, local and state government can

set specific food waste recovery goals, and they can tie

their composting goals to soil health, watershed preser-

vation, climate protection,and waste reduction goals.The

US has millions of acres of marginalized land starving

for organic matter. Just applying 1/2 inch of compost per

year to the 99 million acres of cropland eroding above

soil tolerance levels would require about 3 billion tons of

compost.There is not enough compost to meet this need.

No organic scrap should be wasted. We need to recycle

every potato peel. Indeed, reinvigorating the movement

for a national soils policy may be the most important

strategy for advancing compost production and use in

the US. �

End Notes

1 Brenda Platt, Bobby Bell, Cameron Harsh, Pay Dirt:

Composting in Maryland to Reduce Waste, Create Jobs, &

Protect the Bay (Washington, DC: Institute for Local

Self-Reliance, 2013), p. 40.

2 Platt, et al., Pay Dirt, pp. 39-40.
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Individual ASP
Individual ASP systems are stand-alone piles in which each

pile is serviced by a dedicated blower or aeration system.

Extended Aerated Static Pile
ASPs can be configured to be adjacent to each other, with-

out separating walls. Known as extended aerated static pile,
this configuration is commonly found in larger facilities. Ex-
tended ASP systems are based on building new aerated stat-
ic piles immediately adjacent to previously-built piles, so that
they share a common “wall” (see Figure A-2). These systems
can use space more economically than individual ASPs.

Fabric-Covered ASPs
Covered ASP systems consist of covering ASP piles with

either biogenic or synthetic covers, with biogenic covers in-
cluding compost (screened and unscreened),wood chips,saw-

dust, hay/straw, and similar materials. The porosity of a bio-
genic cover greatly influences odor-reducing capability. Syn-
thetic covers include polyethylene tarpaulins, flexible vinyl
fabrics (recycled billboards),polyethylene fleece blankets,and
expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) covers, although
any water-repellent fabric cover will meet some of the goals.
See Figures A-3 and A-4.Covered ASPs are essentially batch
systems, in that once the pile is built it remains undisturbed
in place for the duration of active composting and/or curing.
(Some facilities will uncover and agitate the piles during the
active composting phase, adjust moisture if necessary, and
then recover.) This type of system does not allow for mois-
ture addition, but the covering conserves moisture evapora-
tion in the composting process, so moisture addition is not
usually needed. Covered ASPs are suitable for the same ap-
plications as individual ASPs.They can scale from a few thou-
sand tons per year to over 200,000 tons per year.Technology
providers of covered ASP systems include Engineered Com-

Appendix

A

Spotlight

Figure A-1 shows the system at Blue Hen Organics on the Del-
marva Peninsula in Frankford, Delaware (approximately 50
miles south of Dover, DE). This 30,000-tons/year facility takes
in yard trimmings, food scraps, and residuals from the Penin-
sula’s well-developed poultry raising industry. The food scraps
and poultry residuals are mixed with woody material produced
by the on-site vegetative materials grinder and piled into indi-
vidual ASPs for two weeks. After two weeks, the piles are bro-
ken down, remixed and fresh ASPs are built for another two
weeks. This improves process control and material homoge-
nization. After the second ASP period, the compost is moved
to curing in windrows on the sites.

Aerated Static Pile (ASP) Compost Systems

Figure A-1: Individual ASP at Blue Hen Organics (DE) 
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting

Figure A-2: Extended ASP system at the Western Lake Superior Sanitary
District in Duluth, MN 

Photo credit: WLSSD

Figure A-3: Fabric-covered ASP system in Howard County, MD. This is a
negatively aerated AC Compost System from Engineered Compost Sys-

tems (ECS). Feedstocks are yard trimmings and food scraps collected
from residential sources. The initial capacity is 7,500 tons per year, but

an expansion to 45,000 tons per year is planned. 
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting



post Systems (induced draft), GORE® Cover technology
manufactured by W. L Gore & Associates (forced draft), and
Managed Organics Recycling (forced draft).

Bunker ASP Systems
Figure A-5 shows bunker ASP systems.These systems op-

erate most efficiently when enough feedstocks are on hand to
fill a bunker in two days, so the normal 30-day active com-
posting period results in rows of bunkers adjacent to each oth-
er, often split into two sections facing each other with a com-
mon aisle. These can be positive aeration systems, where a
biogenic cover, usually compost, is placed on the top of the
bunker pile for odor management; or negative aeration sys-
tems,where exhaust air is directed to a biofilter for treatment.

Containerized (Enclosed) ASP Systems
Enclosed ASP systems are also available in several config-

urations, including tunnels, rectangular containers, bins, and
bags.These vary in application suitability and scale,with tun-

nels generally being higher-capacity systems better suited to
municipal and commercial applications,while containers,bins
and bags are more suited to smaller capacities and can be used
on-farm and on-site, in addition to municipal and commer-
cial activities. Costs tend to be higher for tunnels, containers
and bags, which are normally purchased from a technology
provider. Like other ASP systems, piles are built and man-
aged using rubber-tired loaders and skid steer loaders, al-
though some larger facilities will use feed-in conveyors.

Small-scale aerated compost bins are available that are
suitable for community, on-site, on-farm, and smaller-scale
municipal applications.These tend to be batch-oriented sys-
tems, capable of composting 3-20 CY per batch (or per bin).
Multiple bins can be arrayed for larger capacities. Each bin
is equipped with a small blower and aeration device (Figure
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Spotlight

St. John’s University in New York City uses a larger O2 Compost
Aerated Bin to compost food scraps, garden residuals, and
landscape trimmings (Figure A-7). They recently achieved a
Gold Rating with the Association for the Advancement of Sus-
tainability in Higher Education STARS Program, in part because
of their efforts to collect food scraps from university dining
halls and coffee shops, compost it on campus, and utilize the
finished compost in sustainable landscape practices and in a
student organic garden. By composting on-site, St. John’s has
reduced its carbon footprint by eliminating the need for the
Department of Sanitation to transport food discards to a land-
fill, thereby significantly reducing both truck exhaust and the
production of landfill greenhouse gases.

Spotlight

An example of an operating bunker ASP system is Green Moun-
tain Compost (www.greenmountaincompost.com), which op-
erates the 5,200-tons/year facility built by the Chittenden Solid
Waste District in Williston, Vermont. This facility used poured
concrete walls; the positive aeration system was built below the
finish floor elevation in the concrete slab. These bunkers are cov-
ered with a pavilion-style roof, installed primarily to improve
process control and to minimize storm water quality impacts.

Figure A-4: GORE Micropore fabric-covered ASP 
Photo credit: W.L. Gore Co., Newark, DE

Figure A-6: Community-scale aerated compost bins in Fairfax, VA 
Photo credit: O2 Compost

Figure A-7: O2 Compost Aerated Bins at St. John’s University, 
New York City 

Photo credit: O2 Compost

Figure A-5: Several facilities have been built using concrete bunkers to
separate individual ASPs into rectangular-shaped piles by poured con-
crete or concrete block walls. The primary advantage of bunkers over

piles is the vertical capacities gained by the separating walls compared
to angle-of-repose individual piles.

Photo credit: (left) Coker Composting & Consulting, (right) Green Mountain Compost

www.greenmountaincompost.com


A-6).These are available from technology providers such as
O2 Compost (http://www.o2compost.com/).These systems
are filled and emptied either manually or with a small skid-
steer loader or tractor. They are reasonably priced, and are
available either as entire systems,or as do-it-yourself kits that
are constructed with local resources and labor (about $1,000
in materials costs).

Another form of containerized ASP involves modified
silage bags.Ag-Bag International (www.ag-bag.com),a mak-
er of silage equipment, developed a composting system by
modifying silage production systems for livestock feed. The
equipment normally used to create silage tubes for feed stor-
age was adapted to create an in-vessel,static aerated-pile com-
posting system.The Ag-Bag composting system uses a tubu-
lar, flexible plastic sleeve to enclose the compost materials.
These compost tubes are sold under the brand name
EcoPODs®. Figure A-8 illustrates this technology.These are

suitable for on-site, on-farm, municipal, industrial, and com-
mercial applications, and are scalable by increasing the num-
ber of bags. Like all ASP systems, proper feedstock condi-
tioning and mixing is important. EcoPOD® is made from
low-density polyethylene plastic and is a single-use bag.The
EcoPOD® comes in 5-foot, 10-foot and 12-foot diameters
and is 200 feet long. Each bag has a capacity of between 250
and 1,000 CY.A specialized machine is used to load the bags.
A blower connected to a perforated plastic tube provides aer-
ation. As the materials are pressed into the EcoPOD®, per-
forated polyethylene pipe is unreeled and fed throughout the
length of the plastic tube. Active composting is 8-12 weeks
followed by 30-60 days of curing.

Roll-off containers have been modified to serve as ASP
containers. Both ECS and Green Mountain Technologies
offer a form of this container ASP system. Like the bag sys-
tem, these are batch systems so multiple units are needed for
most applications.They are suitable for smaller-scale munic-
ipal, commercial and industrial applications. The units are
filled with either a rubber-tired or skid-steer loader, or by a
specially designed loading conveyor. The aeration system is
installed in a false floor and these units can operate in posi-
tive, negative, or reversing aeration mode, with exhaust air
treated by a biofilter, if needed.Lifting trucks similar to those
used with roll-off containers are used to empty the contain-
ers. The ECS container system is the CV Composter (see
Figure A-9). �
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Spotlight

An example of an operating facility using Ag-Bag EcoPOD®
technology is Nu-Earth Organics in Waukegan, Illinois. Locat-
ed on a 5.5-acre site in a well-developed suburban area, Nu-
Earth uses Ag-Bag technology to compost about 10,000
tons/year of yard trimmings. The Oakland Zoo composts ma-
nure and animal bedding from its herbivores along with fruit
and vegetable scraps and coffee grounds from its kitchens us-
ing the Ag-Bag system. The contractor handling the food scraps
recycling for the City of San Francisco used this technology
from 2005-2009, but it (Recology) has since converted to the
ECS AC Composter system.

Spotlight

The wastewater treatment plant in Livingston, Montana, uses
the ECS CV Composter to compost biosolids with wood chips.
The facility consists of four 40-cubic-yard CV Composter Ves-
sels, a 475ft3 Luck/Now compost mixer, a loading conveyer,
process monitoring with ComptrollerTM (aeration control and
data monitoring system), and a biofiltration system. The in-ves-
sel retention time for composting in the CV unit is about 21
days, followed by curing. One full-time employee operates the
facility, which produces 1,467 cubic yards of compost per year.

Figure A-9: ECS containerized CV Composter uses insulated 40 cubic yard vessels with stainless steel interiors 
Photo credit: Engineered Compost Systems

Figure A-8: Ag-Bag EcoPOD® 
Photo credit: Ag-Bag International

http://www.o2compost.com/
www.ag-bag.com
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Horizontal Bioreactors
Horizontal bioreactors are often dynamic systems, in that

forced aeration is supplemented by internal turning or agi-
tation.They tend to be operated in continuous mode, rather
than the batch mode of the static bioreactors, such as en-
closed aerated static pile systems. They tend to have small-
er capacities and are modular, so are suitable for communi-
ty, on-site, and on-farm applications. The smaller-scale
systems are appropriate for small institutions including
schools, hospitals and nursing homes, and commercial es-
tablishments such as grocery stores, hotels, businesses with
cafeterias, and restaurants.1 They are suited to capacities of
less than 20,000 lbs/day of source-separated organics.2 See
Figure B-1 for sample systems.

These systems tend to have integrated control systems that
monitor process parameters like temperature and oxygen (or
carbon dioxide). A mixing and loading hopper/conveyor and
a biofilter for exhaust odor management are often included.
Material is moved through the bioreactor by various means,
including moving floors, spinners, augers, and similar dry ma-
terials transport devices. The sizes of these units vary by ca-
pacity,with smaller units able to fit into one parking stall,while
larger units are 12-15 feet wide and have lengths greater than
20 feet.Technology providers and their reactor brands include:

• Green Mountain Technologies – Earth Tub, Earth Flow
• North American Trading House – The Rocket Composter
• Vertal – Big Hanna
• Hot Rot Organic Solutions – Hot Rot
Another horizontal bioreactor is made by a Swedish com-

pany, Susteco AB, and sold as Big Hanna (http://www.big
hanna.com). The composter is essentially a horizontally ori-
entated cylinder with stationary rear and front-end caps.The
cylinder with composting material is rotated and the materi-
al is turned over and ventilated periodically. It is a continuous
flow system. Depending upon the amount and the composi-
tion of waste material a range of choices can be made regard-

ing waiting time between turns, length of turning period,ven-
tilation intensity and filling level.There are five models avail-
able, ranging in capacity from about 9 tons/year to about 70
tons/year.

Food waste and sawdust (pellets) are fed into the front
gable and as they enter the cylinder, they push forward the

Appendix

BBioreactor Compost Systems

Figure B-1: Green Mountain Technologies Earth Tub & Earth Flow
Photo credit: Green Mountain Technologies, Inc.

Spotlight

Colorado State University’s (CSU) Housing & Dining Services in-
vested in a GMT Earth Flow system. This fully enclosed, in-ves-
sel compost system is located at the Foothills Campus in Fort
Collins, three miles west of the main campus. They purchased
the unit as an alternative to trucking food scraps more than 50
miles one-way to a private merchant composter. The 30-foot
long Earth Flow is capable of composting more than one ton of
biodegradables per day. The system dramatically speeds the
process of aerobic decomposition and is able to compost food
scraps in 14-21 days. The composter is the size of a large roll-off
dumpster with a greenhouse roof for passive solar gain and a
unique traveling auger design (see Figure B-2), which simulta-
neously mixes the composting material and transports it slow-
ly from one end of the vessel to the other. The composter is pow-
ered with electricity generated by nearby solar panels. Pulped
food discards (including meat, dairy, bones and paper products)
from two dining centers are composted in the Earth Flow with
bulking material generated from the CSU Equine Center. Fin-
ished compost is used in landscaping projects on campus.
Waste is loaded into one end of the vessel by placing a roll cart
on an automated loader. The control panel allows the operator
to select the number of times per day that the compost is mixed
as well as automatically adds moisture to the compost. Finished
compost cures outside of the system in piles for several weeks
before being used as a soil amendment on campus. 

Figure B-2: Auger inside GMT Earth Flow 
Photo credit: Green Mountain Technologies, Inc.

http://www.bighanna.com


composting material already inside. In the first one-third of
the cylinder, the material goes through the thermophilic
phase of decomposition. In the following phase, most of the
initial decomposition is complete.The material has a reten-
tion time of 6-10 weeks in the reactor. There are tempera-
ture probes situated in the front, middle and back of cylin-
der. The current temperature is displayed at all times and
logged in the operator panel. Figure B-4 illustrates this
bioreactor.

Tunnel Bioreactors
Tunnel bioreactors are another form of actively aerated

composting systems, more suited to larger-scale applications
like municipal,commercial and industrial sectors,with capac-
ities up to 100,000 tons/year. These systems consist of long
narrow cast-in-place concrete walls and floors, typically 12-
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Spotlight

The Noble Correctional Institution (NCI) in Caldwell, Ohio, uses
a Big Hanna Model T240 composter to process the food scraps
of its incarcerated population. The Big Hanna system is coupled
with a Somat Model 75S Pulper and Hydra-Extractor, which is
a macerator designed to process food scraps and reduce their
moisture content and volume. The system handles about 675
tons/year, which previously had been landfilled at an annual
cost of $54,535. The NCI staff calculated a 3-year return on in-
vestment for the system, and also calculated a CO2 emissions
savings of 1,014 tons per year.

Spotlight

At Rippowam Cisqua School (RCS) in Bedford, New York, in 2011
students started separating organics, mostly post-consumer
food scraps at the dining hall. The idea behind this initiative was
to help students see first-hand that food discards could be sent
to an offsite facility to create compost, and then add nutrients
back into the soil, closing the loop. RCS found a hauler, which
was able to transport the material to an offsite composting fa-
cility. Hauling costs to transport the food scraps to that facility
soon became too expensive, thereby leading RCS to decide to
compost on-site and buy a Rocket® composter. See Figure B-3.
The school also wanted to use the Rocket® composter as a
learning tool. RCS students scrape the food from their plates
into collection bins, and then feed the food scraps along with
wood chips into the Rocket® composter. RCS students are
learning how to compost on-site and how to use the compost
to produce rich soil for their school garden, while diverting
wasted food from landfill disposal. The school saves approxi-
mately $2,000 a month in avoided hauling costs to the com-
posting facility.

Figure B-3: The Rocket Composter 
Photo credit: North American Trading House

Figure B-5: Big Hanna Composter at Noble Correctional
Institution 

Photo credit: Susteco AB

Figure B-4: Big Hanna Horizontal Bioreactor. 
Illustration credit: Susteco AB

Figure B-6: Tunnel Bioreactors 
Photo credit: Engineered Compost Systems



18 feet wide, 18-24 feet tall and 80-150 feet long. An 18 feet
wide by 90 feet long tunnel bioreactor will hold about 560
CY of mixed feedstocks.

The positive aeration system is in the floor.The tunnels are
designed to be filled and emptied with large rubber-tired
front-end loaders. The airtight door systems that close each
tunnel after filling are either hinged at the top and open with
hydraulic lifters or hung on tracks and slide to one side (like
a barn door). Composting times are 2-4 weeks, and some are
configured to allow material to be removed and remixed dur-
ing the process. During operation, process air is exhausted
from the headspace above the composting mass and routed
to a biofilter for treatment. Figure B-6 illustrates this tech-
nology. The only US technology provider of tunnel bioreac-
tors is Engineered Compost Systems; this technology is also
available from Canadian and European companies.

Agitated-Channel Bioreactors
Agitated-channel bioreactors are similar to turned windrow

systems, except the windrows are contained within two long
parallel concrete walls that are 6-8 feet high and spaced 9-18
feet apart. The mixed feedstocks are loaded into one end of
the channel and are moved down its length over a 2-4 week
period by an agitator that rides on rails bolted into the top of
the concrete walls. As the turning machine moves forward on
the rails, it mixes the compost and discharges the compost be-
hind itself. With each turning, the machine moves the com-
post a set distance toward the end of the bed.The turning ma-
chines work in a similar way to windrow turners,using rotating
paddles or flails to agitate the materials, break up clumps of
particles,and maintain porosity.Some machines include a con-
veyor to move the compost.The machines work automatical-
ly without an operator and are controlled with limit switches.

Most commercial systems include a set of aeration pipes or
an aeration plenum recessed in the floor of the bed and cov-
ered with a screen and/or gravel. Between turnings, blowers
aerate and cool the composting materials. As the materials

along the length of the bed are at different stages of compost-
ing, the bed is divided into different aeration zones along its
length. Several blowers are used per bed. Each blower sup-
plies air to one zone of a bed and is controlled individually by
a temperature sensor or time clock. The capacity of the sys-
tem is dependent on the number and size of the beds. The
width of the beds in commercially available systems, ranges
from about 6 to 20 feet, and bed depths are between about 3
and 10 feet. The beds must conform to the size of the turn-
ing machine,and the walls must be especially straight.To pro-
tect equipment and control composting conditions, the beds
are housed in a building.

Rotary Drum Bioreactors
Rotary drum composting systems are used for municipal,

commercial and industrial composting of municipal solid
waste (MSW), animal mortalities, meatpacking and render-
ing wastes, and small-scale institutional (such as prison or
university dining hall) food wastes.This approach uses a hor-
izontal rotary drum to mix, aerate and move the material
through the system. Rotary drum composting for MSW has
been practiced since the early 1970s and Bedminister Bio-
conversion and Conporec are two manufacturers of large
MSW composting systems. Other manufacturers make
smaller systems, such as BW Organics, DTE Environmen-
tal, XACT Systems (Figure B-8), and Rotocom.

The drum is mounted on large bearings and turned through
a bull gear. A drum about 6 feet in diameter and 16 feet long
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Spotlight

The Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution Control Authority in
Lewiston, Maine, has relied on biosolids composting at their
wastewater treatment plant since the 1990s. They handle
30,000 wet tons/year at the facility. They use a Longwood agi-
tated-channel bioreactor system with sawdust and shavings
as the bulking agent. The facility is enclosed in a building and
air emissions are treated with a biofilter. Compost is sold un-
der the brand name “MaineGro” and sells for $7 per CY (~$15
per ton). 

Spotlight

The Region of Peel government in Mississauga, Ontario, Cana-
da, uses a tunnel bioreactor for composting organics such as
yard trimmings and food scraps (http://www.peelregion.
ca/pw/waste/facilities/piwmf.htm). The technology provider
was The Christiaens Group in the Netherlands. The system con-
sists of six concrete tunnel reactors and has a capacity of 60,000
tons/year. Food scraps are mixed equally with leaves and yard
trimmings, then shredded and placed into reinforced concrete
tunnels measuring 15 feet wide by 18 feet high by 90 feet long.
Air is circulated through the tunnels using a series of holes
within the floor. After approximately seven to ten days, the ma-
terial is removed from the tunnels and brought to the Peel Cur-
ing Facility in Caledon. The material is cured outside in 24
windrows for 45 days using the fabric Gore Cover System and
then screened to produce the finished compost.

Figure B-7: Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution Control Authority
Agitated-Channel Bioreactor 

Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting

http://www.peelregion.ca/pw/waste/facilities/piwmf.htm


has a daily capacity of approximately 4 CY with a residence
time of three days. In the drum, the composting process starts
quickly; and the highly degradable, oxygen-demanding ma-
terials are decomposed. Further decomposition of the mate-
rial is necessary and is accomplished through a second stage
of composting,usually in windrows or aerated static piles.The
primary advantage of rotary drum composting is it usually
achieves the requisite pathogen kill time-temperature rela-
tionship (>55°C for three days), and it can reduce potential
odor problems due to rapid decomposition of highly degrad-
able organics, which are often the source of odor problems.
Air is supplied through the discharge end and is incorporat-
ed into the material as it tumbles. The air moves in the op-
posite direction to the material. The compost near the dis-
charge is cooled by the fresh air. In the middle, it receives the
warmed air, which encourages the process; and the newly
loaded material receives the warmest air to initiate the process.
These types of units can also be used as mixers to combine
feedstocks prior to the composting process.

Hybrid Systems 
Hybrid systems combine the forced aeration of ASP com-

posting with the agitation of the turned windrow. A hybrid
system using both forced aeration and windrow turning has
been developed by Green Mountain Technologies. See Fig-
ure B-9. Marketed as the “Earth Pad,” there are three instal-
lations in the US (Annen Farms in Mount Angel, Oregon;
LRI Compost Factory in Puyallup, Washington; and Little
Hannaford Farms in Centralia, Washington). The system is
located under an open-walled roofed structure, and has an
aeration system buried inside a concrete slab. The system is
divided into modules, with each module supplied by one

blower and with separate zones within each module that can
be independently controlled for temperature targets. Each
module holds 5,400 cubic yards over 16 days, which allows
for 300 cubic yards of incoming feedstocks to be placed dai-
ly in a module. Usually 2 modules are placed side by side for
a total of 36 days of active aerated composting. Additional
sets of modules can be laid end to end for unlimited expan-
sion capability. During processing, the compost is periodical-
ly turned with an elevated face compost turner. �
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Spotlight

Alaska Green Waste Solutions in Anchorage opted for an in-ves-
sel composting system and chose a rotating bioreactor drum
by XACT systems because of its small footprint and large capac-
ity. It purchased a 10-foot diameter by 30-foot long vessel and
installed it in 2009. Alaska Green Waste Solutions collects veg-
etable and fruit waste from grocery stores such as Costco, Fred
Meyer, and Carrs/Safeway. Horse stables also contribute their
manure to the composting system, which is comprised of the
bioreactor, 4 conveyors, and a mixer. The heat from the biore-
actor helps heat the building in which it is housed. The produce
scraps are loaded into the mixer and allowed to sit over night
to allow excess liquid to drain off. The following morning the
mixer is started and 2 parts wood chips are added to 2 parts pro-
duce material and 1 part manure. An additive, EM-1, is also
added to the mix as a microorganism accelerant. After being
mixed for 20 minutes, the contents are discharged onto a con-
veyor that feeds into the bioreactor. The materials take about 7
days to cycle through the bioreactor drum, and about 3 batch-
es of compost are produced each week. It rotates only a few
hours each day. According to the operator, with the help of the
EM-1, the temperature of the composting material is kept in the
range of 115°F and 145°F. The material exiting the bioreactor,
which is reduced in volume by about 20%, is then moved off-
site for curing in windrows or static piles. It is then mixed for dif-
ferent applications such as landscaping and erosion control and
sold for between $65/ and $95/cubic yard. Their main compost
purchaser is the Alaska Department of Transportation. 

Figure B-8: XACT Systems Rotary Drum 
Photo credit: XACT Systems, Tenton, Ontario, Canada

Figure B-9: Green Mountain Technologies Earth Pad
Photo credit: Green Mountain Technologies

End Notes
1 Jean Bonhotal,Mary Schwarz, and Gary Feinland,“In-Ves-

sel Composting Options for Medium-Scale Food Waste
Generators,” BioCycle, March 2011, p. 49

2 Environment Canada, "Technical Document on Municipal
Solid Waste Organics Processing," 2012, p. 5-22.



Liquid Digesters
There are many styles of liquid AD systems including sin-

gle stage, two stage, and batch with a variety of control and
mixing methods.The most common digester process config-
uration is a completely mixed, single stage reactor in which

the various biochemical conversions are occurring simultane-
ously in a mixed culture. A single stage reactor is simple to
build and operate and effectively promotes conversion to
methane. Conversely, AD can be broken down to the multi-

Spotlight

Exeter Agri-Energy (EAE) owns a liquid AD system at Stonyvale Dairy
in Exeter, Maine, which consists of two 400,000-gallon liquid AD re-
actors handling manure from the dairy (Figure C-3). EAE also takes in
source-separated food scraps, primarily from preconsumer sources
such as Hannaford Grocery Stores. The system came on-line in De-
cember 2011 and is currently handling about 20,000 gallons/day of
manure plus 8,000 to 10,000 gallons/day of off-farm organics. The off-
farm organics are 4-8 tons/day of food scraps with liquid waste (such
as grease trap waste) making up the remainder. The food scraps are
delivered into a concrete block and floored bunker (500 ton capaci-
ty) where a REMU loader attachment shreds the food scraps to a 1-
inch minus particle size. A loader moves the shredded scraps to one
of two 1,000-gallon in-ground, heated receiving tanks. A 40-hp Bal-
dor chopper pump is used to pump the scraps into the AD reactors.
CHFour Biogas, a Canadian company, provided the AD system. The
continuously-stirred tank reactors are 65-feet in diameter, 20-feet tall,
made of 12-inch cast-in-place concrete with heat tubing cast into the
walls and a 4-inch insulation layer on the outside. Biogas is stored in
a 60-mil flexible membrane storage system above the reactors. Tem-
peratures in the digesters are typically close to 100°F.
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Figure C-1: Typical Low-Solids Liquid Digester 
Illustration credit: David Darling, Encyclopedia of Alternative Energy

Figure C-2: Typical Slurry Digester 
Illustration credit: Organic Waste Systems, OWS, Brecht, Belgium

Figure C-3: Liquid AD System at dairy farm, Exeter, ME
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting

Appendix

CAnaerobic Digestion Systems



stage processes of hydrolysis, fermentation,and methanogen-
esis. Process design can consist of reactors in series to create
optimal conditions for the bacteria involved in each of these
conversion steps.Such a reactor arrangement may require less
total reactor volume than a single stage reactor and may re-
sult in more complete conversion of the organic wastes to
methane. However, systems with multiple reactors are typi-
cally more expensive to build and operate.

Anaerobic digesters are operated at two temperature ranges,
mesophilic and thermophilic. Most digesters currently oper-
ating in the US are mesophilic and run at temperature ranges
from 90°F to 110°F. Thermophilic digestion refers to opera-
tional temperature conditions above 125°F.Thermophilic di-
gestion can produce 30-50% more methane than mesophilic
digestion processes operating at the same residence time.
Thermophilic digesters typically generate fewer odors and

have greater pathogen destruction than mesophilic systems.
Illustrations of typical liquid digesters are shown in Figures

C-1 and C-2. Figure C-2 illustrates a higher-solids liquid
“slurry” digester, which can handle feedstocks up to 50% to-
tal solids.

Dry Fermentation Reactors
Dry fermentation systems are a newer entry into the waste

processing market in the US, but have been in use in Europe,
due to the large number of source-separated organics collec-
tion programs there (see Figure C-4). Dry AD systems are
better suited to solid waste processing than wet systems, due
to pumping, clogging and toxicity issues with wet systems.
The first dry AD system in the US managing solid munici-
pal feedstocks, came on-line November 2011 at a university
installation in Oshkosh, Wisconsin (8,500 tons/year capaci-
ty); the first municipal/commercial dry AD system came on-
line in Marina, California, in March 2013 (5,000 tons/year).

In a batch process, the digester is completely filled with a
mix of fresh organic matter and digestate, then closed with a
gas- and liquid-tight seal (see Figures C-5 and C-6).The di-
gester remains closed until the end of the desired retention
time (around 28 days). It is then emptied and filled with new
material, often a mixture of partially digested material that
was just removed and fresh,undigested material.The partial-
ly digested material acts as seed material to restart the diges-
tion process. Digestate recycle rates vary with each vendor’s
system, varying from 20% to 50% for dry batch systems and
up to 85% for plug-flow (i.e. unmixed) systems.

Anaerobic microorganisms require a moist environment in
which to thrive. A dry system is not moist enough to foster
this.To overcome this, a liquid “percolate” is sprayed into the
fermenter over the digesting feedstocks.The percolate has al-
ready been through an active digester; therefore, it contains
anaerobic microorganisms.Once a fermenter has been reseed-
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Spotlight

Toronto, Ontario, Canada is home to the Dufferin Organics Pro-
cessing Facility, an anaerobic digestion system owned by the
City that takes in about 60,000 tons/year of source-separated
organics, mostly food scraps from Toronto’s residential Green
Bin program and its commercial Yellow Bin program.1 The main
challenge in digesting a solid material like food scraps is to liq-
uefy the scraps to make them pumpable into a liquid digester.
The Dufferin plant uses a wet pretreatment system consisting
of pulper, float tanks, and sedimentation tanks to remove con-
taminants (such as film plastic, plastic bottles, and cans) from
the organics, which are then pumped into the digester. Follow-
ing a solids retention time of 27 days, the digested organics are
dewatered with screw presses, and the press cake sent off-site
for composting. The biogas produced by the AD system is cur-
rently flared, but plans are in place to convert it to biomethane
for vehicle fuel usage.2

Figure C-4: Evolution and Ratio of Wet vs. Dry AD Capacity in Europe 
Source: “Fact Sheet: Anaerobic Digestion, European Bioplastics, February 2011



ed, and percolate has been pumped into it, gas production be-
gins almost immediately. Over the retention time of the di-
gester, the percolate is repeatedly drained and resprayed onto
the fermenting mass.

Dry-batch anaerobic digesters have several advantages over
liquid and high solids digesters for processing organic solid
wastes like food scraps and yard trimmings:

• The units can be loaded and unloaded with front-end
loaders because the dry material is stackable;

• The digestate has a relatively high solids content and can
be composted without having to remove excess liquid
(although fresh dry compostable feedstock may be needed
to elevate volatile solids content);

• Pumping liquid percolate is easier than pumping a slurry,
with less potential for clogging and equipment wear;

• The fermenter “cells”are modular, so that multiple cells can
be loaded and used at different times, ensuring a more
even gas production rate; and

• A toxicity event, or an upset condition, does not take an
entire digester out-of-service, just an individual cell.

Biogas generation rates are a function of the “richness” of
the feedstocks; most European plants are handling residen-

tial source-separated organic materials (kitchen and garden
scraps) – which they refer to as “biowaste” – and are getting
gas generation rates on the order of 3,000 cubic feet/ton of
feedstock. A feedstock stream of more digestible materials
(such as food processing residuals, bakery wastes, and brew-
ery wastes) might produce gas at a rate of 4,500 cubic feet/ton.
A January 2013 test of the output of a mixed-waste materi-
als recovery facility (i.e. a “dirty”MRF) in Minnesota showed
a methane generation potential of 5,700 cubic feet/ton.

Most of the dry fermentation systems use the biogas (55-
60% methane,30-35% CO2) as fuel for a combined heat-and-
power (CHP) engine,which requires the gas be condensed to
remove moisture and filtered through a charcoal filter to re-
move hydrogen sulfide. As an example of conversion of bio-
gas to electricity, General Electric’s Jenbacher JS3 316 en-
gines (a common type found in AD systems) have a heat rate
of approximately 9,400 Btu/kWh,which translates to an elec-
trical efficiency of 36.3%. A dry AD system will use about 7-
8% of the power produced internally (parasitic power).There
is not a lot of available data on actual power produced by these
generators in Europe. One American feasibility study esti-
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Spotlight

The organics recycling facility at the Oshkosh, Wisconsin cam-
pus of the University of Wisconsin uses the BIOFerm™ biodi-
gester technology, which is a dry fermentation anaerobic di-
gestion system. The 19,000 square foot facility consists of four
separate reactors and handles 8,000 tons/year of campus food
scraps and landscaping debris, animal bedding wastes, and re-
cycled digestate (Figure C-7). The mix ratio is one-third food
scraps, one-third animal bedding and one-third yard trim-
mings. Each fermentation vessel is 70 feet long by 23 feet wide
by 16.7 feet high. The source-separated organic (SSO) materi-
als and about half of the digestate (the solid residual left over
after fermentation) are loaded into one of the four reactors with
a front-end loader. Once full, the reactor is closed and a 28-day
fermentation process begins with spraying percolate onto the
organic biomass, filling the biomass pore spaces with liquid,
and shifting the bacterial activity to anaerobic digestion, pro-
ducing biogas. Biogas is collected from all four reactors and is
stored in a flexible membrane storage bag above the reactors.
The facility produces 23.8 million cubic feet/year of biogas
(with a 54% methane content), which is combusted on-site in
a 370 kW Combined Heat and Power (CHP) generator, produc-
ing 2,320,000 kWh/year of electrical power and recovering
7,918 million BTUs/year of heat. The electricity produced is sold
to Wisconsin Public Service (WPS) under a Power Purchase
Agreement (PPA) and the recovered heat is used for maintain-
ing the digester at mesophilic temperature and heating the fa-
cilities throughout the winter months. The digestate is com-
posted in turned windrows at an off-site facility for market
maturation for a period of several weeks. The Oshkosh facility
was constructed in 2011 for a capital cost of $3.5 million. Other
dry fermentation facilities using this technology are in plan-
ning, design or construction. The BIOFerm™ technology is avail-
able from BIOFerm™ Energy Systems in Madison, WI
(www.BIOFermEnergy.com). 

Figure C-5: A Loaded Dry Batch AD Fermenter
Photo credit: Coker Composting & Consulting

Figure C-6: A Cross Section through Dry Fermenter 
Illustration credit: P. Lutz, BEKON Technologies, “New BEKON Biogas Technology for Dry

Fermentation in Batch Process, Nov. 2005

www.BIOFermEnergy.com


mated electrical production of 61 MWh/yr;3 however, that
was based on a 20,000-tons/year waste stream with very high
gas generation potential. Many of the European plants had
gensets with 300-400 KW capacities.

Waste heat from the CHPs is used in European systems for
hot water heating (much space heating in Europe is achieved
via hot water radiators), for drying of composts and sludges,
and for similar uses.The American study referenced above es-

timated that about 4 MMBTU/hour of heat could be captured
for reuse from the engine jacket and from the exhaust stack.

If the biogas is to be reused as “renewable natural gas”
(RNG),then other impurities must be removed (such as CO2)
and the methane content elevated to 97-98%. Typical speci-
fications for RNG include maximum concentrations for oxy-
gen, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur and moisture content, requiring
considerable cleanup of biogas. �

End Notes
1 31 Van Opstal, B. “Evaluating AD System Performance for

MSW Organics,” BioCycle, Vol. 45, No. 11, November
2006, p. 35-39, and “Managing AD System Logistics for
MSW Organics,” BioCycle, Vol. 45, No. 12, December
2006, p. 39-43.

2 CCI BioEnergy, at http://www.ccibioenergy.com/projects/

toronto-success/toronto-dufferin, accessed Jan. 31, 2014
3 Mass Natural Fertilizer Co.“Feasibility Study of Anaerobic

Digestion of Industrial Organic Waste Using Dry Fer-
mentation Technology,” Massachusetts Technology Col-
laborative Task Order 09-1, January 2010.
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Figure C-7: University of Wisconsin – Oshkosh Dry Fermentation AD System 
Photo credit: BioFERM Energy Systems

http://www.ccibioenergy.com/projects/toronto-success/toronto-dufferin
http://www.ccibioenergy.com/projects/toronto-success/toronto-dufferin
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Odor Generation and Compounds
Aerobic decomposition is the cornerstone of composting.

Aerobic composting is an oxidation process, whereby de-
composition raises the oxidation state of the building blocks.
This is the same process that turns an apple skin brown, a
bicycle fender rusty or a copper penny green. Oxidation is
defined as the interaction between oxygen molecules and all
the different substances they may contact, from metal to liv-
ing tissue. This occurs on a molecular level, but we see it
when the free radicals formed by oxidation break away (rust
flakes, copper oxide particles, brown spots on fruit). The
main ingredients of food scraps to be composted are pro-
teins, carbohydrates, and fats. These three components are
made of various combinations of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen and sulfur.

Decomposition of these compounds follows a well-evolved
sequence of events, each event producing both products and
by-products.Each of these categories of decomposition prod-
ucts has several subcategories, many of which are intermedi-
ate byproducts of the decomposition process. For example,
proteins decompose into their component polypeptides,
which in turn, decompose into their component amino acids.
At each stage of the decomposition process, there are a vari-
ety of different organic compounds,each with its own volatil-
ity characteristic.Think of a compound’s volatility character-
istic as its potential to generate odor.

An odor is a volatile chemical gas. Volatility is the ten-
dency of a substance to vaporize, which is proportional to a
substance’s vapor pressure. At a given temperature, a sub-
stance with higher vapor pressure vaporizes more readily
than a substance with a lower vapor pressure. As an organ-
ic material decomposes, the mix of volatile compounds
change, so the mix of vapor pressures changes, which can
change the characteristic odor. Some odors are produced by
the biological changes in compounds by microorganisms;
others are due to chemical changes in the compost pile.

The major odor-causing compounds in composting are sul-
fur-, nitrogen-, and carbon-based.Table D-1 lists some com-
pounds that cause odors, and the nature of those odors.

Factors that can influence odor generation include: feed-
stock composition, the metabolic activity rates of the decom-
posers doing the work, the availability of the nutrients in the
feedstocks to the microbes, how well mixed the feedstocks
are, and several physical factors, such as moisture content,
particle size,oxygen content and diffusion,and temperature.

Composting is never odor-free. Even under optimum
conditions for aerobic decomposition of organic matter,
odors are going to form. However, failure to develop those

optimum conditions is guaranteed to make odors worse,
particularly those odorants that people find annoying or
unpleasant. The more odors that are formed due to poor
composting conditions, the more quantities of that odor-
ant escape into the atmosphere, and it becomes much hard-
er to disperse those quantities below the recognition thresh-
olds. The recognition threshold of an odor is much higher
than the detection threshold; for example, ammonia has a
detection threshold of 0.037 part per million (ppm), but a
recognition threshold of 47 ppm (one part per million is
equal to one inch in 16 miles). The detection threshold of
an odor is the minimum concentration that the human nose
can perceive something in the air but not identify it; the
recognition threshold is the minimum concentration that a
human receptor can identify the odorant.

Odor Management
Optimizing the conditions of a good compost pile or

windrow is vital to managing odors. See Figure D-1. The
microbes live in that thin biofilm around each particle in
the pile and draw their life-sustaining oxygen from the
air flowing through the pore space in the pile. So the first
step in controlling the microbial activity is a mix that ad-
heres to good best management practices (BMPs): the
right nutrient balance between carbon and nitrogen (at
least 25 parts of carbon for each part of nitrogen), ade-
quate moisture to form and maintain the biofilm (around

Appendix

DManaging Odors at a Compost Site

Table D-1: Odor causing compounds at compost sites

Compound Nature of Odor

Sulfur Compounds
Hydrogen sulfide Rotten egg
Methyl mercaptan Pungent, rotten cabbage, garlic
Carbon disulfide Rotten pumpkins
Dimethyl disulfide Putrid, sulfurous

Nitrogen compounds
Ammonia Pungent, sharp, eye-watering
Methylamine Putrid, Rotten fish
Cadaverine Putrid, decaying animal tissue
Indole/Skatole Fecal

Carbon compounds
Acetic acid Vinegar, pungent
Butyric acid Rancid butter, garbage
Iso-valeric acid Rancid cheeses, sweaty
Acetaldehyde Green, sweet, fruity
Formaldehyde Acid, medicinal
Limonene Sharp, lemony
�-Pinene Sharp, turpentine



50-55%) and enough structural porosity to ensure a free
air space of at least 40% to keep oxygen levels above a 8
to 10% minimum.

There is no one practice that influences odor generation
potential more than the others. Successful odors manage-
ment is a combination of smaller steps. Particle size is one
of several steps to be managed. As illustrated in Figure D-1,
the effectiveness of microbial metabolism on the compost
particle is defined, in part, by the surface area-to-volume
(SAV) relationship of the particle. The SAV explains why
finely-ground salt dissolves in water faster than coarsely-
ground salt. If SAV is too high, the interior of that particle
will take a very long time to compost. If it is too low, then
the particles in the pile can’t support themselves and they
collapse the free air space between them, reducing the abil-
ity of the pile to stay aerobic. Particle sizes should be in the
2- to 3-inch range.

Achieving the right moisture level is also important. If the
biofilm around the particles dries out, microbial activity will
go dormant and composting will stop. As piles dry out, the
concentration of potential odorants in the biofilm increases.
This can cause a chemical equilibrium shift between soluble
and volatile forms for odorants such as ammonia or the ter-
penes found in green wastes. When a chemical volatilizes, it
becomes a gas and migrates out of a compost pile by either
passive or forced aeration. Conversely, if moisture is allowed
to climb above 60% or so, the free air space channels between
the particles clog with water.This thicker biofilm reduces the
amount of oxygen available to the microorganisms on the sur-
face of the particle as the rate of oxygen transfer in water is
much slower than the rate of transfer in air. Material with an
optimum moisture content of around 50 to 55% has the con-
sistency of a wrung-out sponge that is wet but not freely drip-
ping water. One of the challenges in composting food scraps
with large amounts of vegetable and fruit material is that the
plant cell walls break open readily under the heat of initial de-

composition, flooding the pile with water. Without adequate
structural porosity to allow that flush to drain out, the pore
spaces in the pile will fill with water and risk formation of
anaerobic conditions.

The transfer of oxygen across the biofilm requires a steady
flow of air through the pile. Whether by natural or passive
means, or forced through a pile by a blower, aeration serves
several critical functions in process management, including
replenishment of oxygen, removal of carbon dioxide (and
volatile odorants), and removal of heat. Compost piles and
windrows have both macro-aeration and micro-aeration char-
acteristics. Macro-aeration refers to the overall uniformity of
the structural porosity of a pile. A compost pile of wet dairy
manure mixed with sawdust has low macro-aeration charac-
teristics. A compost pile of chipped tree waste has good
macro-aeration characteristics.Good macro-aeration charac-
teristics are necessary where passive aeration is the primary
means of oxygen transfer, like in windrows. Micro-aeration
characteristics refer to how well air moves inside the pile.Fine
particles, such as those produced by processing woody wastes
with a hammermill, can impede aeration rates in various ar-
eas in a pile, creating air-starved sections in a pile.

Odorants are produced at various stages in the decomposi-
tion process and there is a sequence of events in which initial-
stage decomposition odorants are degraded by microorgan-
isms in the pile during composting. Forced aeration systems,
particularly those with deliberately elevated aeration rates,can
strip odorants out of a pile, before the odorant has had time
to decompose in the pile. This can be a problem if the fans
strip odorants out of air-starved portions of the pile.This puts
pressure on the pile-external odor control system (e.g., biofil-
ter) to handle this load and should be factored into the system
design. In windrow systems that rely on the “chimney effect”
of passive aeration, the high temperatures of early compost-
ing enhance the air flow through the windrow,potentially car-
rying off odorous compounds.That can be minimized by cov-
ering windrows with a 4-inch layer of unscreened compost to
act as an in-situ biofilter.However, it is easy to overload a com-
post cap and suffocate the windrow.

As feedstocks decompose,they provide nutrients to the mi-
crobes, which use them to sustain their metabolism. Excess
nutrients are not processed and can accumulate. As the bio-
logical and chemical changes in a pile shift the equilibrium
between soluble and volatile forms of a chemical, these nu-
trients can be volatilized and become an odorant. The most
notable example of this is ammonia emissions from a pile with
a C:N ratio below 20:1.

Following best management practices in site layout and de-
sign and in compost pile recipe development and construc-
tion will not eliminate odors, but will greatly reduce the po-
tential for odor episodes that will cause problems. �
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Figure D-1: Optimum Composting Conditions 
Photo credit: US Composting Council
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Appendix

EState-by-State Snapshot: Survey of State
Composting Activity (Sample Response)
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Appendix

FCommunity-Based Composters Survey Results
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